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Abstract

The study of climate parameters and their feedback mechanisms have become exceedingly important in light of anthropogenic CO₂ release and its initiation of climate change. In this thesis, I investigate the interaction between different climate parameters during Late Pleistocene climate cycles and the Mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT). I use ocean sediment core-derived foraminiferal shells and geochemical analyses to reconstruct surface water temperature, salinity, and atmospheric CO₂ from a new site U1476 in the Mozambique Channel. I show for the first time that a peak in glacial Indian Ocean surface salinity creates a particularly salty Agulhas Leakage during Late Pleistocene deglaciations. This may influence changes in global climate by altering the surface salinity budgets at deep water convection sites, potentially driving a more vigorous overturning circulation. Late Pleistocene climate transitions established during the MPT “900kyr event”, when glacial ice volume significantly increased forming a 100kyr cycle. I demonstrate that ice sheets during the early MPT sustained glacial ice volume, despite increases in summer duration insolation and temperature. The data combined with new pCO₂ reconstructions suggest that the early de-coupling of ice sheet dynamics caused a disruption in the forcing of earth’s internal feedback mechanisms, leading to the global phenomenon of the “900kyr event”. The pCO₂ data was reconstructed using multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICPMS) boron isotope analysis. I present accuracy and precision data of boron isotope standard measurements conducted on a new Nu plasma II instrument. Best results were achieved after adopting a PFA cyclonic spray chamber, 10¹¹Ω resistors, and concentrated solutions. My additional laboratory test studies provide evidence that cleaning large samples, as used in boron isotope analyses, can be efficiently conducted without the necessity for scaling reagents. My research concludes that Late Pleistocene Indian Ocean circulation and early Pleistocene ice sheet dynamics are important internal climate drivers that have the potential for shaping Pleistocene climate when coupled with insolation- or atmospheric CO₂ change.
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Chapter 1

MOTIVATION AND RATIONALE

1.1 Research Interest

In 2016, the EU together with 174 countries signed the Paris Agreement under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP21). The agreement states that each ratifying country will do everything possible to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to limit the 21st century global warming to an average global atmospheric temperature increase of 1.5°C. This shows how much impact the recent climatic changes have already had. Yet, no significant international political decisions have since underlined the Paris Agreement. Scientists emphasized the need for political action by publishing the IPCC 1.5 degrees special report (2018), but political advances at the Katowice Climate Summit in 2018 were minor. Yet, in many regions, local changes in extreme weather (Gillies, 2015), seasonality (Shepard, 2018), and sea level rise (The Washington Post, 2019; Weston, 2017) have not gone unnoticed. Despite slow process on international political levels, it is important that science provides the best knowledge possible on climate change processes, potential issues, and mitigation.

The climate system is a complex network of mechanisms that follow the laws of physics and interact on multiple spatial and temporal scales. Feedback loops and
stochastic behaviour make the prediction of causal relationships between different climate variables difficult. Yet, given the need for information on these relationships for local and regional governments, their research is of extreme importance. This doctorate thesis will extend the already existing pool of knowledge on how some of the climate variables act on longer timescales. In the following chapters, I will provide new scientific findings on the intercoupling between different climate system parameters, including Indian Ocean surface circulation and atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentrations. This is done by sampling the past 1.5 million years (Ma) using ocean sediment cores. The past 1.5Ma present a unique opportunity to research the above questions as they were influenced by significantly varying atmospheric CO₂ levels in consistence with intense climatic changes. Ocean sediments enable us to reconstruct the different climatic factors, including atmospheric CO₂, and allow the investigation of their relationships via geochemical analyses. Within the last 1.5Ma, the Mid-Pleistocene Transition (MPT) has been chosen as a key period where changes in atmospheric CO₂ may have driven long-term multi-millennial climate shifts. This thesis will provide some of the first ever reconstructed atmospheric pCO₂ measurements for that time.

1.2 Research Impact Statement

Atmospheric CO₂ has been identified as an important climate feedback and potential driver of past, present and future climate (Denman et al., 2007). Modern greenhouse gas emission-induced global warming has set off significant climatic changes that have been recorded across the globe (IPCC, 2018). These include rising global air temperatures, sea surface and deep sea temperatures, decreases in ocean pH, reduction of mountain glaciers, ice shelf collapse, melting-induced sea level rise, deep thawing of permafrost soils and increases in extreme weather likelihoods (IPCC, 2018). Many of these processes show potential threshold behaviour and
are interlinked by feedback loops. Understanding these behaviours and feedback loops is of crucial importance to estimate the significance and duration of some changes observed in the climate system in relation to modern global warming. Past climate archives provide countless opportunities to reconstruct the different climate variables and study their interconnectivity. Ocean circulation has been identified as a major climate feedback mechanism, also directly linking with atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations across the last 800,000 years. Throughout this time, Atlantic and Pacific surface circulation patterns are reasonably well understood. However, data from the Indian Ocean is sparse limiting our understanding of Indian Ocean surface processes and potentially of climate evolution during this time. I therefore propose the first research question:

**Research Question 1:** What role does the Indian Ocean play in shaping glacial-interglacial climate in the Late Pleistocene (0-1.2 million years)?

Despite the importance of atmospheric CO$_2$ as a climate forcing greenhouse gas, our understanding beyond the last 800,000 years is significantly limited, due to analytical limitations. Recent advances in method and mass spectrometry development provide us with the new opportunity to collect first insights into the history of CO$_2$ beyond 800kyr. Here, I will use one of those methods, boron isotopes in planktonic foraminiferal calcite, to reconstruct atmospheric CO$_2$ from a glacial cycle (~1.1 million years) in the Mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT), a time characterised by significant global ice volume expansion. In later glacial-interglacial cycles, a tight coupling exists between global ice volume and CO$_2$. However, at the beginning of this thesis, no CO$_2$ data existed for the MPT. I hence propose the following second question:

**Research Question 2:** What happens to atmospheric CO$_2$ during the Mid-Pleistocene transition (0.8 - 1.2 million years)?
This thesis was conducted in parallel to the set-up of a new analytical isotope facility and a multi-collector inductively-coupled mass spectrometer from Nu instruments at the School of Earth and Ocean Sciences, Cardiff University. As part of the laboratory set-up, the preparation methods and analytical procedures for trace element and boron isotope analyses from foraminiferal calcite were reviewed. During the review, the following inconsistencies were noted: (i) Cleaning methods for foraminiferal calcite were established on samples with 25 foraminiferal shells, while boron isotope analysis requires up to 200 shells. (ii) Published information on the contamination potential of ice-rafted debris and microscopic black particles diverged. (iii) All published analytical procedures for boron isotope analysis were established on mass spectrometers from Thermo Scientific. As such, I added the third question:

**Research Question 3:** Are established preparation methods and analytical procedures valid for different sized samples with varying initial contamination degrees, and different brands of mass spectrometers?

### 1.3 Research Objective

To answer the above research questions, this doctoral thesis will use a multi-proxy approach to reconstruct a variety of new climate records using trace element, stable isotope, and boron isotope analyses across the Late Pleistocene and Mid-Pleistocene Transition. Combined with an estimate of alkalinity, the boron isotope measurements will be used to calculate atmospheric CO$_2$. The analyses will be conducted on planktonic and benthic foraminiferal calcite from a promising new IODP site U1476 cored in the western Indian Ocean in spring 2016 on IODP expedition 361 (Hall et al., 2017).

In chapter 7, I will present sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity, and global ice volume reconstructions from Indian Ocean sediment core U1476 to
answer research question 1. In chapter 8, I then provide the first atmospheric CO₂ reconstructions around 1.1 million years within the MPT to support research question 2. All findings concerning the methodological research question 3, including cleaning tests, and analytical set-up tests, are discussed in chapter 6. For the reader’s interest, the thesis provides an extensive review of atmospheric CO₂ and its influence on modern and past climates that goes beyond the scope of the title in the Appendix.
Chapter 2

INTRODUCTION - PALAEOCLIMATE & OCEANOGRAPHY

2.1 The Icehouse world – Glacial-Interglacial climate cycles

Climate on earth has changed significantly throughout the geological past (Figure 2.1) (Zachos et al., 2001). Two overall climatic states have been identified in the earth’s history: greenhouse and icehouse (e.g. Katz et al., 2008). The greenhouse world is characterised by the lack of global perennial ice, while the icehouse world describes geological times when the poles were ice covered (e.g. Katz et al., 2008). The last greenhouse world was active during the Mesozoic. It was characterised by higher atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations between 500ppm and 1000ppm (Breecker et al., 2010; Quan et al., 2009; Royer et al., 2007), with high global mean temperatures (Littler et al., 2011; Skelton et al., 2003) and tropical climates up to the poles (Littler et al., 2011; Skelton et al., 2003; Tarduno et al., 1998). The shift from greenhouse to
icehouse world after the Cretaceous was most likely caused by a long-term decrease in atmospheric CO₂ (DeConto & Pollard, 2003; Pagani et al., 2005) in parallel with long-term deep-sea cooling (Zachos et al., 2001), and Antarctic thermal isolation (Kennett, 1977). Around 33.9 million years (Ma) ago, at the Eocene-Oligocene boundary, declining atmospheric CO₂ levels crossed a threshold allowing Antarctica to build up perennial ice (DeConto & Pollard, 2003; Galeotti et al., 2016). This was followed by further long-term CO₂ decline leading to northern hemisphere glaciation between 3.2Ma and 2.5Ma marking the onset of the Quaternary and the Pleistocene (Willeit et al., 2015). Parallels have been drawn to the closure of the Panama isthmus coinciding with the CO₂ decline which led to large reorganisations in ocean circulation and the formation of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Bartoli et al., 2005; Driscoll & Haug, 1998; Haug & Tiedemann, 1998). The resulting northwards flowing Atlantic surface currents increased moisture transport to the Arctic supporting the development of larger ice sheets (Bartoli et al., 2005; Haug & Tiedemann, 1998).

The presence of ice on the planet leads to changes in the energy budget via alteration of the global albedo and promotes ice cap expansion through ice sheet height/mass-balance feedbacks (DeConto & Pollard, 2003). The insolation reaching earth surface changes on millennial timescales, due to the astronomical constellation of the sun and planets in our solar system (Laskar et al., 2004). In an icehouse world, the insolation oscillations can be amplified via the ice-albedo and other earth intrinsic climate feedbacks leading to insolation paced climate cycles alternating between glacial and interglacial states (Hays et al., 1976; Milankovic, 1930).

The energy received on earth is defined by the interference of three astronomical parameters known as eccentricity, obliquity and precession (Figure 2.2) (Laskar et al., 2004). Gravitational forces between the nearest planets (Jupiter, Mars and Venus) and the Earth lead to a deformation of the Earth’s orbit around the sun (Laskar et al., 2004). As a result, the shape of the orbit varies between nearly circular to
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**Figure 2.1** Benthic foraminifera $\delta^{18}O$ stack over the last 65Ma, a proxy for global air temperature and climatic change from Zachos et al. (2001).

elliptic (Figure 2.2a) (Berger et al., 1992). This is known as eccentricity, where high/low eccentricity corresponds to an elliptic/circular orbit. An elliptic orbit will force the Earth closer to the sun increasing the solar radiation received on our planet. However, it will also cause the earth to move faster along its pathway leading to hotter, but shorter summers. In turn, a circular orbit will have the opposite effect creating longer, but cooler summers. The eccentricity cycles present periodicities of
100kyr, 413kyr and roughly 2Ma (Laskar et al., 2004). Eccentricity appears to be the weakest forcing factor on insolation (Figure 2.3).

**Figure 2.2** Orbital parameters influencing insolation: (a) eccentricity, (b) obliquity, and (c) precession from Zachos et al. (2001). Typical cyclicity for each parameter noted at the top. Below, the Laskar et al. (2004) mathematical solution across the last 1Ma (red), and an idealised model showing the astronomical behaviour.

The existence of gravitational forces between the planets cause additional alterations to the tilt of the earth’s axis. The angle of the tilt varies between 22.4° and 24.5° on a 41kyr cycle (Laskar et al., 1993) which has a particular influence on seasonality in the high latitudes. A strong tilt leads to higher insolation in summer and lower insolation in winter, whereas a weak tilt causes less variability between summer and winter. Obliquity is strongly modulated by eccentricity leading to periods of high/low obliquity influence on insolation during maximum/minimum eccentricity (Figure 2.2b and 2.3) (Laskar et al., 2004). The earth is a body of mass rotating around its own axis. Gravitational pull towards other bodies of mass (e.g. other planets) impede a perfect rotation and cause the axis to describe a circular motion (Figure 2.2c). One axial “wobble”, or precessional cycle, is completed in around 23kyr (Laskar et al., 2004). Precession has a particular importance for insolation at lower latitudes since the “wobble” motion is largest around the equator.
2.2 The Plio-Pleistocene (5.3Ma – 0.1Ma)

The Plio-Pleistocene combines two geological periods during which the earth’s climate alternated between cold glacial periods and warm interglacial epochs (Figure 2.4, 2.5). The Pliocene follows the Miocene epoch, with the onset defined at around 5.3 million years (Ma) in line with substantial cooling of the Earth’s climate and the glaciation of the south pole. It is characterised by low amplitude high frequency glacial-interglacial cycles which follow a long-term decreasing trend from a warmer into a cooler world visible in δ¹⁸O stack data (Figure 2.4) (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005; Zachos et al., 2001).

Temperature and atmospheric CO₂ concentrations are tightly coupled to CO₂ values oscillating between glacial 250ppm and interglacial 500ppm (Bartoli et al., 2011; Martínez-Botí et al., 2015; Seki et al., 2010). The Pliocene exhibits a warming phase between 5.33Ma and 2.58Ma termed the mid Pliocene Warm Period (mPWP) (e.g. Haywood et al., 2016). Recently, the mPWP has received increasing scientific attention, because of prevalent elevated pCO₂ levels around 400-500ppm (Berends...
et al., 2019; Martínez-Botí et al., 2015) which is comparable to the current future projections for 2100 (Burke et al., 2015). The mPWP is characterised by on average 3° - 9°C warmer temperatures than today (Dekens et al., 2007) which expresses itself in warmer surface waters (Dekens et al., 2007; Draut et al., 2003; Lawrence et al., 2009), overall enhanced ocean circulation (Ravelo & Andreasen, 2000), smaller ice caps (Austermann et al., 2015), enhanced cyclones (Yan et al., 2016) and expanded tropical ecosystems (Klaus et al., 2017). The end of the mPWP was most likely driven by northern hemisphere glaciation which occurred between 3.2Ma and 2.5Ma in line with long-term decrease of atmospheric CO₂ (Willeit et al., 2015) and the closure of the Panama isthmus (Bartoli et al., 2005; Driscoll & Haug, 1998; Haug & Tiedemann, 1998).

The Pleistocene (2.6Ma – 0.1Ma) differs in two fundamental ways from the Pliocene. First, it is governed by northern hemisphere glaciations (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). Unlike Antarctica which is limited by the surrounding liquid ocean, the northern hemisphere consists of large continental land masses. This provides stable ground for extensive lateral growth of ice sheets. Additionally, the closure of the panama straits led to a reorganisation of ocean circulation and set up a cross-equatorial northwards flowing surface current in the Atlantic Ocean (Bartoli et al., 2005; Haug & Tiedemann, 1998; O’Dea et al., 2016). This caused changes
in the salinity and temperature distributions of Atlantic surface waters leading to a modern-like salty and warm Gulf Stream (Karas et al., 2017). It is likely that the warm surface currents provided a new moisture source for growing northern hemisphere ice sheets (Bartoli et al., 2005). As such, Pleistocene glacial-interglacial cycles and ice sheet variability are enhanced (Figure 2.5). It has been shown that larger Pleistocene ice sheets respond more strongly to the integrated insolation over the summer duration (Huybers, 2006). As such, it causes early and middle Pleistocene climate cycles to phase-lock to the 41kyr obliquity pacing with medium amplitude and near-sinusoidal shaped cycles (Huybers, 2006; Meyers & Hinnov, 2010). Between 1.2Ma and 0.6Ma during the Mid-Pleistocene transition (see also chapter 2.4), periodicity, amplitude and shape of the cycles change without any shift in the astronomical forcing parameters (Figure 2.5). The periodicity expands from 41kyr to 100kyr parallel to increasing amplitude as glacial periods become colder in line with large-extent northern hemisphere ice sheets (Bintanja & Van De Wal, 2008). The formation of new phase-locking to 100kyr reorganised the interplay between earth intrinsic feedback mechanisms and caused a shift in the cycle shape from near-sinusoidal to asymmetrical saw-tooth shape (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005).

For the last 0.8Ma, climate cycles are characterized by long-term glacial cooling followed by abrupt warming events (deglaciations or terminations) and short-term interglacials (Figure 2.5). Throughout the last glacial cycle, several abrupt climate oscillations known as the Daansgard-Oeschger cycles (Dansgaard et al., 1993; NGRIP, 2004), Bond cycles (Bond & Lotti, 1995) and Heinrich events (Heinrich, 1988) interrupt the mean climate state (Figure 2.6).

Rapid climate variability is likely driven by changes in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) (Rahmstorf, 2002) potentially via ice sheet (Zhang et al., 2014) or \( p\text{CO}_2 \) variability (Zhang et al., 2017). Reductions in the AMOC have been shown to cause cooling in the northern hemisphere (NH) and warming in the southern hemisphere (SH) due to the bipolar seesaw mechanism (Barker et al., 2009;
Stocker & Johnsen, 2003). It is debated whether rapid climate variability is also present during earlier Late Pleistocene glacial cycles. Barker et al. (2011) extend the 120kyr-long Greenland record by applying the bipolar seesaw mechanism to align NH and SH ice cores, then filter out the NH variability out of the 800kyr-long SH ice core record. The resulting variability suggests abrupt climate variability as a significant climate component of Late Pleistocene glacial cycles (Barker et al., 2011). Deglaciations also appear to be interrupted by abrupt climate events. In NH temperature records (NGRIP, 2004; Stuiver & Grootes, 2000), the last deglaciation begins with cold ice-rafting Heinrich event HS1 at 18kyr – 14.6kyr, followed by a warm spell (Bølling-Allerød), and a cold reversal around 12.8kyr – 11.5kyr (Younger
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Figure 2.6 Abrupt climate variability across the last glacial cycle. Compiled GISP2 (Greenland) (a) and Byrd (Antarctica) (b) $\delta^{18}O$ ice core data, Antarctic ice core CO$_2$ (c) and CH$_4$ (d) for the last 90,000 years (90kyr) (Ahn & Brook, 2008).

Dryas) before reaching interglacial conditions (Figure 2.7). In line with the bipolar seesaw, Antarctic temperatures experienced gradual warming during NH cold periods, and slight cooling from 14.7kyr – 13kyr (Antarctic Cold Reversal) (see also Pedro et al., 2016) during the Bølling-Allerød (Barker et al., 2009). Deglacial climate variability was proposed to be governed by changes in ocean circulation via deep water formation reduction (Ritz et al., 2013; Thornalley et al., 2011). This can be achieved by disturbing density structures at NH deep water formation sites from input of ice sheet meltwater (Thornalley et al., 2010). Candidates for such forcing are phases of rapid sea level rise termed meltwater pulse 1A and 1B (Fairbanks, 1989) which occurred around 14,000 calendar years before present (cal yr B.P.) and 11,300 cal yr B.P., respectively (Bard et al., 2010). It was suggested that the Younger Dryas cooling resulted from a glacial lake outburst event and subsequent freshwater release into the North Atlantic (Broecker, 2006), potentially linked to meltwater pulse 1A and subsequent freshwater release from the Laurentide ice sheet (Tarasov & Peltier, 2005). This is widely debated as little geological evidence was found
for a glacial lake outburst (Broecker, 2006) and the extend of meltwater released
during A1 can be explained from other sources (Clark et al., 1996). Instead, Barker
et al. (2010) report a particularly vigorous AMOC during the Bølling-Allerød and
propose that it resulted as an AMOC overshoot from fast increasing $p\text{CO}_2$, either
from marine (Anderson et al., 2009; Skinner et al., 2010) or terrestrial (Köhler et al.,
2014) sources. The Younger Dryas cold event may also be expressed as a transient
climate phenomenon in response to an early interglacial-like B/A overshoot (Barker
et al., 2010).

The Pleistocene ends around 10kyr, when the current interglacial known as the
Holocene was established. Climate during interglacials such as the Holocene appears
more stable than Late Pleistocene glacial variability (Figure 2.8). Yet, climatic
changes are evident (e.g. Marcott et al., 2013) with a slightly warmer than modern
global mean temperature around the Holocene climate optimum followed by a 5kr
long cooling trend culminating in the “Little Ice Age” (Marcott et al., 2013). Since
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then, global mean temperatures are increasing in line with anthropogenic CO₂ release (e.g. Mann et al., 1999).

![Temperature of Planet Earth](image)

**Figure 2.8** Comparison of variability in global mean air temperature reconstructions over the last 500Ma plotted by G. Fergus using data from Royer et al. (2004) based on Veizer et al. (1999), Hansen et al. (2013) based on Zachos et al. (2008) and Lisiecki and Raymo (2005), Jouzel et al. (2007), NGRIP (2004), Marcott et al. (2013), Berkeley Earth project land ocean dataset (2014), and future scenarios from IPCC (2014).

2.3 CO₂ as a driver and feedback mechanism sustaining Late Pleistocene glacial-interglacial cycles

Throughout the late Pleistocene, atmospheric CO₂ varies between glacial 80-100ppm and interglacial 280-300ppm (Lüthi et al., 2008; Petit et al., 1999). It closely matches the development of ice volume and global mean temperature which all depict the characteristic sawtooth-shape cycles (Figure 2.5). This suggests tight coupling between ice volume, temperature and $p\text{CO}_2$, and underlines the non-linearity of the governing processes which control these three variables. Late Pleistocene glacials follow a saw-tooth shape with slow glaciation and abrupt terminations (Figure 2.5). A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to explain short-term termination CO₂ release. These are mostly linked to deglacial changes in ocean circulation and stratification exposing CO₂-rich isolated deep waters to the atmosphere (Anderson et al., 2009; Burke & Robinson, 2012; Skinner et al., 2010). Paleoclimate data suggests that the glacial ocean structure differed from the structure during the Holocene (Curry...
& Oppo, 2005; McCave et al., 1995; Piotrowski et al., 2012; Spooner et al., 2018). In the glacial ocean, deep water circulation was shoaled (McCave et al., 1995) allowing heavy deep waters to fill the ocean abyss without engaging in overturning activity (Curry & Oppo, 2005). The shoaling is likely connected to Arctic sea ice extent and ocean surface reorganisations in the Arctic and Nordic Seas which led to reduced deep water convection and less dense northern-sourced deep waters (Thornalley et al., 2015). In contrast, extensive sea ice formation around Antarctica led to brine rejection and created particularly heavy water masses (Ferrari et al., 2014). As such, the glacial deep ocean filled up with southern-sourced waters (Curry & Oppo, 2005; Piotrowski et al., 2012) which became consecutively isolated due to circulation shoaling (Curry & Oppo, 2005), water stratification (Toggweiler, 1999) and polar sea ice (Ferrari et al., 2014; Stephens & Keeling, 2000) restricting deep water ventilation with the atmosphere.

Fast deglacial CO₂ release is possible by ventilating the glacial CO₂-rich deep water. Radiocarbon data from foraminifera show significant ageing of surface water masses during the termination (Burke & Robinson, 2012; Skinner et al., 2010). This can be interpreted as isolated deep water masses ventilating for the first time after significant periods of isolation (Burke & Robinson, 2012; Skinner et al., 2010). CO₂ concentration measurements from Antarctic ice cores show short-term CO₂ pulses which have been suggested to be linked to structural reorganisation in the Atlantic Ocean (Marcott et al., 2014). Conclusively, it is believed that deglacial CO₂ release occurs via break up of sea ice barriers, onset of deep ocean circulation, and re-ventilation of old CO₂-rich glacial deep waters around the Antarctic margin (Burke & Robinson, 2012; Skinner et al., 2010). Other areas have been proposed for additional deglacial CO₂ ventilation including the Arctic ocean (Thornalley et al., 2015) and the North Pacific (Rae et al., 2014).

The initiation of deglaciations is still under discussion. Palaeoclimate evidence is inconclusive whether initiation occurred via the northern or southern hemisphere.
According to Denton et al. (2010), initial changes in northern hemisphere insolation caused melting of NH ice sheets leading to large scale freshwater input into the North Atlantic (Hemming, 2004). This created a Heinrich event, during which the freshwater lens in the north supposedly inhibited the production of dense northern-sourced deep waters (Thornalley et al., 2010) and slowed ocean circulation and the northwards transport of warm surface currents (Barker et al., 2009). While the NH experienced cooling, the SH displayed significant warming (WAIS, 2015) due to the bipolar seesaw (Barker et al., 2009). This may have led to the abrupt breakdown of sea ice, and initial ventilation of CO₂ causing the onset of the termination (Anderson et al., 2009; Schmitt et al., 2012). Models are able to replicate this theory via north Atlantic hosing experiments (i.e. Liu et al., 2009). However, often unrealistic amounts of prescribed hosing are necessary to invoke a Heinrich event-like disturbance in ocean circulation. Others argue for a deglacial initiation from the SH (Knorr & Lohmann, 2003; WAIS, 2015). The WAIS Divide project members (2015) point out that Antarctic cold reversals begin before cold spells in the NH suggesting a SH driver. Subsequent modelling results show that SH warming can induce oceanic changes that are able to explain palaeoclimate data (Knorr & Lohmann, 2003; Zhang et al., 2017) and therefore provide evidence that deglaciations may be initiated via SH warming.

The mechanisms responsible for slow glacial uptake of CO₂ are less well understood. It has been widely suggested that glacial oceanic drawdown is linked to the establishment of glacial ocean circulation patterns (Adkins, 2013; Guihou et al., 2011) and sea ice-induced stratification (Stephens & Keeling, 2000), as well as shifts in the efficiency of the biological pump (Geider & La Roche, 2002; Martínez-García et al., 2014; Sigman et al., 2010). Evidence suggests that the glacial biological pump was strengthened, especially in the sub-Antarctic high nutrient low chlorophyll (HNLC) zone, due to fertilization from dust-blown iron (Fe) input (Lambert et al.,
Glacial CO₂ uptake into the ocean interior appears gradual with two interspersed abrupt reduction events centred around 115kyr (-40ppm) and 70kyr (-35ppm) (Figure 2.9) (Hain et al., 2010). Cooling of ocean water causes an increase in carbonate dissolution leading to increased CO₂ uptake (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). However, this effect is counteracted by increasing salinity (due to freeze out of water in ice sheets) and terrestrial organic carbon fluxes into the ocean (Hain et al., 2010; Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). These effects have therefore been previously assumed to cause a net-zero change in $p$CO₂ (Hain et al., 2010; Sigman & Boyle, 2000). According to box-model results by Hain et al. (2010), 36ppm can be explained by reduced upwelling due to sea ice extension and subsequent northwards shift of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), and 40ppm due to changes in the biological pump. This leaves around 24ppm of a 100ppm decrease in CO₂ unexplained. Hain et al. (2010) assume that the biological pump is responsible in a yet unknown way. Indeed, the biological pump efficiency could be further increased through changes in the Redfield ratio (Geider & La Roche, 2002). However, so far biology seems to abide strictly by the ratio (Chester & Jickells, 2012). Others suggest that significant amounts of CO₂ may be drawn down due to changes in the oxygen content (Anderson et al., 2019) or changes in remineralisation depths (Wilson et al., 2019) and ballast sinking efficiency (Heinemann et al., 2019). Khatiwala et al. (2019) argue against the biological pump as the main drawdown mechanism after their model finds air-sea disequilibrium to have a significant effect on cooler sea temperatures and iron fertilisation in their model results. More work is needed to reconcile the different propositions and produce a new glacial CO₂ balance.
2.4 The Mid-Pleistocene Transition (MPT)

The Mid-Pleistocene describes a period of multi-millennial scale climatic change during the Plio-Pleistocene (Figure 2.5). It is centred around a climatic shift around 1 Ma ago. At that time, glacial-interglacial cycles expand their periodicity and amplitude without any significant changes in insolation (Figure 2.5). This was paralleled by a shift from virtually symmetrical to saw tooth-shaped cycles. Before the MPT, 40 kyr periodicities in insolation are roughly reflected in the earth’s climate (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). After the MPT, the periodicity of glacial-interglacial cycles increased to ~100 kyr which is also visible in eccentricity, but weak in insolation (Imbrie et al., 1993; Imbrie et al., 1992). This is known as the “100 kyr problem”. This has been reconciled by pointing out that the late Pleistocene 100 kyr cycles are just “quasi-100 kyr” which are made up of multiples of 40 kyr (Huybers & Wunsch, 2005). Hence, the climate cycles are likely paced by obliquity-dominating insolation (Huybers & Wunsch, 2005), but strongly modulated through internal feedback mechanisms (Lisiecki, 2010; Paillard, 1998). Two questions remain. Why did the climate system switch from a strongly insolation driven state to a state where its glacial-interglacial cycles
are controlled by internal-feedback mechanisms and non-linearity? And how long did this switch take? Some suggest the MPT or Mid-Pleistocene revolution (MPR) as a long-term transition between 1.2Ma and 0.6Ma, starting as early as 2.5Myr according to spectral analyses in the LR04 benthic foraminiferal $\delta^{18}$O stack (Figures 2.4, 2.5) (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2007). Others propose a transition set between 1.1Ma and 0.85Ma during which long-term CO$_2$ estimates appear to decrease (Chalk et al., 2017; Hönisch et al., 2009) and glacial global ice volume increases (Paillard, 1998) (Figures 2.4, 2.5). Then again, some authors find short-term occurrences during specific glacial-interglacial cycles, such as the 900kyr event (Figure 2.5), which may have acted as a single climate trigger (Pena & Goldstein, 2014). Furthermore, it could be argued that climate triggers need triggers themselves suggesting that event-like changes are unlikely the sole cause of the MPT. In this thesis, I adopt the definition of transition and assume a transition starting point around 1.1Ma, and end point around 0.85Ma.

Explaining the processes that led to the MPT has proven to be a challenge. A complete hypothesis needs to include a proposition on the initial instigator of the MPT, and the following drivers and feedback mechanisms that pushed the MPT through. A variety of hypotheses have been proposed focusing mostly on the drivers and feedback mechanisms. Distinguishing the instigators of the MPT seems particularly difficult given the high cross-correlation characteristics of the climate system. Eight climate system parameters have been discussed as potential instigators and/or drivers. These include $p$CO$_2$ and nutrient dynamics (Chalk et al., 2017; Hönisch et al., 2009), ice volume changes (Bintanja & Van De Wal, 2008; Elderfield et al., 2012); sea surface and bottom temperature changes (McClymont et al., 2013; Sosdian & Rosenthal, 2009), ocean circulation collapse (Pena & Goldstein, 2014), ice sheet processes and/or interaction with basal regolith (Clark et al., 2006; Clark & Pollard, 1998), monsoonal shifts (Sun et al., 2019), closure of the Bering Straits
2.4 The Mid-Pleistocene Transition (MPT) (Detlef et al., 2018; Kender et al., 2018), and climatic noise driven oscillators (Daruka & Ditlevsen, 2014; Mukhin et al., 2019; Rial et al., 2013).

2.4.1 The regolith hypothesis

The regolith hypothesis proposes that long-term Plio-Pleistocene waxing and waning of ice sheets led to the slow erosion of thick and soft lithogenic material, also referred to as regolith, at the base of NH ice sheets (Clark & Pollard, 1998). The hypothesis suggests that by the time of the MPT, nearly all regolith had been removed exposing harder crystalline rock (Clark & Pollard, 1998). This allowed the expansion of NH ice sheets, due to the reduction in basal friction and melt, and sustained them through periods of increasing insolation (Clark & Pollard, 1998). In combination with the albedo feedback, temperatures would have decreased leading to more extreme glacial and longer climate cycles (Clark et al., 2006; Clark & Pollard, 1998). Model results confirm the effect of regolith removal on ice sheets, but note that full 100kyr glacial cycles can only be reproduced with additional forcing from changing $pCO_2$ (Ganopolski & Calov, 2011; Willeit et al., 2019). Searching for geological evidence, Roy et al. (2004) collected lithogenic measurements from the Missouri delta. The mineral samples from late Pliocene to Pleistocene rock facies show that late Pliocene facies are depleted in crystalline rock lithologies and unstable minerals, while early and middle Pleistocene tills are enriched in the very same. In contrast, late Pleistocene tills include mostly major-element distributions similar of fresh shield bedrock. The authors suggest that this is in line with a removal of regolith over time and a strengthening of ice sheets due to exposure of crystalline rock at the base.
2.4.2 Ice sheet dynamics – driver of the MPT

Ice sheet dynamics have been proposed as sole driver of the MPT without the necessity of reduction in basal melt due to regolith removal (Bintanja & Van De Wal, 2008). Bintanja & van de Wal (2008) modelled the different effects of surface air temperature, ice volume and sea level on the LR04 foraminifera benthic $\delta^{18}O$ stack. They show that northern hemisphere ice sheets began to sustain through insolation maxima and created oversized wet-based ice sheets which collapsed after reaching critical size and mass. The collapse occurred on a quasi-100kyr period causing the shift and change in cycle shape observed in the MPT. The increase in amplitude occurred via feedback mechanisms including albedo and temperature, and later ocean circulation during glacials. As such, the authors argue for a gradual change across multiple glacial cycles and an MPT transition rather than an event. Elderfield et al. (2012) reconstruct ice volume and bottom water temperature (BWT) components of benthic $\delta^{18}O$ from the Chatham rise near New Zealand and confirm that ice volume has the stronger impact on benthic $\delta^{18}O$, but identify an abrupt shift after MIS 25 which appears as the first 100kyr cycle. The core location is known to record Antarctic lower circumpolar deep water which leads to the suggestion that the data records an increase in Antarctic ice volume at that time. As such, Elderfield et al. (2012) agree on ice volume as the driver of the MPT, but propose the MPT as an abrupt event.

2.4.3 Sea surface temperature and bottom water temperature changes as drivers for the MPT

Surface and bottom water temperatures have widely been discussed as the possible driver for the MPT (e.g. Sosdian and Rosenthal, 2009), and references therein). Sosdian & Rosenthal (2009) deconvolved the temperature and ice volume effect on benthic $\delta^{18}O$ from a site in the north Atlantic. They find BWT decreasing between
MIS 30 and MIS 26, before the abrupt event at MIS23 reported by Elderfield et al. (2012). Spectral analysis shows that the 100kyr cyclicity seems to appear in temperature before sea level (Siddall et al., 2010). This leads to the proposition that long-term reduction in temperature, potentially due to CO₂ dynamics, cause a glacial pre-conditioning for larger growing ice sheets and allow ice sheet dynamics to cause the MPT-characteristic phase shifts in the climate cycles (Sosdian & Rosenthal, 2009). Surface ocean conditions support this hypothesis. Global sea surface temperatures (SST) present a long-term cooling trend starting around MIS35 paralleled by the emergence of the 100kyr cycle in the SST data (McClymont et al., 2013). The SST cooling is particularly evident during glacials, whereas interglacials experience low or no cooling (McClymont et al., 2013). This suggests a more gradual development of the MPT over several millennial cycles. Contrary, Medina-Elizalde & Lea (2005a) report the first obvious 100kyr cycle in SSTs from the western Pacific to occur abruptly after MIS25 arguing for a more event-like MPT.

2.4.4 Ocean circulation collapse as cause of the MPT

Neodymium (Nd) isotopes can be used as a proxy for ocean circulation (e.g. Pirotrowski et al., 2012). Nd isotope data from the South Atlantic show a significant interglacial isotope excursion at MIS 23 after which the glacial Nd isotopes stay reduced throughout the late Pleistocene (Pena & Goldstein, 2014). The authors interpret their results as an interglacial ocean circulation collapse event at MIS23 which subsequently caused the first 100kyr cycle and the MPT. However, no proposition is made as to why ocean circulation may have collapsed around MIS23. So far, no Nd records exist showing the MIS23 ocean circulation collapse in other parts of the global ocean. Other circulation proxies give discordant results. Benthic carbon isotopes (δ¹³C) are often used as a non-conservative circulation proxy. δ¹³C profiles from the Atlantic Ocean show no change prior to MIS 17 (Poirier & Billups, 2014).
Sortable silt data from Chatham rise near New Zealand recording bottom current flow speeds show a significant step change later at MIS22 (Hall et al., 2001). This might suggest that ocean circulation was perturbed around 900 kyr, but does not occur simultaneously on a global scale. Polar frontal movements and surface conditions have also been reconstructed from the South Atlantic and show contradicting results. Diekmann & Kuhn (2002) report a shift in the polar frontal movement cyclicity from around 1.2 Ma until 0.65 Ma to 130 kyr. However, no significant change appeared around MIS23. Contrary, Kemp et al. (2010) track the polar front using multiple cores and show that it likely reached a most northern position at MIS22. Similarly, Schefuß et al. (2004) explain warming between MIS22 and MIS15 observed in the tropical Atlantic with a northwards shifted polar front. Robinson et al. (2019) present polar frontal movement reconstruction from the south Pacific and show that in the Pacific sector the polar front may have been in its most northern position since 1.2 Ma or longer. They record a shift of the polar front southwards at MIS18. A northward shifted Antarctic polar front may be of significance to the MPT, because it expresses northward moved westerlies and therefore reduced upwelling around Antarctica (Kemp et al., 2010). This in turn will increase ocean stratification and the carbon storage potential in the deep ocean reducing atmospheric CO₂ concentrations (Toggweiler et al., 2006). Farmer et al. (2019) reconstructed productivity proxies and report an increase in the carbon storage potential of 50 Gt between MIS25 and MIS22. According to the authors this occurs in line with the 20% reduction in ocean circulation evident in the Nd isotope data.

2.4.5 CO₂ and nutrient trends across the MPT

Long-term decline of atmospheric CO₂ has often been suggested as a key mechanism and potential driver of the MPT (e.g. Ganopolski and Calov, 2011; Lisiecki, 2010; Raymo, 1997; Willeit et al., 2019. Unfortunately, MPT CO₂ data are still sparse
allowing only limited understanding about the importance of CO₂ for the MPT. Hönisch et al. (2009) presented the first low resolution boron isotope-based pCO₂ reconstructions and suggest that pCO₂ decreased across the MPT. Later, Chalk et al. (2017) reconstructed pCO₂ from MIS33 to MIS36 and propose that glacial CO₂ levels decreased across the MPT due to dust fertilization. Indeed, dust fertilization increased exponentially during the MPT (Martínez-Garcia et al., 2011). Chalk et al. (2017) show a doubling of the sensitivity relationship between CO₂ and sea level when comparing the MIS33 – MIS36 record with the ice core period. They suggest that ice sheet dynamics either as a response to regolith removal or phase-locking instigated the MPT and led to the reduction of CO₂ during glacials via increased dust-fuelled productivity. Diester-Haass et al. (2018) reconstructed productivity from 7 sites across the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and found potential evidence for increased productivity at the onset of the MPT (1.2Ma-1.0Ma), but state that these are heterogeneous and likely reflect regional patterns. The paper therefore argues against productivity as a major influence on the MPT carbon cycle.

### 2.4.6 The MPT as a response to oscillatory systems

By definition, the MPT describes the change in amplitude, periodicity and shape of oscillatory cycles. Therefore, drivers of the MPT can be determined using oscillatory models. Daruka & Ditlevsen (2014) produced an oscillator with two variables representing a temperature and ice volume-like climate. Their oscillator manages to reproduce an MPT-like phenomenon simply through shifts in phase-locking due to climatic noise. The shifts occur due to transcritical bifurcation systems that lead to a series of “canard oscillations” in the climate variables which may cause shifts in the periodicity and amplitude (Ashwin & Ditlevsen, 2015). Nyman & Ditlevsen (2019) suggest that this is the case when the internal period of a self-sustained oscillator interacts with the periodic component of a different oscillator, as is the
case with climate feedbacks and insolation. This led to the suggestion that the MPT might have no mechanistic instigator, but instead is a mere result of phase shifts and amplification through internal feedback mechanisms. This was also found by Quinn et al. (2018) who used a simple quaternary climate dynamics model and show that in absence of oscillatory astronomical forcing, earth’s delayed feedback mechanisms lead to bi-stable behaviour. In this setting oscillations of ice volume coexist with a non-oscillatory equilibrium state (Quinn et al., 2018). When applying astronomical forcing with appropriate oscillations to the model, the forcing causes an eventual shift from small scale oscillations of 41kyr to large cycles with around 100kyr periodicity (Quinn et al., 2018). Mukhin et al. (2019) approached the question by applying a Bayesian data analysis system based on machine learning to the LR04 benthic foraminiferal $\delta^{18}$O stack to reveal potential statistical causes for the MPT. They accounted for internal climate dynamics, gradual trends, variations in insolation and millennial climate variability. The results suggest a strong phase locking between the distance to the next strong deglaciation and the meridional gradient of insolation. As such, the authors propose that the MPT as recorded in the benthic $\delta^{18}$O data was forced by intrinsic oscillatory characteristics which may well include stochastic behaviour. Using spectral analyses in connection with a numerical model, Rial et al. (2013) also find combined insolation-internal oscillation forcing to be the reason for the 100kyr climate cycles. In their model, the 100kyr cycles emerge at 1.2Ma as a result of phase-locking to the 413kyr eccentricity modulation. They hypothesise that the forced synchronisation occurred due to alignment between insolation changes and internal climate oscillations and the 413kyr eccentricity cycle (Rial et al., 2013).

2.4.7 The MPT in Asian monsoon systems

Palaeo-monsoon reconstruction has mostly focused on speleothems as ideal precipitation-recording archives (Cheng et al., 2016a; Wang et al., 2008). Unfortunately, like ice
cores, speleothems do not reach the age of the MPT (Cheng et al., 2016a). Therefore, little is known about the importance of monsoons for the MPT. However, some insights come from Chinese Loess which allows rough reconstruction of monsoonal strength using a variety of lithogenic proxies (Clemens et al., 2010; Heslop et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2019). Heslop et al. (2002) present magnetic susceptibility measurements from the Chinese loess plateau as a proxy for monsoon strength and find that monsoon strength weakened across the MPT while ice volume increased. They conclude that monsoon systems will likely not have played a role in the forcing or driving of the MPT. Contrary, Sun et al. (2019) present $\delta^{13}$C measurements from Chinese Loess carbonates as a proxy for monsoon-induced terrestrial vegetation changes. Their results indicate interesting phase shifts in the climatic system switching from a dominant 23kyr periodicity before 1.2Ma to combined 100-, 41-, 23kyr cycles after 0.7Ma. Modelling outputs indicate that the sensitivity of the monsoonal hydroclimate to insolation forcing may have changed as the northern hemisphere became increasingly glaciated (Sun et al., 2019). Additional proxy-model intercomparison analyses support this suggestion as temperature and precipitation responses seem different to astronomical forcing under varying ice/CO$_2$ boundary conditions (Sun et al., 2019). More research needs to be done to understand the monsoon systems and their 41kyr-world characteristics prior to the MPT.
Chapter 3

INTRODUCTION - ATMOSPHERIC CO$_2$ AND THE BORON ISOTOPE METHOD

3.1 The Marine Carbon Cycle – Mechanisms Controlling Atmospheric CO$_2$

On millennial timescales, the partial pressure of CO$_2$ ($p$CO$_2$) is controlled by ocean-atmosphere interactions (Takahashi et al., 2014). The deep ocean exhibits large storage capacities for carbon on the order of 38,000 peta-gram carbon (Pg C) (Denman et al., 2007). In comparison, the biosphere consists of about 500 Pg C, soils can hold up to 1,500 Pg C and the limit of the atmosphere lies at 750 Pg C (Denman et al., 2007). The largest carbon pool of 100,000,000 Pg C lies buried within the earth’s crust as part of the lithosphere (Denman et al., 2007). Unlike carbon in the deep ocean, lithospheric carbon is tightly bound and only accessible through the weathering cycle. Conclusively, understanding the glacial-interglacial marine carbon cycle will advance the investigation of atmospheric CO$_2$ variability.
3.1.1 Inorganic carbon processes in the ocean

Carbon dissolves into the ocean at the air-sea interface, changing from atmospheric CO₂ into CO₂(aqueous) (Figure A.3).

\[
[CO_2] = K_0(T,S) \times pCO_2
\]  

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the marine carbon cycle (Kersten, 2012).

The dissolution of CO₂ occurs according to Henry’s Law (EQN 3.1) with a theoretical equilibration time of roughly 12 days (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001).

Here, CO₂ represents the concentration and \( pCO_2 \) the partial pressure of CO₂ in the ocean. The solubility is expressed by the mainly temperature-dependent constant \( K_0(T,S) \) (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001) with higher solubility at lower temperature/salinity values.

Air-sea gas exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere is naturally moving towards equilibrium, meaning that the net CO₂ flux \( \sim 0 \). In the modern ocean, this is the case in large parts of the Indian Ocean, the western equatorial Pacific (WEP), and the south eastern equatorial Pacific (south EEP) (Takahashi et al., 2014)
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(Figure 3.2). However, in some areas, such as the North Atlantic, North Pacific, Southern Ocean and below the EEP Inner tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) band, the natural equilibrium is inhibited (Takahashi et al., 2014). Here, surface water mixing processes between the upper 50-100m (surface mixed layer) and the underlying water masses interfere with setting up an equilibrium CO₂ flux. Examples of mixing processes are upwelling of deep water masses in upwelling areas (e.g. around the Southern Ocean), downwelling of surface water masses (e.g. in the ocean gyres), and wind stress-induced water mixing from Ekman forcing (e.g. under the ITCZ) (Figure 3.2). As a result, some areas become sinks, other areas become sources for atmospheric CO₂.

![Figure 3.2](image)

**Figure 3.2** Modern ocean CO₂ fluxes from Takahashi et al. (2014). Red shows areas with CO₂ release from the ocean, blue shows CO₂ uptake by the ocean.

After dissolution in seawater, CO₂(aq.) forms carbonic acid (H₂CO₃). Some of it dissociates further creating bicarbonate (HCO₃⁻) and carbonate ions (CO₃²⁻) by releasing [H⁺] (Figure 3.3).

The relative abundance of the three carbonate species in seawater is pH dependent. There are two pH values at which the concentration of two carbon species is equal. The values are known as the first and second equilibrium constants pK*₁ and pK*₂. When pH (seawater) = 5.68, [CO₂] = [HCO₃⁻], respective to pK*₁; and when pH(seawater) = 8.92, [HCO₃⁻] = [CO₃²⁻], respective to pK*₂. The modern ocean
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**Figure 3.3** Equilibration between the three soluble carbon species (after Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001).

presents a pH of $\sim 8.1$ (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001) which indicates that $[\text{HCO}_3^-]$ is the most abundant species (Figure 3.4).

**Figure 3.4** Bjerrum plot for carbon and boron species in sea water (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001).

By adding up the concentrations of all three marine carbonate species, the total inorganic carbon content (DIC) can be calculated (EQN 3.2; Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). Likewise, using DIC in combination with $pK_1$, $pK_2$ and seawater pH determines the concentration of either marine carbon species (EQNs 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5; Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001).

$$DIC = \sum [CO_2] = CO_2 + [HCO_3^-] + [CO_3^{2-}] \quad (3.2)$$
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\[ [CO_2] = \frac{DIC}{1 + \frac{K_1^*}{[H^+]}} + \frac{K_1^*K_2^*}{[H^+]^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

\[ [HCO_3^-] = \frac{DIC}{1 + \frac{[H^+]}{K_1^*} + \frac{K_2^*}{[H^+]}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

\[ [CO_3^{2-}] = \frac{DIC}{1 + \frac{[H^+]}{K_2^*} + \frac{[H^+]^2}{K_1^*K_2^*}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

The pH-dependency of inorganic carbon species in the ocean is of great importance as it provides a natural buffer system for the chemical state of the ocean (Figure 3.5). The carbonic ions serve as a buffer base neutralizing any protons added to the global oceans. As such, large amounts of acid are needed to shift the ocean pH to lower values. However, once the neutralizing base/buffer capacity is used up, meaning most of marine carbonate exists as CO₂(aq.), only little acid is needed for significant pH decline. The modern anthropogenic addition of CO₂ to the earth’s atmosphere causes a net flux of CO₂ into the global ocean as the system moves towards a new equilibrium state. Orr et al. (2005) note that the incoming oceanic CO₂ flux is comparable to an input of acid into the marine carbonate system. As a result, the marine carbonate buffer weakens and may eventually collapse leading to accelerated acidification of the global ocean.

There are several ways of quantifying the buffer capacity of the oceans. The most common one is known as alkalinity. Several definitions exist on how to calculate alkalinity (ALK) (see Zeebe and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). Throughout this thesis, ALK is defined as the ionic state of the ocean summing up all conservative ions present in seawater proportional to their charges. At pH = 8.1, the prevalent conservative ions are effectively carbon and boron ions. Thus, alkalinity can be approximated using the following equation from Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow (2001):
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Figure 3.5 Effects on DIC and ALK after various perturbations (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001).

\[ ALK \approx [HCO_3^-] + 2[CO_3^{2-}] + [B(OH)_4^-] + [OH^-] - [H^+] \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

Both DIC and ALK are conservative quantities implying that they do not vary with temperature or pressure/depth.

### 3.1.2 Organic carbon processes in the ocean

The marine environment is a highly productive and species-rich environment. The annual marine carbon overturn is globally significant and comparable to that of the terrestrial biosphere (Longhurst, 1995). Highest organic carbon concentrations are found in the surface mixed layer and the upper thermocline (euphotic zone) where light availability fuels autotrophic photosynthetic phytoplankton production (Sigman & Hain, 2012) (Figure 3.6). Dead biomass is effectively remineralized and excreted
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by several tropic layers throughout the water column. Repeated digestion leads to material clumping and the formation of organic pellets. Increased density and higher resistance to remineralisation cause the pellets (also known as marine snow) to sink to the ocean floor. There, they provide a source of food for a variety of benthic organisms. In the end, less than 1% of the initial organic material gets buried in oceanic sediments (Sigman & Hain, 2012).

![Figure 3.6](image-url) Marine carbonate system in the modern ocean (Sigman & Hain, 2012).

In large parts of the modern global ocean, marine productivity is limited by the amount of nutrients available in the euphotic zone. Major nutrients include carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P). It appears that plankton build up body mass according to a strict nutrient ratio of C:N:P – 106:16:1 known as the Redfield ratio (Redfield, 1934). As such, P is often considered the limiting nutrient. In some areas known as high-nutrient-low-chlorophyll (HNLC) belts, major nutrients are not used up to their full extent (Figure 3.7). Here, minor nutrients such as iron (Fe) or silicon (Si) limit biomass production. Today, we see this phenomenon in the Sub Antarctic Zone (SAZ), where a lack of Fe inhibits the efficient use of P, N, and C (Watson et al.,
2000). As a result, unused major nutrients (preformed nutrients) are exported from the Southern Ocean by deep water currents, which is equivalent to a “missed chance” of turning major nutrients into digestible carbon biomass (regenerated nutrients) (Sigman et al., 2010). In contrast, high nutrient usage and a low preformed vs. regenerated nutrient ratio is found in upwelling areas where nutrient rich deep waters reach the eutrophic zone.

The transport of organic carbon from the upper to the deep ocean has been referred to as the biological pump. This process has been proposed as one possible mechanism for storing CO₂ (initially from the atmosphere) in the deep ocean and reducing atmospheric CO₂ over glacial-interglacial timescales.

Organic carbon exists in two forms, either as soft-tissue (soft-tissue pump), or as calcium carbonate (CaCO₃) shells (carbon pump). Note that some authors use the term biological pump as a synonym for the soft-tissue pump (e.g. Sigman et al., 2010). However, here it will serve as an umbrella term for both pumps.
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Only the soft-tissue pump may effectively transfer carbon from the top to the deep ocean and thus, contribute to the decrease in atmospheric CO₂. When soft-tissue is created from autotrophic photosynthetic organisms, CO₂ \((aq.)\) is taken up in the surface mixed layer. After death, the body sinks to the deep ocean transferring the CO₂ out of the mixed layer into the deep. As a result, the equilibrium between CO₂\((aq.)\) and the carbonate ions shifts seawater pH in the upper ocean to a more basic value. This allows new atmospheric CO₂ to be drawn in. In contrast, the production of CaCO₃ removes not only CO₂, but also Ca²⁺.

\[
Ca^{2+} + CO_2(aq.) + H_2O \rightleftharpoons CaCO_3 + 2H^+
\]  

(3.7)

The removal of Ca²⁺ has significant implications for ALK and reduces it by 2 for 1 unit of carbon buried (Figure 3.5). As a result, the upper ocean carbon system shifts towards a more acidic and CO₂\((aq.)\)-rich system promoting the release of 1 unit carbon. In the end, one unit of carbon is buried, while one is released which results in no net-burial of CO₂.

3.1.3 Boron isotopes in planktonic foraminifera as proxy for palaeo-

\(pCO_2\)

Natural boron forms two stable isotopes \(^{10}\)B and \(^{11}\)B accounting for approximately 19.82% and 80.18% of the total natural boron present. In the ocean, boron exists as planar trigonal boric acid (B(OH)₃), and as negatively charged tetrahedral borate ion (B(OH)₄⁻) (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001), with the total boron concentration \(B_T\) defined as the sum of the two.

\[
B(OH)_3 = H_2O \rightleftharpoons B(OH)_4^- + H^+
\]  

(3.8)
\[ B_T = \text{B(OH)}_3 + \text{B(OH)}_4^- \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

Isotopic fractionation occurs between \( \text{B(OH)}_3 \) and \( \text{B(OH)}_4^- \), with \( \text{B(OH)}_3 \) enriching in \( ^{11}\text{B} \), and \( \text{B(OH)}_4^- \) in \( ^{10}\text{B} \). The isotopic fractionation can be described with the fractionation factor \( \varepsilon \)

\[ \varepsilon = 1000 \times (\alpha_b - 1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

where \( \alpha_b \) is the equilibrium constant of the fractionation.

Boron isotopic measurements are conducted to a reference standard resulting in the final isotopic ratio of \( ^{11}\text{B}/^{10}\text{B} \) being expressed as delta-notation.

\[ \delta^{11}\text{B} = \left( \frac{^{11}\text{B}_{\text{sample}}}{^{11}\text{B}_{\text{standard}}} \right) \times 1000 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

In seawater, the prevalent chemical state of boron is determined by pH. The relative concentrations of \( \text{B(OH)}_3 \) and \( \text{B(OH)}_4^- \) are defined by the dissociation constant \( pK_B^* \), which equals 8.60 at 25°C temperature, and 35psu salinity. Boron isotopic fractionation is therefore linked to seawater pH (Figure 3.8).

It has been shown that trace amounts of boron are taken up by calcifying marine organisms as \( \text{B(OH)}_4^- \) (Rae, 2018). As such, marine biogenic carbonates are specifically light (\( 14\%_{\text{o}} < \delta^{11}\text{B}_{\text{carbonates}} < 23\%_{\text{o}} \)) compared to the surrounding seawater \( \delta^{11}\text{B}_{\text{seawater}} = 39.61\%_{\text{o}} \), (Foster et al., 2010), with a fractionation factor that is correlated to seawater pH (Rae, 2018). Boron isotopes in marine biogenic carbonates can therefore be used as a proxy for seawater pH. This property is widely applied in palaeoclimate research, where boron isotopes in planktonic foraminiferal tests allow the reconstruction of past atmospheric CO\(_2\) concentrations, using the \( \delta^{11}\text{B} \) proxy in addition to one other marine carbonate system parameter, often an estimate of alkalinity.
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Figure 3.8 Boron isotope chemistry in seawater (from Rae, 2018). (a) Total boron concentration (left axis) as a function of seawater pH for B(OH)$_3$ and B(OH)$_4^-$. The proportion of total boron of either boron species is shown on the right axis. (b) Boron isotopic value ($\delta^{11}B$) of B(OH)$_3$ and B(OH)$_4^-$ as a function of seawater pH.
\[ pH = pK_B - \log \left( \frac{- (\delta^{11}B_{\text{sw}} - \delta^{11}B_{\text{foram}})}{\delta^{11}B_{\text{sw}} - \alpha_b \times \delta^{11}B_{\text{foram}} - \epsilon} \right) \] (3.12)

where \( pK_B \) is the dissociation constant of boric acid at in situ temperature, pressure, salinity (per Dickson, 1990), \( \delta^{11}B_{\text{sw}} \) and \( \delta^{11}B_{\text{foram}} \) are the isotopic signatures of seawater and the foraminiferal sample, respectively, \( \alpha_b \) is the equilibrium constant, and \( \epsilon \) is the fractionation factor. The two parameters can then be used to calculate palaeo-pCO\(_2\). A more accurate calculation has recently been proposed by Rae (2018)

\[ pH = -\log \frac{K_B \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}^- - K_B \times \frac{11}{10} R_{SW} + \alpha_b \times K_B \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}^2}{\frac{11}{10} R_{SW} + \frac{11}{10} R_{SW} \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}^- - \alpha_b \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}^- - \alpha_b \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}^-} \] (3.13)

where \( K_B \) is the equilibrium constant of the reaction (\( K_B \sim 10^{-8.6} \) according to Rae 2018), \( \frac{11}{10} R \) stands for the ratio between \(^{11}\)B and \(^{10}\)B of either \( B(OH)_4^- \) or seawater (sw), and \( \alpha_b \) is the equilibrium fractionation of 27.2\%/oo (Klochko et al., 2006).

It has been shown that the fractionation of \( \delta^{11}B \) in planktonic foraminifera deviates from the fractionation observed during inorganic carbonate precipitation by \( \pm 2\text{-}3\%/oo \), and between different planktonic foraminifera species up to 4\%/oo (Henhan et al., 2013; Hönisch et al., 2003; Sanyal et al., 1996). This suggests that \( \delta^{11}B_{\text{calcite}} \neq \delta^{11}B_{\text{borate}} \) in planktonic foraminifera, and species specific calibrations are necessary. Hönisch et al. (2003) show that the offset between different special boron fractionation factors occur due to species-specific biological processes, also known as vital effects. These processes, including the cultivation of photosynthetic symbionts or the production of gametogenic calcite during the reproductive cycle, can influence...
the micro-environment pH, and therefore alter the species-specific boron isotope fractionation (Hönisch et al., 2003). Calibrations defining the boron isotopic offset from that measured in inorganic calcite are mostly determined through culturing and comparison with core-top values (e.g. Henehan et al., 2016). At the time of this thesis, calibrations exist for five planktonic foraminifera species including Globigerinoides ruber, Trilobatus sacculifer (formerly known as Globigerinoides sacculifer; see Spezzaferri et al. (2015)), Orbulina universa, Globigerina bulloidies, and Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (Henehan et al., 2016) (Figure 3.9).

\[ \text{Figure 3.9} \] Existing planktonic foraminiferal boron isotope calibrations from a mixture of core-top and culture data. Figure from Henehan et al. (2016)
3.1.4 Plio-pleistocene boron isotope records

Atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations are well known across the last 800,000 years thanks to ice core archives. However, beyond that estimates of earlier CO$_2$ concentrations used to be sparse. This was mostly due to the lack of reliable CO$_2$ proxies from older climate archives. Over the last decades, two proxies have been developed that allow the reconstruction of CO$_2$ using foraminiferal calcite from ocean sediment cores. Foraminifera are calcifying heterotrophic single-celled organisms that live ubiquitously in the ocean. Their existence goes back millions of years and their calcified shells accumulate on the ocean floor. The local climate influences the chemical composition of their shell during shell calcification. As such, they can be used to reconstruct past climates over millions of years (for more information see chapter Materials & Methods 5). The boron isotope (Foster, 2008; Hemming & Hanson, 1994; Hönisch et al., 2009) and alkenone (Pagani et al., 2005) proxies enabled the reconstruction of $p$CO$_2$ beyond the ice core record (Figure 3.10). So far, the record is still patchy, and much work needs to be done to create a high resolution long-term $p$CO$_2$ record.

The Plio-Pleistocene is characterised by climate oscillations with warm interglacial and cold glacial endmembers (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). CO$_2$ correlates closely with these cycles suggesting it plays a significant role in shaping the oscillations (Bereiter et al., 2015; Chalk et al., 2017; Hönisch et al., 2009; Martínez-Botí et al., 2015; Tierney et al., 2019). CO$_2$ reconstructions from both proxies show close to modern interglacial values around 400ppm and glacial values around 250ppm (Figure 3.10) (Martínez-Botí et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). Given that the interglacial $p$CO$_2$ values are similar to today, this period is of particular interest to study natural CO$_2$ processes and climatic links. During the early and middle Pleistocene (2.58Ma – 1.1Ma), CO$_2$ reconstructions are still sparse (Figure 3.10). Low resolution measurements suggest CO$_2$ levels around 280ppm during interglacials...
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Figure 3.10 Available assembled atmospheric CO$_2$ reconstructions from boron isotopes for the Plio-Pleistocene. For comparison, LR04 benthic $\delta^{18}$O stack in yellow, continuous ice core $p$CO$_2$ in black, and discontinuous Allan Hills blue ice in pink.

and 200ppm during glacialis (Hönisch et al., 2009). High resolution results across two glacial-interglacial cycles suggest similar glacial, but slightly higher interglacial $p$CO$_2$ levels at 320ppm (Chalk et al., 2017). No reconstructions, apart from highly variable sporadic blue ice measurements (Higgins et al., 2015), exist between 1.1Ma and the onset of the ice core record at 800,000 years.
Chapter 4

INTRODUCTION - THE AGULHAS SYSTEM

4.1 The Agulhas System and its hydrography

The Agulhas System describes the current system along the eastern margin of the African continent in the western Indian Ocean. Upstream, it connects to the Mozambique Channel system, and downstream it ends in the Agulhas Leakage and current retroflection. The Agulhas Leakage represents an important aspects of global ocean circulation and plays a key role in the modulation of global climate (Beal et al., 2011; Biastoch et al., 2009; Lutjeharms, 2006). It describes the eddying of warm and salty waters from the Indian Ocean into the South Atlantic at the cape of Good Hope (Beal et al., 2011) (Figure 4.1). The eddies are shed off during the retroflection process of the Agulhas current. As the Agulhas current flows westward around the tip of Africa, it meets the eastward flowing Antarctic circumpolar current and is forced to turn by 180° (Figure 4.1). Most of the current waters retroreflect flowing back into the southern Indian Ocean. Only small amounts are shed off as the leakage. Importantly, the salt content in the eddies is significantly higher than that
of the surrounding South Atlantic making the Agulhas Leakage an important salt supply for the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC).

Further upstream, the Agulhas current travels along the eastern African continent as a western boundary current. Durgadoo et al. (2017) define four main source waters for the Agulhas system. These include Indonesian throughflow (ITF) waters (62%), Tasman leakage waters (28%), Arabian Peninsula waters (10%), and retroflected Agulhas current waters recirculated via the southwest Indian Ocean subgyre (see also Simon et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2015). Northern sources, such as the ITF and Arabian water masses, arrive at the Agulhas system via the Mozambique Channel. Southern sources, i.e. Tasman leakage and recirculating Indian Ocean gyre waters, cross the Indian Ocean directly and entrain south of Madagascar (Durgadoo et al., 2017; Lutjeharms, 2006; Sætre & Da Silva, 1982). In the modern, ITF outflow waters provide the largest volume flow. After entering the Indian Ocean, they form the South Equatorial Current (SEC) travelling westward along 10°S. At the Madagascan margin, the SEC flow is interrupted forcing it to split into a northern and southern limb. The northern limb enters the Agulhas system via the Mozambique Channel, while the southern limb feeds straight into the Agulhas current south of Madagascar. The two limbs entrain different proportions of ITF, Arabian Peninsula and Tasman leakage waters which cross the Indian Ocean westwards, southwards and northwestwards, respectively. Despite high evaporation rates, their hydrographic signature can be traced across the Indian Ocean into the northern Mozambique Channel (Backeberg et al., 2012; Le Bars et al., 2013; Rodgers et al., 2000; Talley, 2005).
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Figure 4.1 Indian Ocean surface circulation indicated as arrows on top of modern sea surface salinity from GLODAP V2 which was interpolated using DIVA in ocean data viewer (ODV). Orange/blue arrows indicate saltier/fresher surface waters. Green arrows show a small contribution from the Tasman Leakage. High eddy activity is identifiable by spiral symbols. Important currents and geographical features are labelled in black and white writing.
4.2 Implications for global climate and the Mid-Pleistocene Transition

The process of leaking salt into the South Atlantic via the Agulhas Leakage has been shown to significantly impact global climate on short- (Beal et al., 2011; Biastoch et al., 2009; Biastoch et al., 2015) and long-term timescales (Bard & Rickaby, 2009; Beal et al., 2011; Peeters et al., 2004). The high salinity surface eddies interact with the Benguela upwelling system and eventually mix in with northwards flowing Atlantic surface currents (Garzoli et al., 1997; Garzoli et al., 1996). Eventually, Atlantic surface currents reach deep water formation sites in the Nordic Seas where greater salt content leads to heavier density potentials in surface waters and deeper sinking. This has the potential of creating a deeper and more vigorous overturning circulation. Changes in the vigor and overturning depth of global ocean circulation have widely been discussed as one of the primary climate shaping mechanisms (e.g. Broecker, 1991; see also chapters 2.2, 2.3). As such, the Agulhas Leakage could play a vital role in the evolution of glacial-interglacial ocean circulation changes. Understanding the mechanisms that control the Agulhas Leakage is therefore key to understanding glacial-interglacial climate variability.

The Mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT) is known as the most recent step change in orbital scale climate dynamics (see chapter 2.4). Quaternary glacial-interglacial climate cycles lengthened their periodicity from 41kyr to quasi-100kyr, and switch from virtually symmetrical to distinctly saw-tooth shaped cycles with greater amplitude post-MPT. The transition occurs without any notable change in the orbital parameters. This necessitates a change to Earth’s internal feedback mechanisms which may respond to a long-term decrease in atmospheric $p\text{CO}_2$ (Chalk et al., 2017; van de Wal et al., 2011). The onset, duration and completion of the MPT are still subject to discussion (see chapter 2.4 for discussion and references). However, it
is generally accepted that the climate system reorganisation occurred somewhere between 1.2 million years (Ma) and 0.6Ma (see chapter 2.4). The increase in amplitude appears to be mostly driven via intensification of glacialis in parallel with further reduction in atmospheric $pCO_2$ (e.g. Chalk et al., 2017). The uptake and release of carbon on multi-millennial timescales is closely linked to global overturning depth and vigor (see chapter 2.3 for discussion and references). Ocean circulation has been suggested previously as a significant contributor to the MPT (Pena & Goldstein, 2014). Therefore, multi-millennial changes in the efficiency of the Agulhas salt leakage may reflect a key aspect of potential changes in the global thermohaline circulation across the MPT.

### 4.3 Possible controls on the modern Agulhas Leakage efficiency

The mechanisms by which the Agulhas Leakage is controlled in the modern are still discussed. On multi-annual to decadal timescales, the Agulhas Leakage may be driven by i) changes in the Agulhas current transport (Loveday et al., 2014; Rouault et al., 2009; Van Sebille et al., 2009b), ii) changes in the location of the retroflection (Loveday et al., 2014), and iii) changes in the westerly wind strength (Biastoch et al., 2015; Durgadoo et al., 2013).

Rouault et al. (2009) report that an increase in the Agulhas current transport will increase the Agulhas Leakage due to larger volume flow. In contrast, Van Sebille et al. (2009b) show a decrease of the leakage with increasing current transport as a result of a stronger and further eastward located retroflection. Biastoch et al. (2009) propose the westerly wind system as a main driver of the Agulhas Leakage stating that a southward shift of the westerlies will increase leakage due to a shift in the location of the retroflection further south of the African continent.
This would allow higher volume transport to flow through the gap between the STF and the African continent which strengthens the leakage. Durgadoo et al. (2013) reconcile the different findings by using a high-resolution eddy model nested within a global general circulation model. Their study confirms that changes in the strength of the westerlies exert the most control on the Agulhas Leakage, either via intensification, or meridional change. Contrary to the initial suggestion in Biastoch et al. (2009), the Agulhas Leakage weakens with a southward shift of the westerly wind belt. A southward movement of the westerlies will reduce the wind stress curl and equatorward transport of the interior water masses, leading to a diminished Sverdrup transport and therefore weaker westward transport of water masses south of Africa (Durgadoo et al., 2013). Loveday et al. (2014) comments that Agulhas Leakage modelling is highly dependable on the resolution modelled. Using the same nested model as Durgadoo et al. (2013), they clarify that the Agulhas Leakage is likely decoupled from the Agulhas current and is not directly driven by changes in the Agulhas current volume transport. Conclusively, it is likely that on short monthly or decadal timescales the Agulhas Leakage is controlled mostly by intensification of westerly winds (Biastoch et al., 2015; Durgadoo et al., 2013) without a direct link between the Agulhas current and the leakage (Durgadoo et al., 2013; Loveday et al., 2014).

### 4.4 Millennial to multi-millennial climate controls on the Agulhas Leakage

On millennial to multi-millennial timescales, mechanisms that exert control on the Agulhas Leakage might deviate slightly from the ones active today as longer-term ocean circulation effects have to be taken into account. The current compilation of paleoclimate data available from the Agulhas system present two robust features.
First, faunal assemblage datasets show a spike in tropical species during glacial terminations (Bard & Rickaby, 2009; Caley et al., 2011; Caley et al., 2012; Peeters et al., 2004). Second, planktonic foraminifera and alkenone paleo-salinity reconstructions show high salinities in glacial maxima and fresh conditions during interglacials (Kasper et al., 2014; Martinez-Mendez et al., 2010; Petrick et al., 2015; Simon et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2015), often with significant termination salinity spikes (Marino et al., 2013).

Paleoclimate studies suggest a variety of mechanisms that may explain the above trends. These include i) low latitude monsoon forcing via changes in the Agulhas current (Peeters et al., 2004), ii) movements of the subtropical front (Bard & Rickaby, 2009; Caley et al., 2011; Caley et al., 2012), iii) southern hemisphere high latitude forcing (Caley et al., 2011; Caley et al., 2012), and iv) changes in the southwest Indian Ocean subgyre dynamics (Simon et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2015).

Peeters et al., (2004) introduce tropical faunal assemblage counts (Agulhas Leakage fauna, ALF) as a proxy for Agulhas Leakage strength. They find a weak precessional beat in their counts leading them to hypothesize that Agulhas Leakage efficiency is driven by low latitude monsoon forcing. Bard & Rickaby (2009) present alkenone sea surface temperatures (SST) and foraminiferal stable isotopes from further upstream, and see distinct glacial-interglacial variability in both. They propose that on longer timescales shifts in frontal zones, such as the southern hemisphere subtropical front (STF), control the leakage by reducing the width of the Agulhas current south of the African tip causing a decrease in the leakage via a decrease in the throughflow. This suggestion is similar to the initial proposal made by Biastoch et al. (2009) then argued by Durgadoo et al. (2013). However, on longer timescales, changes in the wind belts may lead to changes in deep water formation fluxes which may shift frontal zones (Durgadoo et al., 2013). Caley et al. (2011; 2012) also reconstructed faunal assemblages off South Africa in a different location, but rather find a strong obliquity signal in their data. They agree that southern
hemisphere forcings, such as changes in the STF, are responsible for changes in the Agulhas Leakage. Reducing the through flow area for the Agulhas current south of Africa might have influences on the paleo-location of the retroflection which has been proposed to influence leakage (Van Sebille et al., 2009a). Using Strontium isotopes in bulk sediment, Franzese et al. (2006) reconstructed the source regions of sediment grains on the Agulhas plateau and inferred that the Agulhas current retroflection did not significantly move between the Holocene and last glacial maximum (LGM). Simon et al. (2013) present high resolution SST and hydrographical data as well as faunal assemblage counts and conclude that large variability exists within the Agulhas system. They infer that short-term southwest Indian Ocean subgyre dynamics may influence the salt and heat content of Agulhas current waters and influence the leakage on millennial timescales. As such, contrary to decadal timescales, both the Agulhas current strength and the width of the gateway seem to influence the leakage on longer timescales across glacial-interglacial cycles.
Chapter 5

MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.1 Ocean sediment cores as climate archives

5.1.1 Natural Archives

The Earth’s climate history is recorded in a variety of geological and biological archives. These include tree rings, pollen records (from soil, lake or ocean sediment cores), corals, speleothems, and ice cores. They are of great value for climate science due to their intrinsic property of providing reasonably undisturbed lamination which can be related to time. Choosing the right archive is of importance, as different archives appear in diverse geospatial settings and record climate in different biological and chemical ways. This project is investigating glacial-interglacial cycle dynamics which calls for an archive that has good coverage and reasonably high resolution across the Plio-Pleistocene (11.7kyr-5.3 Ma), when waxing and waning of ice sheets played a significant role in changing global climate.

Deep ocean sediment cores present undisturbed continuously laminated records spanning several millions of years in the past. In locations with high sedimentation (e.g drift deposits), rates of 2.5cm/100 yrs can be found (e.g. Jansen et al., 1996). More commonly, sedimentation rates reach from 2cm/1000 yrs (e.g. Hall et al.,
2017) to 0.5cm/1000 yrs in the deep basins (Ericson et al., 1961). The material is often rich in calcareous and siliceous micro- and nanofossils which record the prevailing oceanic state in the shell chemistry. Isotope and trace element analyses in planktonic and benthic foraminiferal calcite found in calcareous microfossil oozes are particularly useful to extract climatic information from ocean sediment cores.

5.1.2 Foraminiferal calcite as climate proxies

A variety of ocean sediment cores are highly abundant in calcareous microfossils. Often, the taxonomic group of foraminifera prevails the assemblage. Foraminifera are sand-grain-sized single cell organisms in the oceans which create characteristic calcium shells around a soft tissue body (Hemleben et al., 1989). They can be divided into planktonic and benthic species, with planktonic species living in the upper water column with some species inhabiting deeper waters down to the thermocline, and benthic species inhabiting the ocean floor (faunal) or burying into it (infaunal) (Hemleben et al., 1989). Throughout their life span, most planktonic foraminifera are filter feeders largely eating small plankton. Prey is caught using long, pseudopodia spines. A variety of planktonic species keep photosynthetic symbionts including dinoflagellates, diatoms and chlorophytes (Spero, 1998). Reproduction occurs sexually and asexually throughout the life cycle (Bè & Anderson, 1976). Some planktonic species reject their symbionts before meiosis and strengthen the outer shell wall with gametogenic calcite. It has been proposed that some species sink to greater depths during meiosis to promote release of symbionts (Erez et al., 1991). Overall, little is still known about depth migrating patterns of specific planktonic species.

During shell calcification, foraminifera substitute calcite ions for other trace metals in the carbonate lattice. This often occurs according to certain environmental conditions, which makes foraminiferal calcite a valuable source for climate recon-
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struction. As such, the trace metal ratio of a variety of elements to calcite can be used as proxies for different environmental parameters. Most commonly used are Mg/Ca as a proxy for water temperature (e.g. Barker et al., 2005; Rosenthal et al., 2000), Sr/Ca as a measure for land surface weathering (e.g. Lear et al., 2003), Ba/Ca as a nutrient (e.g Lea and Spero, 1992) or river run-off indicator (e.g. Hönsch et al., 2011), Cd/Ca as a productivity measure (e.g. Boyle, 1988) and B/Ca as a proxy for seawater \( [\text{HCO}_3^-] \) (e.g. Yu et al., 2007).

Isotopic ratios in foraminiferal calcite of various elements can also be used for climate reconstructions. Isotopes are atoms of the same element, with equal proton numbers, but variable amounts of neutrons leading to differences in total atomic mass. Often, foraminifera prefer taking up one isotope over the other leading to biogenic fractionation between the element’s isotopes in the organism and its surrounding. In some cases, the fractionation process occurs according to prevalent environmental conditions. Hence, the ratio between the lighter and heavier isotope of a specific element can be used as a proxy for certain environmental conditions. Traditional isotopic systems used in palaeoceanography are oxygen isotopes (\( \delta^{18} \text{O} \)) as a proxy for ice volume (Shackleton, 1987) and deep water temperature (Elderfield et al., 2012), carbon isotopes (\( \delta^{13} \text{C} \)) as a way of assessing the ocean carbonate system or as a tracer for ocean water masses (Curry & Oppo, 2005), neodymium isotopes (\( \varepsilon \text{Nd} \)) as conservative tracers for ocean water masses (e.g. Rutberg et al., 2000), and boron isotopes as a proxy for seawater pH (e.g. Hönsch and Hemming, 2005).

After death, the foraminifera soft tissue is largely remineralised throughout the water column and the calcium test becomes buried in ocean sediments (Sigman & Hain, 2012). The shells may be preserved for millions of years, depending on the corrosiveness of overlying ocean and pore waters. This allows the assessment of million-year-old environments by using foraminifera as a medium and isotope and trace metal analyses as a method to extract palaeo-climate information.
5.1.3 Biogenic calcite preservation issues

The state of foraminiferal calcite preservation in the core is important as it influences their usefulness in climate reconstruction. Edgar et al. (2015) differentiate between three distinct processes by which diagenetic effects on foraminiferal calcite may influence geochemical analyses post-mortem in the water column or the sediments (Pearson & Burgess, 2008). These include (i) partial dissolution, (ii) calcite overgrowth, and (iii) calcite recrystallization.

Partial dissolution

Some foraminifera species produce thick gametogenic calcite layers shortly before gamete release. This is often connected to changes in depth habitat. This leads to different thicknesses in calcite layers between ontogenetic and gametogenic calcite. Due to the thinner layer, ontogenetic calcite is more susceptible to dissolution potentially biasing the geochemical analysis towards ratios representing the gametogenic calcite and the climate at deeper depths (Edgar et al., 2015). The same effect is valid for carbonate layers deposited under warmer climates, where calcite deposition leads to thinner calcification layers (Barker et al., 2005). This can cause cold-biases in Mg/Ca-reconstructed temperatures, if warmer layers were preferentially dissolved post-mortem due to undersaturated pore waters (Brown & Elderfield, 1996; Rosenthal et al., 2000; Rosenthal & Boyle, 1993).

Calcite overgrowth

Post-depositional inorganic overgrowth, such as ferro-manganese crusts, can present significantly different elemental/calcium ratios than the ontogenetic foraminiferal calcite, and may therefore alter geochemical measurements (Edgar et al., 2015). Crusts should be visible on high resolution images of foraminiferal tests depending on their size. Ferro-manganese crusts can also be identified through measurement
of Fe/Mg and Al/Mg in foraminiferal calcite. If a strong correlation exists between Fe or Mn and Mg, it is likely that large amounts of magnesium leached from a ferro-manganese crust and overprint the ontogenetic Mg signature. Barker et al. (2003) show that concentrations <0.1 mol/mol Fe/Mg, Al/Mg, or Mn/Mg are too small to have significant effects on the Mg/Ca measurements. I therefore adopt the contamination limit of 0.1mol/mol as a guidance for “dirty samples”.

**Calcite recrystallization**

Calcite recrystallization processes may cause alterations to the original geochemical signature of the ontogenetic calcite (Edgar et al., 2015; Pearson & Burgess, 2008). During recrystallization, the ontogenetic microgranular calcite structure is replaced by larger and blockier calcite crystals (Pearson & Burgess, 2008; Sexton et al., 2006; Sorby, 1879). Recrystallized calcite can be easily identified under the microscope as having a “frosty” appearance. In contrary, unaltered calcite looks more “glassy” to the specialist eye. Additionally, changes in the crystal structure can be identified on high resolution images.

### 5.2 Core U1476 location and hydrography

Core U1476 was drilled on Davie Ridge at 15°49.25’S; 41°46.12’E during the International Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) expedition 361 which collected ocean sediment cores along the southeast African coast (Figure 5.1) (Hall et al., 2017). U1476 is located at the northern entrance of the Mozambique Channel, and represents the most northern drilled site during the expedition (Figure 5.1). Sediments are rich in calcareous oozes with particularly well preserved microfossils during the Plio-Pleistocene (11.7kyr - 5.3Ma) and low degrees of bioturbation (Hall et al., 2017).

The Mozambique Channel is connected to the Agulhas system via a net-southwards surface transport, mostly characterised by three large quasi stationary eddies (Lut-
Figure 5.1 Bathymetry map of the Mozambique channel and core site U1476 within the western Indian Ocean. Regional ocean surface circulation patterns are indicated with arrows from Hall et al. (2017).

jeharms, 2006; Figure 5.1). Additional shorter-lived smaller eddies appear in the channel and can last from monthly to yearly timescales (Sætre & Da Silva, 1982). Depending on their location and direction of spin, they may create short-term northwards flowing boundary currents along Africa and Madagascar (Lutjeharms, 2006; Sætre & Da Silva, 1982). Coastal hydrography is influenced by a strong seasonal monsoon cycle which brings freshwater to the channel via the Zambezi river (Weldeab et al., 2014). Surface waters in the channel are mainly influenced by light subtropical surface water (STSW), South Indian central water (SICW), Indonesian Throughflow waters (ITFW) and tropical surface waters (TSW) (Ullgren et al., 2012). Source waters include south equatorial current waters, northern-sourced Indian ocean waters, recirculating southern-sourced Indian ocean waters and Tasman Leakage waters (Durgadoo et al., 2017). Generally, warmer and fresher TSW and ITFW are found in the northern part, while more saline STSW dominates in the southern part of the
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channel (Ullgren et al., 2012). Depending on seasonality and interannual variability, anti-clockwise rotating quasi-stationary eddies transport highly saline Red Sea waters southwards which sink under the fresher surface waters and may create strong salinity boundaries between RSW and the fresher northwards flowing underlying Mozambique Undercurrent (Ullgren et al., 2012). The variability seen in the STSW in figure 5.2 is a result of variable salinity regimes depending on annual and interannual variability in the pre-dominance of either ITFW, TSW, or RSW within the STSW surface water (Ullgren et al., 2012).

![Figure 5.2 θ-S diagram from Ullgren et al. (2012) showing mooring data from an east-west cross-section at 15°N across the northern Mozambique Channel. Characteristic water masses are identified as NADW, AAIW, RSW, SICW, and STSW.](image)

Figure 5.2 θ-S diagram from Ullgren et al. (2012) showing mooring data from an east-west cross-section at 15°N across the northern Mozambique Channel. Characteristic water masses are identified as NADW, AAIW, RSW, SICW, and STSW.

Less data is currently available on intermediate and deep water characteristics in the Mozambique Channel. Globally, deep oceans are mainly influenced by two water masses originating either at deep water convection sites in the North Atlantic producing NADW, or at deep water convection sites around Antarctica
creating southern-sourced waters (SSW) such as Antarctic Bottom water (AABW) or Antarctic Intermediate waters (AAIW) (Curry & Oppo, 2005). Unlike NADW, AABW is primarily produced by brine rejection processes leading to the production of the planet’s heaviest deep water mass (Curry & Oppo, 2005). It is therefore most likely found in the ocean’s abyss. The source of different deep water masses can be identified using carbon isotopes (δ¹³C). After its ventilation and deep water formation, the water mass collects highly fractionated organic carbon that rains down from the biologically active surface ocean. This alters its δ¹³C signature over time and creates a unique footprint which can trace NADW and SSW across the deep oceans (Figure 5.3).

![Figure 5.3](image)

**Figure 5.3** North-south cross section across the Atlantic ocean showing the development of water mass benthic δ¹³C over time. Modern water mass δ¹³C_benthic signatures in the background with contours (adapted from Curry & Oppo (2005)). Arrows indicate pathways of different carbon inputs that influence the δ¹³C_benthic signature of the water masses.

For the Mozambique Channel, Hall et al. (2017) and Ullgren et al. (2012) suggest that the northwards flowing Mozambique Undercurrent consists of NADW, overlain by smaller amounts of diluted AAIW. My δ¹³C data from the foraminifer *Cibidoides wuellerstorfi* over the last 1.2Ma (for preparation and analytical methods see chapter 5.3) confirm relatively pure NADW as the major deep water mass in the northern
Mozambique Channel (Figure 5.4), after comparing the $\delta^{13}C$ record against other 1.2 million year-long records of young NADW (core ODP983), mid-aged NADW (core U1304), old NADW (core U1088), and SSW (core U1089 and core U1090). This suggests that NADW surrounds the African continent westwards without significant mixing with SSW.

**Figure 5.4** Benthic $\delta^{13}C$ for U1476 (red, Barker et al., unpublished) and for different deep water masses. Northern-sourced and southern-sourced water masses are labelled NSW, and SSW, respectively. $\delta^{13}C_{\text{benthic}}$ from 983 (Raymo et al., 2004) in dark blue, U1304 (Hodell et al., 2009) in light blue, ODP1088 (Hodell et al., 2003) in orange, ODP1089 (Hodell et al., 2003) in dark green, and ODP1090 (Hodell et al., 2003) in light green. Core locations are plotted in Figure 5.5

The modern Mozambique Channel is known as a high biodiversity hotspot (Obura et al., 2019). Due to its tropical location at 15°S and its warm sea surface temperatures around 29.5°C in summer and 26°C in winter (Fallet et al., 2010), primary productivity is flourishing. Fallet et al. (2010) have studied modern *Globigerinoides ruber* (*G. ruber*) at the site using plankton tows and compare foraminiferal Mg/Ca-derived SST to in-situ measured and monthly averaged SST for 2.5 years. Their results show that annual averages of reconstructed SSTs using *G. ruber* calcite plot close to annual averages calculated from in-situ measurements. This suggests
that *G. ruber* tests from the northern Mozambique Channel record annual surface ocean climatology and can be a useful tool for the reconstruction of past sea surface hydrography and climate.

5.3 **Sample preparation and analyses**

5.3.1 **Core sampling and sample preparation**

Core U1476 was spliced and sampled at a vertical resolution of 2cm which roughly equates to a resolution of 1kyr per sample. Each sample contains approximately 35cm$^3$ of ocean floor mud of which 3cm$^3$ were set aside as archive. Ocean sediment samples were washed through a 63µm sieve. The coarse fraction was collected and dried in the oven at 40°C. The fine fraction was also collected and left to settle. Then the supernatant was syphoned off and the residual fine material was left to dry in the oven at 40°C. Dry bulk weights, and fine and coarse weights were collected before and after washing. For benthic and planktonic foraminiferal analysis, benthic species *C. wuellerstorfi* and planktonic species *G. ruber* were picked from the coarse fraction at >150µm, and 300-355µm, respectively. 1-3 specimen of *C. wuellerstorfi* were used for stable isotope analysis, while 30 specimen of *G. ruber*
were picked. This is due to high reproducibility in stable isotope results from benthic species, while greater variability exists in planktonic species. *G. ruber* tests were weighed on a microbalance, then carefully crushed between two glass slides. After homogenisation, an aliquot of 20% total sample was taken for stable isotope analysis. *C. wuellerstorfi* tests were analysed whole.

The following steps were carried out in a fume hood equipped with HEPA filters. All acids used in this method were teflon-distilled in-house in a Savillex teflon distiller. For stable isotope analysis, 1-3 whole uncleaned benthic foraminiferal tests, and a split of 20% of the crushed planktonic foraminiferal sample were used. The remaining 80% of *G. ruber* test fragments underwent standard clay and organics cleaning procedure as described by Barker et al. (2003) (Figure 5.6) for trace element analysis. Clays were removed by suspending the sample, then briefly allowing all foraminifera fragments to settle before syphoning off the clayey supernatant using a pipettor. This procedure was repeated 4 times in 18.2MΩ-cm resisting MilliQ de-ionized water, and twice in Methanol. Between cycles, samples were ultrasonicated for 1 minute to ensure the release of clays from the shell fragments. After clay removal, samples were heated to 80°C in a 1% sodiumhydroxide (NaOH) buffered hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) solution over 10 minutes to release organic residue from shell fragments. At minutes 2.5, 5, and 7.5, samples were swiftly taken out and air bubbles released by tapping the sample rack firmly on the bench. At minute 5, samples were briefly ultrasonicated for 5 seconds. This step was repeated. No reductive cleaning step was conducted as there were no signs of significant ferromanganese crust coatings (Figures 5.15 and 5.16). After the full oxidative cleaning procedure, samples were quickly checked under the microscope. If significantly discoloured calcite fragments and/or black specs were visible, they were picked out by hand using a cow’s eyelash brush. Clean foraminifera test fragments were dissolved overnight in 0.065M HNO₃.
**5.3.2 Stable isotope analysis**

Planktonic and benthic foraminifera were analysed for stable isotopes at the Earth & Ocean Science department of Cardiff University by laboratory technician Alexandra Nederbragt. The analysis was conducted on a Thermo MAT253 mass spectrometer with a Kiel IV carbonate preparation device. The device drips phosphoric acid onto the whole shells and dissolved the calcite. This process releases CO₂ gas which is then analysed for its oxygen and carbon isotopes. Samples are interspersed with carrara marble in-house standard (BCT63) which gives a longterm standard deviation of 0.035‰ for oxygen, and 0.024‰ for carbon isotopes. In comparison, the average standard deviation for single sample oxygen and carbon isotope ratios is
0.032\%e, and 0.024\%e, respectively. For data quality purposes, the output files record acid temperature, leak rate, and total CO₂. Data points are excluded by Alexandra Nederbragt, if they fall outside a 3x standard deviation envelope, or have reasons to be removed due to methodological failure.

5.3.3 Trace element analysis

Cleaned and dissolved planktonic *G. ruber* were analysed for a suite of trace element to calcite ratios at three laboratories. This resulted from splitting samples into three batches. These include trace element-only samples, boron-isotope samples for scoping out the potential of the core using a conventional method, and boron isotope samples using a new boron separation method. To gain a good $\delta^{11}$B-based seawater pH reconstruction, trace elements must be measured on direct splits of the boron samples. We therefore combined the trace element data from the trace-element only samples with trace element data from $\delta^{11}$B analysis.

Trace element-only samples (n=190) were analysed on a Thermo Scientific ELE-MENT XR mass spectrometer at the Cardiff University CELTIC laboratories, while trace element data from $\delta^{11}$B analyses were collected at the STAiG laboratories in St. Andrews, and the Foster Lab laboratories in Southampton. In St. Andrews, trace element samples (n=198) were analysed on an Agilent Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer. In Southampton samples (n=36) were measured on a Thermo Scientific Element XR mass spectrometer. In all three laboratories, samples were spun in a centrifuge prior to analysis to reduce risk of undissolved particle contamination. Then an aliquot of 10$\mu$L in Cardiff, 3$\mu$L in St. Andrews, and 20$\mu$L in Southampton (Henehan et al., 2015), was diluted and pre-run for calcium (Ca) concentrations. In Cardiff, matrix matched standards were created for each sample below a concentration of 2mM calcite. Samples with a concentration $>$2mM calcite were diluted to set standard concentrations at 2mM, 2.5mM, 3mM, 3.5mM, and 4mM. In St. Andrews,
and Southampton (Henehan et al., 2015), samples were matched to a 0.5mM or 1mM Ca standard, depending on boron concentrations of the sample. The following ratios were collected at all three institutions: Mg25/Ca43, B11/Ca43, Sr88/Ca43, Cd111/Ca43, U238/Ca43, Al27/Ca43, Mn55/Ca43, Li7/Ca43, Nd146/Ca43, and Ba138/Ca43 (Figure 5.7).

![Figure 5.7](image)

**Figure 5.7** Benthic $\delta^{18}O$ with a complete set of U1476 trace element/Ca ratios across the last 1.6Ma measured for this thesis. Samples were analysed in three locations including Cardiff University (filled circles with dark blue outline), University of St Andrews (squares with black outline), and National Oceanographic Centre Southampton (triangles with pink outline).

Long-term reproducibility from in-house standards for Cardiff, St. Andrews, and Southampton are listed in Table 5.1 at the end of this subchapter. For comparison, average relative standard deviations (RSD) from the sample batches are listed in Table 5.2. Long-term reproducibility for the Foster Lab in Southampton is also referenced in Henehan et al. (2015).

Raw-data quality was tested by calculating the signal/noise ratio for B11/Ca43 as...
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\[
\frac{B11_{\text{Sample}}[cps]}{B11_{\text{previous blank}}[cps]} \tag{5.1}
\]

and the sample-standard matrix match in [%] as

\[
\frac{Ca^{43}_{\text{Sample}}[cps] - Ca^{43}_{\text{previous standard}}[cps]}{Ca^{43}_{\text{previous standard}}[cps]} \times 100 \tag{5.2}
\]

where [cps] stands for counts per second.

I chose these quality checks, because boron concentrations can be very small in samples and provide a good measure of signal/noise ratio when compared to blank measurements. Additionally, it is important that sample and bracketing standard are matrix matched well, since poor matrix matching can lead to matrix effects on the mass spectrometer and may influence the final measurement of concentration or isotopic signature if the plasma conditions and long-term machine drift are somewhat unstable. Samples which had a signal/noise ratio for B11 < 5, or a matrix match > 30% were scrutinised and considered for exclusion (Figure 5.8). Data points were only excluded in circumstances where all element ratios were well out of the naturally occurring range of that ratio.

Some samples experienced difficulties during the analysis (see Figure 5.9). These included samples that were (i) run with a dirty blank pot, (ii) left uncapped for 24 hours due to plasma shutdown, (iii) showed signs of dilution problems or high contamination tracer concentrations, or (iv) were re-picked and re-run after sample loss during preparation. Dirty blank pot samples (i) were blank corrected using an average of the clean blanks also used in the run as a better representation of blank. During one run, the plasma shutdown due to a pressure drop in argon gas. These samples (ii) were re-run in their respective beakers 24 hours later using the blank and standard pots from the original run. As such, contamination accumulation over the 24 hours was also representative in the blanks and standards and was corrected
Figure 5.8 Signal/noise ratio for B11, and standard-sample matrix offset for the three sample batches run in Cardiff (orange circles), St. Andrews (blue squares), and Southampton (green triangles). The red line, and grey bars indicate boundary levels, respectively. Samples that fall below the red line, or within the grey bars were subject to quality scrutiny.

for through the bracketing method. Samples with dilution problems (iii) can be problematic, because of differences in the standard and sample calcium concentration. This can lead to errors in the sample measurement, as not all matrix effects are accounted for by the standard bracketing. If matrix effects are small during certain runs, moderate sample-standard differences may be acceptable. Therefore, I did not correct or exclude any wrongly diluted samples. Samples with high contamination tracers (Al/Ca, Fe/Ca, Mn/Ca) were only excluded if a strong correlation existed between the contamination tracer and the climate variable. This was never the case. Some samples experienced high rates of carbonate loss during the preparation steps. These samples were re-picked and re-run. No further issues occurred to the re-picked samples (iv). Again, data points were only excluded if trace element ratios plotted well outside the naturally occurring range of that ratio. In the final record, one Mg/Ca data point was excluded due to plotting four times higher than the natural range, and one B/Ca data point was not analysed by the mass spectrometer.
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Figure 5.9 Plot of samples having experienced measurement difficulties. To highlight the respective samples in their temporal space, they were plotted representatively as values of $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ (a). 17 large orange circles show samples subject to dirty blank pots. 14 large grey circles show samples subject to mass spectrometer shutdown and therefore long exposure to laboratory air. 2 large yellow circles represent samples with concentration mismatch between samples and standards. 1 large light blue circle represents a sample subjected to high contamination. 1 large light green circle shows the excluded data point. 3 large dark blue circles represent data points that were re-run. 1 large brown circle shows a data point where B/Ca was not measured. For comparison, small grey circles show all data points measured for trace elements in this thesis, and small blue circles show all samples measured for stable isotopes. This also represents the sampling density of the core. Influence of sample measurement difficulties on Mg/Ca and B/Ca are visible in (b) and (c).
5.3.4 Interlaboratory standard comparison

Here, I combine trace element data from three laboratories. I therefore conducted a series of standard measurements from the exact same standard at Cardiff and St. Andrews. The Southampton laboratory did not take part in this study, since the samples produced there are only a small subset of the main data cloud (36 samples out of 388 total samples). I analysed a subset of trace element ratios of the Cardiff consistency in-house standards CS1 Cardiff and CS2 Cardiff at both laboratories using the same Cardiff in-house bracketing standard MCS-A. These included Mg25/Ca43, B11/Ca43, Li7/Ca43, Sr88/Ca43, Cd111/Ca43, U238/Ca43, Al27/Ca43, and Mn55/Ca43. I then compared the two sample distributions using a Welch 2-sample t-test with a null hypothesis stating that the two distributions are the same. The null hypothesis was rejected for all p<0.05, as was the case for Mg/Ca, Sr/Ca, Mn/Ca and B/Ca for standard CS1 Cardiff, but only Mg/Ca and Al/Ca for standard CS2 Cardiff, respectively (see boxplots in Figure 5.10 and Table 5.3). As such, there was no clear result for Sr/Ca, Mn/Ca, Al/Ca, and B/Ca. I therefore did not consider a correction for either of these element ratios.

The null hypothesis for Mg/Ca was rejected for both standard analyses. The standard difference between St. Andrews and Cardiff resulted in -0.043, and 0.106 for CS1 Cardiff, and CS2 Cardiff respectively. This result does not point towards a systematic standard offset between the two laboratories, since the offset is negative for CS1 Cardiff, but positive for CS2 Cardiff. Additionally, offsets were smaller in Cardiff between defined standard values and average measured values, than in St. Andrews suggesting that a correction factor might be appropriate for samples measured in St. Andrews. Then again, CS1 Cardiff, and CS2 Cardiff are Cardiff in-house standards, where the laboratory set-up is tuned to provide accurate measurements for CS1 Cardiff, and CS2 Cardiff. When comparing laboratory-specific long-term
reproducibility standards, both laboratories provide excellent reproducibility for their respective consistency standards (see Table 5.1).

To ultimately decide whether a consistent offset should be used for Mg/Ca, I picked and ran 24 foraminiferal test samples from section D4-2 and D4-3 in U1476 (∼1.1Ma) both in Cardiff, and in St. Andrews (Figure 5.11).

A Welch 2-sample t-test found no difference between the datasets (p = 0.853) at a significance level of 5% (Figure 5.12). For comparison, this section also includes four Southampton Mg/Ca measurements which plot well within the Cardiff-St. Andrews

Figure 5.10 Boxplots for eight element ratios comparing consistency standards CS1 Cardiff (a) and CS2 Cardiff (b) measured in St. Andrews (blue), and Cardiff (orange). Number of samples (n) for St. Andrews and Cardiff are 9, and 35, respectively.

Figure 5.11
Elements which were not tested in this standard comparison include Ba138/Ca43, and Nd146/Ca43. I assessed their comparability through same sample measurements, as done previously with Mg/Ca. Figures 5.7 and 5.11 show no consistent offset between laboratories in Nd/Ca, but hint towards a potential offset in Southampton Ba/Ca compared to Cardiff and St. Andrews Ba/Ca. As such, Southampton Ba/Ca values were excluded from any analysis conducted with Ba/Ca data.
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Figure 5.12 Boxplot of 24 identical samples which were picked and measured once in Cardiff, and again in St. Andrews.

5.3.5 Foraminiferal sample preservation

Dissolution potential and saturation state may vary across time and could have potentially caused partial dissolution in the past. To assess whether foraminifera were subject to dissolution, I took high resolution images under a microscope. The images show well preserved glassy tests with fine pores and micro-structures, without significant amounts of blocky calcite visible (Figure 5.13).

Changes in partial dissolution over time due to movements in the lysocline should lead to variability in foraminiferal shell weights (Broecker & Clark, 2001; Lohmann, 1995). Before geochemical analysis on U1476 samples, 25 foraminiferal tests were weighed from each sample, and their average weight/test was calculated. I see no glacial-interglacial changes in the average *G. ruber* (300-355 µm) shell weights/test over the last 1.2Ma (Figure 5.14) which stay around 16.1 µg/shell (2sd = 2.61).

Tests may be overgrown with inorganic crusts rich in Al, Mn and Fe. All samples are below the (2003) threshold for Fe/Mg ratios ((Figure 5.15b), and only few *G. ruber* (300-355 µm) calcite samples show slightly elevated Al/Mg or Mn/Mg (Figure
Figure 5.13 High-resolution light microscope image of a *G. ruber* specimen from ocean sediment core U1476. Calcite shell structures are well preserved with no indication for dissolution.

Furthermore, I find no correlation between Fe and Mg, or Mn and Mg in my samples (Figure 5.16). This supports that my foraminiferal tests are unaffected by significant partial dissolution or inorganic overgrowth.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STD</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>STD value</th>
<th>Bracketing STD</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Reproducibility (2SD)</th>
<th>RSD [%]</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CS1 Cardiff</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg25/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li7/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr88/Ca43</td>
<td>[nmol/mol]</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd111/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U238/Ca43</td>
<td>[nmol/mol]</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al27/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>34.895</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn55/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>28.86</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>15.61</td>
<td>3.422</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe56/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>56.06</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>65.19</td>
<td>29.468</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CS2 Cardiff</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg25/43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>7.19</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li7/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>45.12</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>45.20</td>
<td>3.566</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr88/Ca43</td>
<td>[nmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd111/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U238/Ca43</td>
<td>[nmol/mol]</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>27.25</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al27/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>69.70</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>71.44</td>
<td>7.402</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn55/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>201.70</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>202.80</td>
<td>3.728</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>221.95</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>220.82</td>
<td>7.007</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe56/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>MCSB</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1 Trace element ratio consistency standards and long-term reproducibility for the CELTIC, STAiG, and Foster Lab laboratories
### Table 5.1 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>STGT</th>
<th>STGTE</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>12.51</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>205.81</td>
<td>211.56</td>
<td>26.006</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>1.147</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>39.40</td>
<td>39.02</td>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>38.92</td>
<td>51.49</td>
<td>26.81</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>15.84</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>100.28</td>
<td>96.60</td>
<td>6.415</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>38.17</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>47.59</td>
<td>47.78</td>
<td>2.111</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>STGTE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.1 continued

Foster Lab, Southampton

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>SMG2</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCS1</td>
<td>Li7/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>12.51</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B11/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>199.86</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>190.19</td>
<td>15.889</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na23/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg24/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg25/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al27/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>13.49</td>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mn55/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sr86/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sr87/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cd111/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ba138/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd146/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U238/Ca43 [nmol/mol]</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe56/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCS2</td>
<td>Li7/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>24.98</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>25.18</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B11/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>499.94</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>481.05</td>
<td>11.710</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na23/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg24/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mg25/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al27/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>55.02</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>55.66</td>
<td>2.582</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mn55/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>29.98</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>29.58</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sr86/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sr87/Ca43 [mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cd111/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ba138/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd146/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U238/Ca43 [nmol/mol]</td>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>24.83</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe56/Ca43 [µmol/mol]</td>
<td>56.02</td>
<td>SMG2</td>
<td>58.18</td>
<td>1.755</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SD: 2 x standard deviation</td>
<td>RSD: relative standard deviation</td>
<td>( % )</td>
<td>( n ): number of samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe\textsuperscript{56}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn\textsuperscript{55}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr\textsuperscript{87}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr\textsuperscript{87}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd\textsuperscript{111}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu\textsuperscript{65}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn\textsuperscript{65}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg\textsuperscript{24}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg\textsuperscript{25}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg\textsuperscript{26}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca\textsuperscript{42}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na\textsuperscript{23}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg\textsuperscript{24}/Ca\textsuperscript{43}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2 Average relative standard deviations (RSD) for the sample batches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X/Ca ratio</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Average RSD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CELTIC, Cardiff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg25/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>182%</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr88/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd111/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U238/Ca43</td>
<td>[nmol/mol]</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al27/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe56/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>309%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn55/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>232%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li7/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li6/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd146/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba138/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAiG, St. Andrews</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li7/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na23/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg24/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg25/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al27/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn55/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr88/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd111/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba138/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd146/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U238/Ca43</td>
<td>[nmol/mol]</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster Lab, Southampton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li7/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na23/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg24/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg25/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al27/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn55/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr86/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr87/Ca43</td>
<td>[mmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd111/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba138/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd146/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U238/Ca43</td>
<td>[nmol/mol]</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe56/Ca43</td>
<td>[µmol/mol]</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a: number of samples
Table 5.3: Interlaboratory comparison of Standards CS1 Cardiff and CS2 Cardiff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>X/Ca ratio Unit</th>
<th>STD value</th>
<th>St. Andrews average</th>
<th>Cardiff average</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS1 Cardiff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.18e−12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>13.40</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr/Ca</td>
<td>mmol/mol</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.2240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U/Ca</td>
<td>nmol/mol</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.1265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>28.86</td>
<td>29.06</td>
<td>29.92</td>
<td>1.10e−7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>0.7182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS2 Cardiff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>0.0354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>221.95</td>
<td>219.21</td>
<td>223.84</td>
<td>0.2122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr/Ca</td>
<td>mmol/mol</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.0691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U/Ca</td>
<td>nmol/mol</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>26.75</td>
<td>27.32</td>
<td>0.2373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>69.70</td>
<td>69.57</td>
<td>68.36</td>
<td>0.0398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>201.70</td>
<td>187.77</td>
<td>201.58</td>
<td>0.9804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li/Ca</td>
<td>µmol/mol</td>
<td>45.12</td>
<td>44.47</td>
<td>45.22</td>
<td>0.0691</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of samples (n) for St. Andrews and Cardiff are 9, and 35, respectively.
Figure 5.14 Average test weight in $\mu$g for single foraminifera shells from ocean sediment core U1476 across the Late Pleistocene (orange). For comparison, benthic oxygen isotopes in grey.
Figure 5.15 Al/Mg (a), Fe/Mg (b), and Mn/Mg (c) ratios from *G. ruber* (300-355 µm) for core U1476 across the last 1.5 Ma. The red line indicates the cleanliness threshold identified by Barker et al. (2003). Samples above the threshold should be considered with caution, as they might contain contamination from clays or organic material which may contain other elements such as Mg, or B. In this case, trace element ratios from these samples may be biased towards the signature of the contaminant. Note that not all analytical analyses included Fe/Mg measurements. All samples that have no Fe/Mg measurement were plotted as 0.
Figure 5.16 Correlation plots for Al/Ca (a), Fe/Ca (b), and Mn/Ca (c) against Mg/Ca in G. ruber (300-355µm) from U1476. Trend lines and R² values indicate no correlation in any of the plots. Mg is common in clays, inorganic calcite overgrowth, and organic material. Correlations of contamination tracers against Mg are therefore a useful tool to identify possible influences of contamination sources on foraminiferal calcite trace element ratios.
5.4 Age model

The age model for U1476 was created by aligning benthic foraminiferal $\delta^{18}$O from *C. wuellerstorfi* to the benthic LR04 $\delta^{18}$O stack from Lisiecki & Raymo (2005) using 1-3 tiepoints per glacial cycle (Figure 5.17) (Barker et al., unpubl.). The LR04 stack averages benthic $\delta^{18}$O measurements from 57 globally located cores across the last 5.3Ma (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005) effectively removing local variability and presenting a global signature. The LR04 has therefore been interpreted as overall changes in global climate across this time (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). Climate on glacial-interglacial timescales is known to be paced by insolation forcing. Changes in insolation are well understood for the last 5.3Ma (Laskar et al., 1993; Laskar et al., 2004) and provide a tight time constraint for climate signals that follow it. The LR04 has been tuned to the insolation curve aligning each deglaciation to increases in insolation. Now, the insolation timeline can be adopted for the LR04 benthic $\delta^{18}$O stack and acts as reference for other benthic $\delta^{18}$O records.
5.4 Age model

Figure 5.17 Age model for U1476 (Barker et al., unpubl.). Tie points for U1476 in black diamonds aligning $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ to the LR04 benthic stack (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). The original stack (in grey) was shifted by -0.64 (in red) to align with the $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ record of U1476.
Chapter 6

A STUDY OF SAMPLE PREPARATION AND ANALYTICAL BORON ISOTOPE PROCEDURES USING PLANKTONIC FORAMINIFERA

6.1 Abstract

Boron isotopes in planktonic foraminifera are widely used as a proxy for palaeo-seawater pH and palaeo-$pCO_2$. Yet, sample preparation and analytical measurements are still difficult, due to small sample sizes and low concentrations, and have mostly been developed for multi-collector inductively plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICPMS) using a Thermo Neptune mass spectrometer. Here, I present two studies investigating (a) the cleanliness of large samples using conventional planktonic foraminifera cleaning methods which have been designed for small samples, and (b)
the analytical accuracy and precision of boron isotopic standards on a Nu plasma II MC-ICPMS. I find that conventional cleaning methods are sufficient for large samples of up to 200 foraminiferal tests without the need of upscaling the volumes of the cleaning reagents. Additionally, I show that left-over residue or black particles in clean samples have small potential for contamination of B/Ca and Mg/Ca. However, large contamination of IRD, particularly quartz, may alter the final elemental ratio. Under optimal conditions, my accuracy and precision on a Nu plasma II equates to 0.04 (±0.26; 2x standard deviation) for a 200ppb solution, and 0.06 (±0.41; 2x standard deviation) for a 50ppb solution of NIST 951. I find that high precision can only be achieved through management of short-, medium-, and long-term mass bias. According to my data, short-term mass bias can be controlled by minimizing mass bias instability, as opposed to tuning for optimal B intensity, whereas medium-, and long-term mass bias are corrected for with effective standard bracketing. I propose that effective standard bracketing can be achieved through shortening the bracketing time by introducing a washout-enhancing method. Finally, I identify that internal errors on single measurements are inherently important for the external precision and provide two options of how to improve internal errors on a Nu plasma II by decreasing the signal to noise ratio. These include increasing the concentration of the sample, or the resistivity on faraday cup collectors.

6.2 Introduction

Boron isotopes from foraminiferal calcite has become an important tool for the reconstruction of palaeo-seawater pH and atmospheric CO₂ (e.g. Foster, 2008; Hönisch et al., 2009; Martínez-Botí et al., 2015; Rae et al., 2018) However, sample preparation and analysis can be challenging.

Foraminiferal calcite cleaning is important for the boron isotope procedure, due to potentially high boron concentrations in marine sedimentary clays. Planktonic
foraminiferal samples are generally cleaned using the Mg-cleaning method described in Barker et al. (2003), Rosenthal et al. (1997), and Boyle & Keigwin (1985) (Farmer et al., 2016; Foster, 2008; Misra et al., 2014; Rae et al., 2018). This includes removal of clays through 18.2 MΩ MilliQ de-ionized water and Methanol washes, as well as organic matter removal using H₂O₂ in a hotbath at 80°C. Reductive cleaning for the removal of ferro-manganese crusts is often omitted (Foster, 2008), as little accumulation of boron was found in ferro-manganese crusts (Boyle & Keigwin, 1985), and trace element measurements may be biased through increased calcite dissolution (Barker et al., 2003).

Due to low concentration of boron in planktonic foraminifera, large samples are often needed to gain a measurable final boron concentration. However, the Mg-cleaning method described by Barker et al. (2003) was primarily developed for small samples up to 25 foraminifera, a representative sample size for trace element ratio analyses. Additionally, no in-depth study was undertaken to identify the contamination potential of ice-rafted debris or microscopic black particles, both commonly found in ocean sediment samples. Instead, the method suggests a time intensive microscope step during which the cleaned sample is carefully checked and any pieces of discoloured calcite, ice-rafted debris, or microscopic black particles are removed using a cow’s eyelash brush (Barker et al., 2003). Here, I test whether conventional foraminiferal calcite cleaning methods, which were developed for sample sizes of up to 25 tests, are effective on large samples including up to 200 tests. I then investigate the contamination potential of ice-rafted debris and microscopic black particles on Mg/Ca and B/Ca ratios to understand whether the time consuming microscope step is necessary.

Analytical boron isotope measurements are exceedingly difficult, due to the occurrence of only two natural isotopes, small sample sizes often combined with low sample concentrations, and high potential for contamination. Current published analytical procedures are conducted using a multi-collector inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometer from Thermo Scientific (Foster, 2008; Rae et al., 2018). For analysis, the samples are purified prior to measurement using column chemistry (Foster, 2008; Rae et al., 2018). Due to the high volatilisation potential of boron which can lead to fractionation, the purified boron samples may not be dried down after collection, and must be run at their elution concentration instead (Foster, 2008; Rae et al., 2018). This necessitates the use of micro-columns which enable elution volumes in the $\mu$L range. Additionally, boron concentrations in planktonic foraminiferal calcite are low, with B/Ca ratios ranging from as low as 40$\mu$mol/mol in *G. bulloides* up to 120$\mu$mol/mol in *G. ruber* (Rae, 2018). As such, 100 *G. ruber* tests usually provide 20ng boron diluted in 600$\mu$L elution acid which amounts to concentrations around 25ppb (see also Rae, 2018). In the second part of this chapter, I apply published analytical procedures to a new mass spectrometer in the new CELTIC isotope laboratory facility. I present analytical measurements of boron isotope standards conducted on a Nu plasma II produced by Nu instruments, and give suggestions to the optimal front-end set-up when measuring boron isotopes on a Nu plasma instrument.

### 6.3 Methods

#### 6.3.1 Sample preparation for foraminiferal sample cleaning studies

Three tests were conducted investigating (a) the influence of conventional cleaning methods for large samples, as well as the contamination potential of (b) ice-rafted debris residue, and (c) microscopic black particles, on Mg/Ca and B/Ca from planktonic foraminiferal calcite.

Samples were picked from ocean sediment core U1476 (Figure 4.1) for the large sample study, and from ODP982 for the contamination tracer studies (see Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1 Core site, section, and depth for all samples used in the cleaning studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample code</th>
<th>Core site</th>
<th>Core section</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cleaning large samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>U1476</td>
<td>CC\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>17-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>U1476</td>
<td>CC\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>27-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>U1476</td>
<td>CC\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>37-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>U1476</td>
<td>CC\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>47-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>U1476</td>
<td>CC\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>07-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A3-5</td>
<td>60-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A4-3</td>
<td>70-72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IRD influence on cleanliness**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample code</th>
<th>Core site</th>
<th>Core section</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>67-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>77-79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>87-89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>97-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>107-109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Black particle influence on cleanliness**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample code</th>
<th>Core site</th>
<th>Core section</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>67-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>77-79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>87-89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-1</td>
<td>97-99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-5</td>
<td>40-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-5</td>
<td>42-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-5</td>
<td>48-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>ODP982</td>
<td>A1-5</td>
<td>50-52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}CC: Core catcher sample

Samples will be referred to by their sample code from herein). Core ODP982 was chosen due to its location at 1150m in the North Atlantic on the Rockall plateau (Figure 6.1; Jansen et al., 1996) which causes particularly clay- and organic-rich samples with high concentrations of IRD. All samples were crushed between glass slides and homogenized before division into sub-samples. All samples were cleaned using the Mg-cleaning method by Barker et al. (2003) (see also chapter Materials & Methods 5.3). Before acid-leach, samples were checked under a microscope for residual grains pieces of discoloured calcite. These were picked out by hand using
a cow’s eyelash brush. Trace element ratios of Al/Ca, Fe/Ca, Mn/Ca, Mg/Ca and B/Ca were measured on a Thermo X Series ICP mass spectrometer (see also chapter Materials & Methods 5.3). Samples were considered clean if Al/Mg, Fe/Mg and Mn/Mg ratios were below the threshold of 0.1mol/mol (Barker et al., 2003).

Figure 6.1 Bathymetry map of the North Atlantic and Nordic Seas showing the location of ODP982 on the Rockall plateau (orange filled circle). Surface and deep water currents indicated with red and blue arrows, respectively.

6.3.2 Cleaning study designs

To test the influence of size on sample cleanliness, 600 individual *G. bulloides* tests were divided into sub-samples with each 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 100, and 200 tests, respectively (Figure 6.2). Samples “20”, “40”, “60”, “80”, and “100a” were cleaned in 0.5mL acid-cleaned Eppendorf tubes, while samples “100b” and “200” were cleaned in 1.5mL acid-cleaned Eppendorf tubes.
Figure 6.2 Flow chart showing the study design for the cleaning of large foraminiferal samples. The amount of foraminiferal tests in each sub-sample is shown by the large numbers. Blue squared sub-samples indicate crushing and cleaning conducted in 0.5mL vials, and red squared sub-samples in 1.5mL vials. The different stages refer to cleaning steps undertaken for each sample. Arrows show which cleaning step was conducted for which sub-sample.

To investigate the influence of IRD and microscopic black particles on sample cleanliness, 250 individual *G. bulloides* tests were picked from consecutive glacial samples, and sub-divided into samples containing 25 tests (see Figures 6.3 and 6.4).
Figure 6.3 Flow charts showing the study design for testing the influence of IRD contamination on the cleanliness and elemental ratios of planktonic foraminiferal calcite samples. The amount of foraminiferal tests in each sub-sample is shown by the large numbers. Green boxes indicate samples with additional IRD or IRD residue, while the purple box shows the clean control. The different stages refer to cleaning steps undertaken for each sample. Arrows show which cleaning step was conducted for which sub-sample.

The different sub-samples received varying treatments. For the IRD study, these included (i) addition of volcanic IRD grains picked from the same sample (“dirty volcanic”), (ii) addition of quartz IRD grains picked from the same sample (“dirty quartz”), (iii) omitting the cow’s eyelash brush picking stage (“normal”), and (iv) fully cleaned control (“clean”). For the black particle study, sub-samples were divided into samples of (i) fully cleaned control, and (ii) additionally added black particles from cleaned control samples.
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Figure 6.4 Flow chart showing the study design for testing the influence of black particle contamination on the cleanliness and elemental ratios of planktonic foraminiferal calcite samples. The top box indicates the original ocean sediment sample. The amount of foraminiferal tests in each sub-sample is shown by the large numbers. Green boxes indicate samples with additional black particles, while purple boxes show the clean control. The different stages refer to cleaning steps undertaken for each sample. Arrows show which cleaning step was conducted for which sub-sample.

6.3.3 Analytical development and Nu plasma II MC-ICPMS set-up

The most widely used analytical protocols for boron isotope measurements include the methods described by Foster (2008) and Rae et al. (2018). In these protocols, purified boron samples are analysed on a Thermo Neptune or Neptune Plus mass spectrometer equipped with Faraday cups in positions L3, and H3 connected to either $10^{11}$ or $10^{13}$ resistors. Sample introduction occurs via self-aspirating nebulisers at low flow rates of either 50$\mu$L/min or 35$\mu$L/min and aerosol formation in a PFA barrel spray chamber connected to a Sapphire injector torch. Analytical measurements are conducted following a standard-bracketing procedure where samples are compared to the boric acid reference standard NIST 951 with a defined $\delta^{11}B$ ratio of 0. To improve bracketing time, washout-enhancing methods are used. These include inlet of gaseous NH$_3$ (Foster, 2008), and HF-addition (Rae et al., 2018). Standard and
sample precision are published as ±0.3‰ for the Foster (2008), and as ±0.23‰ for the Rae et al. (2018) protocols, respectively.

I employed a comparable set-up on the Nu plasma II, with sample injection occurring through a 100μL/min flow rate PFA self-aspirating nebulizer connected to a PFA barrel spray chamber and a sapphire injector. Nebulizer uptake rates were generally between 50 and 60 seconds. Ions collected were transferred to volts on faraday cups in positions L3, and H9, and amplified by $10^{11} \Omega$ resistors with a settling response time of 2 seconds. Here, I designed my methods with traditional washout procedures without washout-enhancers.

I present my initial results for standard measurements conducted on a Nu plasma II in reference to boric acid standard NIST 951. The accuracy and precision of the instrument are assessed by calculating the average and 2x standard deviation ($\sigma$) of bracketed standard measurements. Each measurement is the result of multiple measurements integrated over a time $t$. To assess the error on bracketing measurements, I calculate the internal error defined as standard deviation $\sigma / \sqrt{n}$, where $n$ is the number of integrations conducted during integration time $t$.

### 6.3.4 Boron standard preparation for analytical method testing

Multiple boron isotope standards exist. Here, I use two boric acid-based boron isotope standards NIST 951 ($\delta^{11}B=0$), and ERM AE121 ($\delta^{11}B \sim 19.9 \pm 0.6$) (Brand et al., 2014) at different concentrations ranging from 25ppb to 200ppb. Standards were diluted using 0.5M HNO$_3$ which consisted of in-house distilled concentrated HNO$_3$, and 18.2MΩ resisting de-ionized MQ water. All dilutions were conducted in ultra-clean laminar flow hoods equipped with boron-free HEPA filters to reduce contamination.
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6.4.1 Conventional cleaning methods suitable for large planktonic foraminifera samples

There is no consistent offset in cleanliness (Al/Mg, Fe/Mg, Mn/Mg) with sample size, suggesting the cleaning method is effective in cleaning small and large samples irrespective of tube size. Contaminant tracers Al/Mg and Fe/Mg are below the 0.1 mol/mol contamination line for nearly all sub-samples (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5 Cleanliness indicators, Al/Mg (a) and Fe/Mg (b), for sub-samples from the sample size analysis. The red line indicates the cleanliness threshold of 0.1 mol/mol (see also (2003)). Sub-samples with Al/Mg and Fe/Mg concentrations below the threshold are considered clean. 7 samples were used for sub-sampling (samples A-G; see also 6.1). Sub-samples are labelled as 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200 which corresponds to the foraminiferal test number within each sub-sample. Sub-samples cleaned in large 1.5mL vials are labelled as LV.

Three sub-samples present higher Al/Ca, including two “100b” samples cleaned in large vials. This could suggest that cleaning procedures are not optimised for large samples cleaned in large vials. However, all three samples were cleaned in the
same batch hinting towards inconsistencies between batches cleaned rather than a size effect. Only one sample presents high Fe/Ca values. This hints towards spot contamination from the tube rather than an insufficient cleaning method.

B/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios also show no significant effect with sample size (Figure 6.6) providing evidence that contamination levels in large samples are sufficiently reduced to reproduce the signature of B/Ca and Mg/Ca in small samples.

After normalization to the distribution mean, B/Ca ratios of large samples (“200”) appear to plot as averages of smaller samples suggesting that larger samples might yield better average sample results (Figure 6.7). Normalized Mg/Ca of samples “200” plots slightly higher than the small sample average, however well within the 2x standard deviation of ±0.19.

In summary, the results support current cleaning methods as useful preparation methods for elemental and isotopic analyses on large planktonic foraminiferal samples. Current methods have the potential of up to 50% carbonate loss during cleaning (Barker et al., 2003). The results above confirm that no scaling of the cleaning reagents is needed for samples of up to 200 planktonic foraminifera. This suggests that cleaning may currently be too rigorous, and reducing reagent strength could help to lower carbonate loss. Additionally, it may reduce the degree of cleaning-induced partial dissolution which has been reported as a concern for accurate and precise elemental ratios (Barker et al., 2003).

6.4.2 Influence of mafic- and quartz-based ice-rafted debris (IRD) residue and black particle residue on Mg/Ca and B/Ca in planktonic foraminifera

Conventional cleaning methods for planktonic foraminifera do not include a specific step concerned with the removal of IRD-based residue. It is suggested in the protocol by Barker et al. (2003) to remove any residue or discoloured calcite by hand using
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Figure 6.6 B/Ca (a) and Mg/Ca (b) for different sized sub-samples. Sub-samples are plotted according to sample size (amount of foraminiferal tests per sample). Sub-samples cleaned in small 0.5mL Eppendorf vials are indicated by filled circles. Sub-samples cleaned in large 1.5mL vials are plotted as triangles. Sub-samples from the same sample (A-G; see also table 6.1) are plotted in the same colour. For better comparison, triangle-sub-samples from the same sample are plotted in a different shade.

A cow’s eyelash brush. This involves transferring the clean sample to an indented picking slide and examining it under a microscope which carries risk for post-clean-contamination.

My data show an increase for Al/Mg and Fe/Mg above the threshold of 0.1mol/mol for “dirty quartz” and “dirty mafic” samples, reaching up to 1.5mol/mol Al/Mg for
Figure 6.7 B/Ca (a) and Mg/Ca (b) for different sized sub-samples normalised to the sample mean. Sub-samples are plotted according to sample size (amount of foraminiferal tests per sample). Sub-samples cleaned in small 0.5mL Eppendorf vials are indicated by filled circles. Sub-samples cleaned in large 1.5mL vials are plotted as triangles. Sub-samples from the same sample (A-G; see also table 6.1) are plotted in the same colour. For better comparison, triangle-sub-samples from the same sample are plotted in a different shade.

dirty mafic in sample J (Figure 6.8). In comparison, Al/Mg and Fe/Mg are below the threshold of 0.1mol/mol in all “clean” and “normal” samples (Figure 6.8). This suggests that that IRD grains have a high potential for sample contamination in Al and Fe, particularly mafic IRD. Conversely, I see no difference between “clean” and
“normal” samples, clarifying that contamination only occurs in samples with large IRD content unnatural in hand-picked foraminiferal samples.

Contamination is particularly concerning if complexed to climate-proxy-elements such as Mg, or B. After averaging Mg/Ca and B/Ca across treatments to get a representative glacial value, I find that there is no significant difference between B/Ca ratios in all treatments, and Mg/Ca ratios in “clean” and “normal” samples (Figure 6.9). In contrast, Mg/Ca in “dirty mafic” and “dirty quartz” plot outside
the 2x standard deviation of the clean average across samples with “dirty quartz” samples showing the largest offset (Figure 6.9).

![Graph showing B/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios for different sample types](image)

**Figure 6.9** (a) B/Ca after averaging 5 glacial samples (H-L; see also table 6.1), and (b) Mg/Ca after averaging 4 glacial samples (H-J,L). Averages and 2x standard deviations (σ) are printed above the bars. σ values are high due to temperature-induced offsets between samples H-L. Averages between treatments are still comparable, since the offset is constant between treatments.

B/Ca values for “dirty quartz” show an offset of ~0.06 above 2x standard deviation, which approximates the measurement error for B/Ca, and is therefore insignificant (Figure 6.9a).

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the black particle test. To analyse whether there is a difference between particle and no-particle sub-samples, I first averaged
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particle and no-particle sub-samples from glacial sample A1-1, and A1-5 individually assuming that differences between subsamples within A1-1, and A1-5 are small. I then combined the resulting averages from both samples into one dataset per treatment. This resulted in two distributions with each 8 values for particle, and no-particle, respectively. Plotting the distributions as boxplots shows that medians for B/Ca and Mg/Ca fall within the 1st and 3rd quantiles, or the error of these, of either distribution (Figure 6.10). Therefore, there is no difference between the two treatments in either B/Ca or Mg/Ca suggesting that the existence of black particles in samples has no effect on final B/Ca or Mg/Ca measurements. In fact, I noticed that cleaning the samples was in itself efficient in removing black particles assuming due to the water wash steps. As such, the “particle” samples lost some of their previously added black particles during the cleaning, with residual black particle densities not causing any contamination in B/Ca or Mg/Ca as shown above. Picking black particles by hand is therefore unnecessary.

![Figure 6.10 Boxplots for B/Ca (a) and Mg/Ca (b) showing the different distributions of all sub-samples with and without black particle contamination. The distributions were created by combining sub-samples from A1-1 with averaged sub-samples from A1-5 (see also table 6.1). The line in the middle of the box shows the median of the distribution. The lower and upper limits on the box represent the 1st and 3rd quantiles of the datasets.](image)

This is also supported by the contamination tracers which show Al/Mg and Fe/Mg to be below the threshold for all samples (supplementary Figure 6.11).

Surprisingly, a suite of particle-cleaned samples from glacial interval A1-5 present high Mn/Mg values of up to 0.27mol/mol (Figure 6.12).
Figure 6.11 Contamination indicators Al/Mg (a) and Fe/Mg (b) for the black particle (“spec”) study. “Spec”-samples contain added black particles, while “no spec”-samples are clean controls. Sub-samples were picked from several samples (M-T; see also table 6.1). Samples M-P, and Q-T, originated from glacial intervals A1-1, and A1-5, respectively.

Figure 6.12 Mn/Mg ratios for sub-sample averages from glacial interval A1-5 plotted according to treatment. Note, all Mn/Mg ratios are above the cleanliness threshold of 0.1mol/mol and are therefore classified as contaminated.
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These do not correlate with high Fe confirming that Mn was not released from potential ferromanganese crusts (Figure 6.13). It appears that no-particle samples have marginally more Mn in 3 out of 4 samples (Figure 6.12). This potentially suggests that picking the specs leads to Mn contamination through the brush or microscope. However, the effect cannot be significant as the other suite of samples have very low Mn/Mg values (<0.035 mol/mol). The two suites were cleaned as batches on different days (Figure 6.13). It is therefore likely that one batch received Mn contamination during cleaning on this specific day.

In conclusion, I find significant leaching potential in mafic- and quartz-based IRD grains for Mg/Ca, but not B/Ca, with higher leachate concentrations from mafic-based IRD. Amounts of black particles left after cleaning show no leaching potential. Quartz-based IRD grains present the greatest influence on Mg/Ca suggesting that quartz-sourced leachates carry potential for Mg contamination. This however was only the case in unnaturally enriched IRD samples which are unlikely in hand-picked planktonic foraminiferal calcite samples. I could not find any influence of potential IRD-based residue on Mg/Ca or B/Ca in “normal” samples. As such, I propose omitting the cow’s eyelash picking step under the microscope. Instead I recommend checking the sample after cleaning by eye under the microscope by opening the lid of the Eppendorf vial and and visually inspecting it. Based on the results from this study, I suggest that picking out residue or discoloured calcite is only necessary in samples with high visual residue or particle density (>10 particles visible at the same time in a cleaned sample with 25 foraminifera). In other samples, picking out residue or particles may lead to unnecessary contamination.
Figure 6.13 (a) Mn/Mg ratios for sub-samples from glacial interval A1-1. All samples plot below the threshold of 0.1mol/mol and are therefore considered clean. (b) Cross-plot between Fe/Mg and Mn/Mg as indication of whether Mn-contamination is sourced from ferromanganese crusts. There is no correlation suggesting different sources for Mn.
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6.5.1 Resulting accuracy and precision from glass cyclonic and PFA cyclonic compared to PFA barrel spray chambers on a Nu plasma II

PFA barrel spray chambers in combination with low rates self-aspirating Savillex nebulizers are typical for Thermo Neptune boron set-ups. Here, I tested instrument accuracy and precision using a PFA barrel spray chamber with a 66μL flow rate Savillex self-aspirating nebulizer on a Nu plasma II. Standards were integrated over 2 minutes, and bracketed by 0.5M HNO₃ blank measurements integrated over 1 minute. Between measurements, the instrument was washed out for 3 minutes using 0.5M HNO₃ from a different vial. 25ppb NIST 951 standard intensities for \(^{11}\text{B}\) were generally around 100mV, with blank measurements around 1mV. For 6 bracketed 25ppb NIST951 standard measurements, accuracy and precision resulted in -0.08(±0.58) (Figure 6.14).

To investigate whether other types of spray chambers give better precision for NIST 951 on a Nu plasma II, I repeated the NIST 951 standard runs using a PFA (polytetrafluoroethylene) cyclonic and a glass (borosilicate) cyclonic spray chamber. Accuracy and precision using PFA cyclonic resulted in 0.12(±0.49) for 31 bracketed 25ppb, and -0.06(±0.41) for 10 bracketed 50ppb NIST 951 standards (Figure 6.15).

Using a glass cyclonic spray chamber, precision degraded over the duration of a day from 0.00(±0.25) to 0.40(±0.91) (Table 6.2, Figure 6.16).

Accuracy and precision improved to -0.01(±0.24) when increasing washout times on the glass spray chamber to 4min, but degraded to 0.19(±0.53) when reducing the NIST 951 concentration from 50ppb to 25ppb keeping a 4 minute washout. As
Figure 6.14 Blank-corrected boron isotope ratios on a 25ppb NIST 951 solution measured during a run employing a PFA barrel spray chamber and 66µL flowrate Savillex nebulizer.

Table 6.2 Changes in accuracy and precision of six 50ppb NIST951 brackets over time using a glass cyclonic spray chamber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Test A</th>
<th>Test B</th>
<th>Test C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>$\bar{\delta}B$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>±0.25</td>
<td>±0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagated internal errors</td>
<td>$\sigma/\sqrt{n}$</td>
<td>±0.23</td>
<td>±0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

such, the glass spray chamber did not improve precision, despite higher intensities of 540mV, compared to 340mV for a 50ppb NIST 951 solution. The results are likely due to the increased boron memory effect in a glass spray chamber, whereby glass appears to worsen the washout process. This was also evident from blank measurements which show glassware backgrounds around 9mV, compared to 1-3mV in PFA-ware.

To exclude the memory effect on accuracy and precision, I collected a series of continuous NIST 951 standard measurements during which the probe never left the standard. Accuracy and precision were similar at 0.10(±0.57) for 8 continuous NIST
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Figure 6.15 Blank corrected boron isotope ratios of NIST 951 for a 25ppb (a) and 50ppb (b) solution during runs conducted with a PFA cyclonic spray chamber and a 100µL flowrate ESI nebulizer. 951 brackets. The results show however, that the precision was linked to 2 outliers within the 8 measured NIST 951 values (Figure 6.17).

If these were removed, accuracy and precision for that run evolve to 0.08(±0.21). I found no correlation between $^{11}B/^{10}B$ ratio and intensity suggesting instabilities in short-term mass bias. This was reproducible at lower concentrations for a different standard AE121 (Figure 6.18).
Figure 6.16 Blank corrected boron isotopic ratios (a) and $^{11}$B intensities (b) of NIST 951 for a 50ppb solution using a glass cyclonic spray chamber and a 100µL flowrate ESI nebulizer. The run was conducted in three separate sub-runs that were started consecutively, without significant interruption. For identification, the three sub-runs are colour-coded in blue (run 1), orange (run 2), and grey (run 3), respectively.

6.5.2 Characterising instrument mass bias through accuracy and precision of NIST 951 standard measurements on a PFA cyclonic spray chamber

Poor analytical precision can be a result of short-term changes in the instrument-specific fractionation of the isotopes, also known as mass bias changes. To investigate the influence of mass bias on precision and accuracy, I ran a series of continuous NIST 951 standard measurements where the probe never left the standard. Accuracy and precision of NIST 951 $\delta^{11}$B measurements generally improved throughout a
Figure 6.17 (a) $^{11}$B/$^{10}$B ratios (blue) and $^{11}$B intensities (orange) from continuous measurements of 50ppb NIST 951 solution using a glass cyclonic spray chamber, during which the probe did not leave the standard vial. (b) Resulting $\delta^{11}$B, after bracketing every second continuous measurement. Two outliers correlating to short-term changes in intensity lead to a significant reduction in the precision.

day from around 0.18($\pm$1.08) in the morning, to around -0.03($\pm$0.31) in the evening. This suggests that the precision on boron isotopic standard measurements can be significantly improved with an instrument that stabilised with time. However, in several runs precision was compromised due to short-term changes in intensity.
which likely inflicted a change in mass-bias during the integration of a NIST 951 measurement (Figure 6.19).

To improve changes in short-term mass bias, I applied a boron-ratio specific mass bias tune prior to analysis of NIST 951. The mass bias tune identifies a plateau in the $^{11}\text{B}/^{10}\text{B}$ ratio in relation to changing sample gas pressure (Foster, 2008). The
optimal mass bias tuning setting may deviate from the optimal intensity setting. However, due to stabilised instrumental mass bias, precision and accuracy of $\delta^{11}B$ measurements may increase.

Accuracy and precision on 10 blank-corrected brackets of 50ppb NIST 951 standard were -0.06($\pm$0.41). The mass bias tune did not significantly improve precision, but stabilised short-term changes in mass bias (Figure 6.20b). The poor precision is likely due to long-term mass bias drift which led to a shift of 3.35‰ between the first and last $\delta^{11}B$ value. A longer analysis of 25ppb NIST 951 showed that the long-term drift stabilized after around 10h (Figure 6.20a). During this run, precision improved from $\pm$0.43 for the first 5 brackets to $\pm$0.35 for the last 5 brackets. However, accuracy deteriorated from -0.03 to -0.21. This could be due to slightly too long bracketing times. As such, medium-term mass bias changes may not be accounted for by the standard-sample bracketing procedure.
The mass bias tune has effectively reduced short-term changes in the ratio. The medium-and long-term mass bias drifts become visible. The $\delta^{11}B$ values for the 14 hour and 3 hour runs are shown in Figure 6.15. The bracketed ratios that were treated as samples are plotted in orange.

### 6.5.3 Influence of bracketing times on accuracy and precision of boron isotope standards

Medium-term mass bias can be corrected for by tight standard-sample bracketing. During optimal bracketing time, mass-bias changes are minimal between standard
and sample measurements, leading to well-corrected $\delta^{11}B$ sample values. However, during longer standard-sample bracketing times, medium-term mass bias changes may cause changes in the $^{11}B/^{10}B$ ratio measured for the same standard. This can lead to increases in accuracy and precision due to poor standard-bracketing.

Here, I identify the influence of standard-bracketing time on accuracy and precision of $\delta^{11}B$ from a 50ppb NIST 951 solution. Changes in bracketing time were achieved by varying the washout time between 2 and 3 minutes, and keeping standard and blank 0.5M HNO$_3$ measurements constant at 125 seconds. I then trialled significantly shortening the bracketing time in a continuous standard run, by simulating the timing of wash(blank) and standard measurements. During this test run, the probe never left the standard pot, but collected two types of measurements where “wash+blank” measurements took 3 minutes, and “standard” measurements took 125 seconds. As such I decreased the bracketing time by 3.08 minutes, without inducing a wash-related memory effect. Accuracy and precision of 9 brackets of 50ppb NIST 951 resulted in 0.00($\pm$0.48) for a 3 minute washout, and 8 brackets in 0.01($\pm$0.62) for a 2 minute washout (Figure 6.21).

My idealised continuous run with significantly shorter bracketing time presented an accuracy and precision of -0.01($\pm$0.25) on 9 brackets of NIST 951 (Figure 6.22). This confirms that precision will improve with shorter bracketing times. However, my results further suggest that shortening bracketing times by reducing washout time is insufficient, as it increases the memory effect and therefore reduces precision on the standard measurements. Therefore, other methods of reducing the bracketing time or improving the precision are necessary.
Figure 6.21 Testing the efficiency of bracketing time by varying washout time on $\delta^{11}B$ of 50ppb NIST 951, with a 3 minute washout (a), and a 2 minute washout (b). NIST 951 $\delta^{11}B$ standard value shown as black line. Error bars are propagated errors for each measurement.
6.5 Analytical analyses of boron isotopic standards on a Nu plasma II

Figure 6.22 $^{11}\text{B}^{/10}\text{B}$ ratio (a) (blue) and resulting $\delta^{11}\text{B}$ (b) (orange filled circles) for a continuous run of 50ppb NIST 951 standard which simulated the times of different measurements during a normal blank- and washout-including analysis. During the continuous run, the probe never left the standard vial. Measurement time needed for “washout + blank” are simulated in the group of 3 blue filled circles. The measurements that were assumed to be “samples” and “standards” are plotted as the group of 2 blue filled circles.

6.5.4 Enhancing accuracy and precision on NIST 951 boron isotope measurements through improvement of internal errors

Statistically, the standard deviation between bracketed $\delta^{11}\text{B}$ measurements is directly dependent upon the standard error of the measurements themselves. As such, the precision of a run which is expressed as 2x standard deviation between the measurements can be improved by decreasing the standard error of each measurement.

I tested two methods to investigate the influence of changing internal errors on precision and accuracy. First, I increased the standard concentration from 50ppb to 200ppb as a means of increasing the signal/noise ratio. Second, I exchanged the $10^{11}\Omega$ resistors with $10^{12}\Omega$ resistors to enhance the electric signal given by a small standard concentration.
Propagated internal errors were typically around ±0.20 for $\delta^{11}B$ measurements conducted on a 50ppb NIST 951 solution using a PFA cyclonic spray chamber. After increasing the concentration to 200ppb and adapting the washout time from 3 to 3.5 minutes, internal errors resulted in around ±0.15 for single integrated measurements. Under these conditions, accuracy and precision of 8 NIST 951 measurements resulted in 0.04(±0.26) (Figure 6.23) confirming that higher signal/noise ratios can significantly improve the accuracy and precision of boron isotope measurements.

![Figure 6.23 $\delta^{11}B$ and measurement standard error for a 200ppb NIST 951 analysis (blue filled circles) with 3.5 minutes washout time. For comparison the average measurement standard error of a 50ppb NIST 951 analysis plotted as error bars on the orange square.](image)

Installation of 10$^{12}\Omega$ resistors require adaptation of the magnet delay time, due to longer response times of higher $\Omega$ resistors. I therefore systematically tested the internal errors of measurements for different magnet delay times and measurement integration times. I found that smallest internal errors can be reached with 600 seconds measurement integration time, and 12 seconds magnet delay time (Figure 6.24).

Resulting internal errors of single measurements of a 200ppb NIST 951 standard solution were around 0.13. Accuracy and precision from the same 8, and from
Figure 6.24 Changes in internal error (blue) as a function of integrated measurement time using $10^{12}\,\Omega$ resistors (blue closed circles). The optimal setting is found where both internal errors and integrated measurement time are minimal. This is the case at integrated measurement time of around 600 seconds, after which the gain in internal error happens at a significant cost in integrated measurement time. For comparison, average internal errors on $10^{11}\,\Omega$ resistors are plotted in orange.

further 24, bracketed $\delta^{11}B$ NIST 951 measurements reported at 0.26($\pm$0.62), and 0.04($\pm$0.85), which is significantly worse than results for $10^{11}\,\Omega$ resistors. According to Ohm’s law $R=U/I$, where $R$ = resistance in $\Omega$, $U$ = voltage in V, and $I$ = current in A, a higher resistor will create a higher voltage and therefore more concentrated signal. This should have the same effect as increasing the concentration of the standard solution. Given that I increased the concentration and the resistors simultaneously, I would have expected a significant improvement in the internal errors in comparison to the concentration-only test. This however is not the case, as both internal errors are comparable. Given my highest intensity at 570mV for 200ppb (see Figure 6.25, I exclude the possibility of resistor oversaturation. Instead, I propose that the degradation of average and precision with resistor type is due to an increase in the bracketing time between standards and samples because of longer magnet delay
times. This causes inefficiency of the brackets when correcting for medium- and long-term changes in mass bias.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 6.25** Total boron intensity for 200ppb NIST 951 on $10^{12}\Omega$ resistors, after applying a 0.1 scaling factor, which allows the voltage to be plotted on a $10^{11}\Omega$ resistor scale. The complementary $\delta^{11}B$ values are plotted in Figure 6.23.

## 6.6 Conclusions

Analytical measurements of boron isotopes in planktonic foraminifera using MC-ICPMS are known to be challenging due to small sample sizes often combined with low concentrations. This causes planktonic foraminifera boron samples to be significantly larger than samples for other geochemical analyses. In this study, I revisited two important steps in the boron isotope analysis chain, including foraminiferal sample cleaning, and analytical sample measurement on a Nu plasma II.

I find that conventional cleaning methods are sufficient for samples containing up to 200 foraminifera in Eppendorf tubes of either 0.5mL or 1.5mL, without necessity of up-scaling the volumes of cleaning reagents. In fact, my results suggest that current cleaning methods might be too rigorous for small samples and cleaning-
induced calcite loss could be reduced by re-scaling reagent volumes to smaller samples. Furthermore, I confirmed that picking of residues and black particles after cleaning is unnecessary in the majority of ocean sediment-derived foraminiferal samples. My data show some leaching potential from mafic and quartz IRD, with quartz leachates potentially carrying Mg contamination. However, this was the result of enhanced IRD contamination which is unlikely in hand-picked foraminifera samples.

In this study, I also present new boron isotopic measurements from standards NIST 951, and ERM AE121, conducted on a Nu plasma II. I gained highest and most consistent accuracy and precision with a PFA cyclonic spray chamber, compared to a PFA barrel and a glass cyclonic spray chamber. My data shows optimistic results for some analyses conducted using the glass cyclonic spray chamber. However, I believe using a PFA spray chamber is superior, due to its potential for lower backgrounds, faster washouts, and potential for introduction of strong acids and bases such as HF or NH₃ as washout-enhancers. Furthermore, I show that short-term mass bias can be controlled by tuning for boron isotopic mass bias. Additionally, I find that short bracketing times, complete washouts, and low internal errors are important for high precision boron analyses on a Nu plasma II, to control medium- and long-term instrument mass bias through efficient standard-sample bracketing. Internal errors may be efficiently reduced by increasing the sample concentration, or the Faraday cup resistor. I could not improve bracketing times other than by reducing the washout below 3 minutes. I therefore propose a washout-enhancing method when analysing boron isotopes on a Nu plasma II.
Chapter 7

A HIGHLY SALTY AGULHAS LEAKAGE LINKED TO GLACIAL INDIAN OCEAN SALINIFICATION

7.1 Abstract

Leakage of salty surface waters from the Indian Ocean to the North Atlantic are thought to play an important role in shaping glacial-interglacial climate through controlling Agulhas Leakage efficiency. It is proposed that a strong Agulhas Leakage supplies warm and salty Indian ocean surface waters to Atlantic surface currents influencing convective potential at North Atlantic deep-water formation sites. While changes in the volume strength of the Agulhas Leakage have been previously studied, variability in its salt content has not been investigated. Here, I present new planktonic foraminiferal Mg/Ca and stable isotope-derived salinity reconstructions for the last 1.2Ma from the northern Mozambique channel. I find salinity increases prior to terminations during peak glacial conditions after correcting for ice volume related
whole ocean salinity changes, followed by early decreases before glacial inception. I present a possible link between the hydrography of the northern Mozambique channel and glacial-interglacial changes in Indian Ocean salinity due to unique Indian ocean surface circulation variations. Despite being a mostly tropical and subtropical ocean, salinity in the modern tropical Indian Ocean is lower than at comparable latitudes in the Atlantic or Pacific. This is due to the inflow of low salinity waters from the Indonesian throughflow (ITF) and surface water loss through a strong Agulhas Leakage. I suggest that a reduction in the ITF coupled to a weakened Agulhas Leakage during glacials drove higher surface salinities in the western Indian ocean. I hypothesise that the closure of these two gateways caused isolation of Indian Ocean surface waters and encouraged the development of a strong subtropical Indian Ocean gyre which led to increased surface water temperatures and salinities through higher net evaporation. The release of this salty water to the North Atlantic, particularly during terminations, may drive or enhance rapid climate change.

### 7.2 Introduction

Surface circulation in the Indian ocean forms part of the upper limb of the global overturning circulation (Beal et al., 2011; Gordon, 1986). Surface waters enter the Indian Ocean via the South equatorial current fed by the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) and leave the basin as Agulhas Leakage eddys (Figure 7.1). By providing the northwards flowing Atlantic surface currents with excess salt, the Agulhas Leakage and ultimately the Indian ocean are important for the formation of North Atlantic deep water (NADW)and thus the global overturning circulation (Beal et al., 2011; Biastoch et al., 2009; Biastoch et al., 2015). It has been proposed that the Agulhas Leakage efficiency varies with glacial-interglacial climate, controlled by latitudinal movements in the subtropical front (STF) (Bard & Rickaby, 2009). According to this hypothesis, a northward/southward shift of the STF would reduce/enlarge the
outflow area between the front and the African continent, decreasing/increasing the efficiency of the leakage (Bard & Rickaby, 2009).

Flow through the Indonesian Throughflow (ITF), the other Indian Ocean gateway, has also been shown to reduce during glacial phases (Holbourn et al., 2011; Petrick et al., 2019), most likely due to reduced sea level and subsequent exposure of modern shelves (Petrick et al., 2019). Changes in the surface topography within the ITF also influence atmospheric circulation and potentially lead to a particularly dry eastern and wet western Indian Ocean (DiNezio et al., 2018) with an increased SST gradient across the equatorial Indian Ocean (DiNezio et al., 2018), and higher SST variability in the east (Thirumalai et al., 2019). The modern South Equatorial Current is comparatively fresh (Talley, 2005), due to low salinity ITF surface waters (Figure 7.1). This is mainly driven by a combination of Pacific low salinity surface water and large monsoonal rainwater input which enter the ITF region through the South China Sea (SCS) and cause a stratification-induced cool and fresh thermocline ITF outflow (Sprintall et al., 2014). Sea level-induced exposure of ITF shelves could therefore enhance SSTs and salinity in the glacial SEC.

Changes in the outflows of these two gateways during glacial phases may significantly increase the salinity of the glacial Indian Ocean. Palaeoclimate evidence, such as foraminiferal abundance counts (Peeters et al., 2004), show a particularly strong Agulhas Leakage during terminations. Given that glacial Indian Ocean surface waters may have been saltier than today (Simon et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2015), due to reduced volume flows through the gateways, the volume spikes in Agulhas Leakage during terminations could have been particularly salty (Kasper et al., 2014; Marino et al., 2013).

To investigate this question, I present new geochemical analyses from well preserved planktonic foraminifera collected on the International Ocean Discovery Programme expedition 361 in the northern entrance of the Mozambique Channel spanning the Late Pleistocene and Mid-Pleistocene transition. I combine my proxy
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Figure 7.1 Indian Ocean surface circulation. Fresher and saltier water masses are highlighted in blue and orange, respectively. Background colours represent modern sea surface salinity from the GLODAP V2 dataset and interpolated using the DIVA setting in ocean data viewer (ODV). The core location for JL1476 (depth at 2166m) is highlighted with a pink star.
reconstructions with modelling results using a topography model coupled to an ice-sheet model and an earth system model to understand the importance of changing sea levels on the land exposure in the ITF, and salt input into the South Atlantic on global ocean circulation. I use my new analyses to investigate the influence of changes in the SEC and the Agulhas Leakage on western Indian Ocean surface salinity and temperature. The northern Mozambique Channel is an ideal location for this study, because ITF-sourced SEC waters travel across the equatorial Indian Ocean and enter the Mozambique Channel in the north (Durgadoo et al., 2017; Talley, 2005). At the same time, the channel has been identified as an upstream source region for the Agulhas Leakage (Lutjeharms, 2006). As such, it is possible to trace changes in whole Indian Ocean surface hydrography transported by the SEC without direct influence of the smaller southwest Indian Ocean recirculation patterns.

7.3 Methods

7.3.1 Core location and hydrography

Samples were taken from ocean sediment core U1476. The core was drilled during the International Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) expedition 361 which collected ocean sediment cores along the southeast African coast (Hall et al., 2017). U1476 is located at the northern entrance of the Mozambique Channel in 2166m water depth, and is bathed by North Atlantic deep water (NADW) (Figure 5.4). The core presents well preserved foraminiferal oozes (Hall et al., 2017) useful for climate reconstruction (see chapter Materials & Methods 5.3.5).

The core site is located on Davie Ridge at 15°49.25’S; 41°46.12’E. Source waters include south equatorial current waters, northern-sourced Indian ocean waters, recirculating southern-sourced Indian ocean waters and Tasman leakage waters (Durgadoo et al., 2017). A net southwards transport connects the channel to the
Agulhas system, mostly characterised by three large quasi stationary eddies located mostly south of site U1476 (Lutjeharms, 2006). Additional shorter-lived smaller eddies appear in the channel and can last from monthly to yearly timescales (Sætre & Da Silva, 1982). Depending on their location and direction of spin, they may create short-term northwards flowing boundary currents along Africa and Madagascar (Lutjeharms, 2006; Sætre & Da Silva, 1982). Coastal hydrography is also influenced by a strong seasonal monsoon cycle which brings freshwater to the channel via the Zambezi river (Hall et al., 2017; Weldeab et al., 2014).

### 7.3.2 Sea surface temperature calculation

To investigate changes in sea surface temperature (SST) and salinity (SSS), I collected Mg/Ca and $\delta^{18}$O from surface-dwelling foraminifera *G. ruber*. SST was calculated from Mg/Ca using the *G. ruber* calibration by Gray et al. (2018) and the R script published in Gray & Evans (2019) (see also Figure 7.2):

$$\frac{Mg}{Ca} = e^{0.060(\pm0.008) \times T + 0.033(\pm0.022) \times S - 0.83(\pm0.73) \times (pH - 8) - 1.07(\pm0.80)}$$

(7.1)

where T is sea surface temperature, S is salinity and pH is the negative decadic logarithm of H$^+$ ions.

SST uncertainties are calculated using Monte Carlo analysis. The R script allows for iterative calculation of T, by simultaneously solving for S and pH at each time step. S is varied in a normal distribution of ±0.5psu about the modern value (Gray & Evans, 2019). pH is calculated using the SEACARB function, with alkalinity and $pCO_2$ as carbonate system input parameters. Alkalinity varies in a flat distribution of -25 to +75 $\mu$mol/kg (Gray & Evans, 2019), with a modern alkalinity value of 2300 (Fallet et al., 2010). Ice core atmospheric CO$_2$ was linearly interpolated to the
LR04 benthic $\delta^{18}O$ stack beyond 800kyr years (Figure 7.3). Tests looking into the sensitivity of SST to the different input variables are described in the results.

Figure 7.2 Application of different SST-Mg/Ca calibrations to a subset of the whole Mg/Ca dataset. Different applied calibrations in dark purple (Lea et al., 2000), light purple ((Gray et al., 2018) using Adkins et al. (2002) and Hönisch et al. (2009) to vary salinity and temperature linearly scaled to Mg/Ca, pink (Gray et al., 2018) using Adkins et al. (2002) and Hönisch et al. (2009) to vary salinity and temperature linearly scaled to benthic $\delta^{18}O$, green (Anand et al., 2003; Dekens et al., 2002), blue (Evans et al., 2016), and brown (Gray et al., 2018) where salinity and temperature are kept constant. Below, Mg/Ca$_{G. ruber}$ in dark red with 5kyr running mean (orange). $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ in blue and LR04 in red.
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Figure 7.3 Comparison of LR04-derived $p$CO$_2$ to ice core $p$CO$_2$ (Bereiter et al., 2015). $p$CO$_2$ was linearly interpolated to LR04 to enable the iterative calculation of SST across 1.2Ma using the R script by Gray & Evans (2019).

7.3.3 Calculating local surface water $\delta^{18}O$

Planktonic $\delta^{18}O$ is frequently used to reconstruct local hydrographic changes in the past. This requires correction for variability induced by temperature and global ice volume changes. Then, the residual can be interpreted as variability in the salinity component of the local surface water mass.

$$\delta^{18}O_{sw} = \delta^{18}O_{planktonic} - \delta^{18}O_{temperature} - \delta^{18}O_{ivc}$$  (7.2)

where $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ is the $\delta^{18}O$ of local seawater, $\delta^{18}O_{planktonic}$ is the $\delta^{18}O$ of *G. ruber*, and $\delta^{18}O_{temperature}$ and $\delta^{18}O_{ivc}$ are the equivalents of temperature and ice volume in $\delta^{18}O$ space. After testing a suite of potential transfer functions (see Figure 7.4), planktonic $\delta^{18}O$ was corrected for temperature using the calibration of Bovier-Soumagnac & Duplessy (1985), as it was calibrated using planktonic foraminifera from the Indian Ocean.
\[ \delta^{18}O_{sw,ivc} = (\delta^{18}O_{planktonic} + 0.20) - \frac{T - 15.4}{-4.81} \]  

(7.3)

where \( \delta^{18}O_{sw} \) is given in VSMOW and \( \delta^{18}O_{planktonic} \) in VPDB, respectively.

**Figure 7.4** Different carbonate SST - \( \delta^{18}O_{sw} \) calibrations. Bouvier-Soumagnac & Duplessy (1985) was chosen to calculate U1476 \( \delta^{18}O_{sw} \) as it is based on planktonic foraminiferal calcite (Globigerinoides sacculifer) from the Indian Ocean.

To compare between VSMOW and VPDB, I apply a conversion factor of +0.20 (see also Bemis et al., 1998; Pearson, 2012).

To establish the influence of global ice volume changes on relative sea level in the northern Mozambique channel, I modelled RSL and \( \delta^{18}O_{icevolume} \) using the ANICE ice sheet model and U1476 benthic \( \delta^{18}O \) (see Chapter 7.3.6). I then corrected \( \delta^{18}O_{sw,ivc} \) for the modelled \( \delta^{18}O_{icevolume} \) to obtain \( \delta^{18}O_{sw} \).

To allow better relative comparison between different glacial cycles, the \( \delta^{18}O_{sw} \) record was detrended. To detrend the record, I developed an algorithm capable of identifying the middle of each termination and glacial cycle. Other ways of detrending were also tested and are described in chapter 7.3.4. The algorithm requires initial subjective inputs at what time interglacial minima and glacial maxima occurred. It then uses that time as a starting point and applies a moving window of
10kyr to search for the true minimum/maximum value in the data (compare Figure 7.5).

![Figure 7.5](image)

**Figure 7.5** Deglacial midpoints (MP) and glacial half points (HP) for U1476 δ¹⁸O<sub>benthic</sub>.
(a) Comparison of midpoints that were chosen by eye (orange), and calculated by the algorithm (bright blue) plotted on δ¹⁸O<sub>benthic</sub>. (b) Maxima (orange triangles), minima (purple diamonds), and calculated midpoints (bright blue squares) on δ¹⁸O<sub>benthic</sub> (blue), as identified by the algorithm for δ¹⁸O<sub>benthic</sub>. (c) as in (b) with additional halfpoints (green filled circles) as calculated by the algorithm.

A termination midpoint (MP) is defined as the half-point between the glacial maximum and the interglacial minimum. The time at which the MP occurs is calculated as follows:

\[
t(MP) = \frac{t(\text{glacial max}) - t(\text{interglacial min})}{2} + t(\text{interglacial min})
\]

(7.4)
where $t(MP)$ is the time at which midpoint MP is occurring, and $t(\text{glacial max})$ and $t(\text{interglacial min})$ are the times at which climatic maximum and minimum occur. $\delta^{18}O_{benthic} \,(\text{MP})$ is estimated as the average between $\delta^{18}O_{benthic} \,$ at interglacial minimum and glacial maximum (Figure 7.5). Glaciation half-points (HP) were also calculated and are defined as the time at which half the glaciation has already happened. As such:

$$t(\text{HP}) = \frac{t(\text{interglacial min}) - t(\text{glacial max})}{2} + t(\text{glacial max}) \quad (7.5)$$

and $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ at $t(\text{HP})$ was estimated by calculating the average between $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ at the previous interglacial minimum and the following glacial maximum (Figure 7.5). The same method was used to identify deglacial mid-points and glacial half-points in the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ record (Figure 7.6).

Glacial half-points were used to define the length of a glacial cycle for detrending the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ record. A glacial cycle occurs from one glacial half-point to the following glacial half-point, so that the cycle centres around a termination midpoint. All points within a glacial cycle were detrended by using the respective midpoint value as reference:

$$\delta^{18}O_{sw-MPdetrend} = \delta^{18}O_{sw-raw} - \delta^{18}O_{sw-at\,t(\delta^{18}O_{b(MP)})} \quad (7.6)$$

where $\delta^{18}O_{sw-MPdetrend}$ is the detrended value of $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$, $\delta^{18}O_{sw-raw}$ is the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ before detrending, and $\delta^{18}O_{sw-\delta^{18}O_{benthic}(MP)}$ is the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ value at the termination midpoint time defined in the $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ data (Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.6 Interglacial maxima (orange), glacial minima (purple), midpoints (bright blue), and glacial half-points (green) for the raw (not detrended) $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$.
Figure 7.7 Comparison of different $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ detrend methods showing the original record (blue), the record using the 3-linear detrend method (purple) and the mid-point detrend method (yellow). Orange squares represent termination mid-points as identified from the $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ record.
7.3.4 Other approaches tested for dentrending the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ record

Additionally to the algorithm approach described in section 7.3.3, I tested three further approaches to identify midpoints of terminations and glacial cycles. These include (a) by-eye-trend approach, (b) 1$^{st}$ derivative method, and (c) 2$^{nd}$ derivative method.

For approach (a), I identified three diverging trends within the record by eye (Figure 7.8).

Trend 1 occurred from 0.86-1.2Ma (positive), trend 2 from 0.45-0.86Ma (negative), and trend 3 from 0-0.45Ma (positive). I then corrected the three time periods in the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ record for its respective trend. The resulting $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ record is plotted in Figure 7.7.

Approach (b) assumes that termination midpoints occur during times of greatest slope values which should be visible as slope value spikes in the 1$^{st}$ derivative of the curve (Barker et al., 2015). The 1$^{st}$ derivative at time $t$ was solved iteratively using

$$\text{Time} = \frac{t_2 - t_1}{2} + t_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.7)

and

$$\text{Slope} = \frac{y_2 - y_1}{t_2 - t_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

where $y_1$ and $y_2$ are subsequent $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ data points occurring at times $t_1$ and $t_2$, respectively.

Approach (c) uses the 2$^{nd}$ derivative of the record to identify inflexion points in the curve. These may correlate with interglacial maxima and glacial minima in a climate signal. The 2$^{nd}$ derivative is calculated at time $t(m)$ using the same equations as above, but taking the 1$^{st}$ derivative curve as input-function.
Figure 7.8 Long-term trends identified in the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ record. (a) trend 1 from 0-450kyr, (b) trend 2 from 450-860kyr, (c) trend 3 from 860-1200kyr.

\[ \text{Time} t(m) = \frac{tm_2 - tm_1}{2} + tm_1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.9)

and

\[ \text{Slope} m_2(at tm) = \frac{m_2 - m_1}{tm_2 - tm_1} \] \hspace{1cm} (7.10)
where \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are subsequent data points on the 1st derivative curve occurring at times \( t_{m1} \), and \( t_{m2} \), respectively. The middle of a termination is then defined as the time \( T \) occurring between two inflexion points.

Approaches (b) and (c) require smoothed records to reduce the amount of false positives due to short-term variability in the data. I therefore tested them on a 5kyr- (Figure 7.9) and a 10kyr- (Figure 7.10) smoothed record.

However, due to the significant change in termination-slopes between 40kyr-world deglaciations and 100kyr-world deglaciations, I could not find a single cut-off point that was able to correctly identify termination mid-points (Figures 7.9, 7.10).
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Figure 7.9 Identification of termination midpoints (MP) using the slope of $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$. (a) U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ record (blue) and 5kyr-smooth (red). (b) 5kyr-smoothed record (grey) and 1$^{st}$ derivative of the $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ 5kyr-smoothed record (orange). (c) Slope values > 0.15 (orange) plotted on the 5kyr-smoothed $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ record (grey). (d) 5kyr-smoothed record (grey) and 2$^{nd}$ derivative of the $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ 5kyr-smoothed record (purple). (e) Slope values > 0.15 (orange filled circles), and 2$^{nd}$ slope values <-0.2 (purple triangles) plotted on the 5kyr-smoothed $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ record (grey).
Figure 7.10 Identification of termination midpoints (MP) using the $2^{nd}$ slope of $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$.
(a) U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ record (blue) and 10kyr-smooth (red). (b) 10kyr-smoothed record (grey) and $2^{nd}$ derivative of the $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ 10kyr-smoothed record (orange). (c) Slope values > 0.02 (orange) plotted on the 10kyr-smoothed $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ record (grey). (d) 10kyr-smoothed record (grey) and $2^{nd}$ derivative of the $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ 10kyr-smoothed record (purple). (e) Slope values >0.02 (orange filled circles), and $2^{nd}$ slope values <-0.005 (purple triangles) plotted on the 10kyr-smoothed $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ record (grey).
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7.3.5 Lead-lag time analysis using EPOC

Lead-lag time quantification was also tested using superimposed EPOC analysis. The analysis requires $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$—midpoint times for each glacial cycle, then aligns all glacial cycles with their respective midpoint centred at 0, and other variables (e.g. $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$) are aligned accordingly. The stacked glacial cycles are averaged and plotted with 25 and 75 quantile error envelopes. The analysis was successful in identifying lead-lag relationships for the last 4 glacial cycles (Figure 7.11), but was unable to portray relationships for all 16 glacial cycles, due to the change in cycle periodicity and shape (Figure 7.12).
Figure 7.11 Superimposed EPOC analysis output for the last 4 glacial-interglacial cycles from MIS5 to MIS11 for $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$, SST, and Mg/Ca with an analysis time of 70kyr either side of the respective termination midpoint.
Figure 7.12 Superimposed EPOC analysis output for all 16 glacial-interglacial cycles from MIS1 to MIS33 for $\delta^{18}O_{\text{w}}$, SST, and Mg/Ca with an analysis time of 90kyr either side of the respective termination midpoint.
7.3.6 Global ice-sheet, sea level and topography simulations using ANICE and SELEN

Global ice volume and sea-level change where simulated using an inverse modelling approach with the global 3D ice-sheet model ANICE (de Boer et al., 2014a). Here I use the benthic $\delta^{18}O$ data from U1476 to derive ice volume and deep-ocean temperature changes contributing to the benthic $\delta^{18}O$ signal. A surface-air temperature anomaly is calculated every 100 years and used to adapt present-day temperature and precipitation over the ice-sheet regions to simulate ice volume. Following mass conservation of $\delta^{18}O$ of ice-sheets and ocean volume I determine the ice-volume contribution to sea water $\delta^{18}O_{w}$<sub>se</sub>. The deep-water temperature change is derived using a time-lag temperature relation relative to the surface-air temperature anomaly, and its contribution to benthic $\delta^{18}O$ is determined using a linear relationship following Duplessy et al. (2002).

The ice-sheet model calculates ice volume over Antarctica, Greenland, North America and Eurasia. In ANICE, the shallow ice and shallow shelf approximations are used to simulate ice dynamics over long time scales. Following this procedure, I ran simulations with the ANICE-SELEN model (de Boer et al., 2014b), a fully coupled ice-sheet sea-level model. Ice-sheet thickness on land is passed to SELEN every 1kyr, whereas global relative sea level (RSL) changes modelled by SELEN are fed back into ANICE. RSL change is given by the difference between the sea surface elevation change and the vertical deformation of the solid Earth. Modelled global RSL in SELEN includes the gravitational changes due to water and ice load changes, influences of the Earth’s rotation, glacial isostatic adjustment of the solid Earth and considers migration of coastlines over the globe. SELEN calculates RSL changes on a 1D radial viscoelastic Earth, using a lithospheric thickness of 96km and 3-layer rheology of 3, 1 and $0.5 \times 10^{21}$ Pa s, for the lower, middle and upper mantle respectively.
7.4 Results

Ice volume corrected $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ and Mg/Ca-derived SSTs show repeated cyclic features (Figure 7.13).

![Figure 7.13](image_url)

**Figure 7.13** U1476 (a) $\delta^{18}O_{G. ruber}$ (green), (b) Mg/Ca-derived SST (red), and (c) $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ (dark green) from *G. ruber*, with U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ in light blue. (d) Age offsets between termination midpoints of $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ and $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ (orange filled circles). Positive/negative offsets show $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ terminating before/after $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$.

Consistently, $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ increase abruptly in the second half of the glacial cycle, in parallel with more gradual increases in SSTs. Both proxies then decrease before or during interglacial maximum, with $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ showing more abrupt changes and SSTs reducing more gradually. Highest SSTs are around 28°C, while lowest SSTs fall to 18°C before termination 5 (T5). This fits well with a modern average of 28°C (Fallet et al., 2010), and a yearly seasonal variability of ±2.5°C (Figure 7.14).

Early Holocene values of $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ reach modern values of around 0.55‰ (Fallet et al., 2010), with slight reduction to around 0.3 for the core-top sample.
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Figure 7.14 Calculation of U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ from $\delta^{18}O_{G. ruber}$ and Mg/Ca. (a) $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ (blue). (b) $\delta^{18}O_{G. ruber}$ (green). (c) Mg/Ca$_{G. ruber}$ (red). (d) $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ (ivc & SST corrected)(ice blue), and mid-point detrended (dark blue). (e) $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ (ivc-only corrected) (light green). (f) ANICE-modelled $\delta^{18}O_{ivc}$. Shaded horizontal areas represent modern values. Note that some y-axes are flipped for plotting consistency.

Ice volume corrected $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ can be interpreted as relative changes in sea surface salinity (SSS). SST and SSS correlate closely implying that warm surface waters are salty, while cool surface waters are fresher. Deglacial SST and SSS both lead benthic $\delta^{18}O$ by several thousand years (Figure 7.13). The result is consistent when SST and SSS are compared to RSL instead of benthic $\delta^{18}O$ (Figure 7.15).

In 14 out of 16 deglaciations, SSS terminates on average 17.5kyr earlier than $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$, with the longest lead-lag relationship during T7 where SSS increases 51.8kyr before $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ (Table 7.1). T6, and T13 are the exception, where SSS responds in line with, or slightly lags $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$. However, these glacial cycles are known as abnormal in shape (multi-peaked), and alternative solutions for interglacial highstands exist.
To understand the sensitivity of SSTs to input parameters, I tested the effect of prescribed vs. varying pH, salinity (S), and pH-influencing alkalinity on resulting SSTs. Varying parameters were calculated iteratively. I prescribed pHs of 8.1, and 8.2 (Figure 7.16), and varied pH, while S=35, and while S was varied itself.

The difference between scenarios with prescribed S and varied S are indistinguishable and plot on-top of each other (Figure 7.17), while the maximum difference between prescribed and varied pH scenarios is 3°C (Figure 7.17b).

pH is calculated assuming a value of alkalinity. I therefore tested the influence of prescribed (ALK=2300) and varying alkalinity (starting ALK = 2300) values on final SST calculations. Differences in SSTs are less than 1°C between prescribed and changing alkalinity (Figure 7.18).
Table 7.1  Times for $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ and $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ midpoints, and their difference defined as Age (MP $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$) - Age (MP $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Termination</th>
<th>Age (MP $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$) [kyr]</th>
<th>Age (MP $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$) [kyr]</th>
<th>Difference [kyr]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>132.8</td>
<td>166.1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>247.8</td>
<td>257.9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>338.8</td>
<td>348.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>422.9</td>
<td>451.2</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>534.3</td>
<td>528.7</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>620.3</td>
<td>672.0</td>
<td>51.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T8</td>
<td>709.0</td>
<td>742.5</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T9</td>
<td>789.5</td>
<td>791.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10</td>
<td>867.9</td>
<td>890.4</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T11</td>
<td>914.1</td>
<td>919.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T12</td>
<td>963.8</td>
<td>967.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T13</td>
<td>1008.5</td>
<td>988.4</td>
<td>-20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T14</td>
<td>1031.0</td>
<td>1037.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T15</td>
<td>1084.1</td>
<td>1088.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T16</td>
<td>1113.6</td>
<td>1131.0</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.16  Sensitivity test of the SST response to prescribed and varying pH and salinity (S) as crossplot between iteratively varying pH scenarios (x-axis) and prescribed pH scenario (y-axis). The test was conducted using two different pH starting values. The different responses are plotted in orange and blue. This plot shows that differences in calculated SST are minimal between iteratively varying pH and constant pH. The choice of starting pH minimally influences the absolute value of SST, but does not influence the pH$_{\text{var}}$-pH$_{\text{constant}}$ relationship.

For varying alkalinity, a modern starting value must be inserted. Hence, I additionally tested five potential modern starting values for varying alkalinity. These
7.4 Results

Figure 7.17 Sensitivity test of SST to prescribed and varying pH and salinity (S). From top to bottom: (a) calculated SSTs for different pH, S scenarios. Difference between S=35, and S=varying is minimal making the S35 scenarios invisible. Monte Carlo 95\(^{th}\) quantile errors represented as grey envelope. (b) Difference between lowest and highest scenario for each measurement point in grey vertical bars. (c) U1476 Mg/Ca\(_{G. ruher} \) (red). (d) U1476 \( \delta^{18}O_{benthic} \) data (blue).

Changes in central Mozambique \( \delta^{18}O_{sw} \) from the coast have previously been linked to East African monsoon variability (Weldeab et al., 2014). Ba/Ca ratios have been proposed to track riverine freshwater input due to increased Ba concentrations in riverine waters from suspended continental estuarine muds compared to the surrounding coastal seawater (Schmidt & Lynch-Stieglitz, 2011; Weldeab et al., 2014). Near the Zambezi river mouth south of U1476, Weldeab et al. (2014) report
Figure 7.18 Sensitivity test of SST to prescribed and varying alkalinity (ALK) and salinity (S). From top to bottom: (a) calculated SSTs for different ALK, S scenarios. Difference between scenarios is minimal causing scenarios to plot on top of each other. Monte Carlo errors represented as grey envelope. (b) Difference between lowest and highest scenario for each measurement point plotted as grey vertical bars. (c) U1476 Mg/Ca, *G. ruber* (red). (d) U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ data (blue).

a tight correlation between Ba/Ca and $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ suggesting that coastal $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ is controlled by Zambezi freshwater input which is closely correlated to the East African monsoon. At U1476, I do not find a correlation between $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ and Ba/Ca (Figure 7.20).

This could be due to U1476 being located outside of the Zambezi river plume and therefore not recording changes in riverine input. However, Ba/Ca values at U1476 plot around 2-8 $\mu$mol/mol (Figure 7.20; see also Figure 5.7 in chapter 5.3.3) which is much higher than Ba/Ca values at the Zambezi river mouth. Saraswat et al. (2013) also observed comparably high Ba/Ca values in the Arabian Sea and suggest that the proxy might be overprinted by additional Ba from pore waters due to high productivity. The modern Mozambique Channel is known as a biodiversity hotspot.
7.4 Results

Figure 7.19 (a) Resulting SST calculations using the iteratively solving R-script of Gray & Evans (2019) with different modern alkalinity estimates as starting values. (b) Calculated pH for different ALK estimates. Differences in pH plot on top of each other. (c) For comparison, U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$.

with high modern productivity rates (Obura et al., 2019). Ba concentrations may increase in sediment pore waters at locations with high productivity, due to increases in sedimentary sulfate reduction and dissolution of barite (BaSO$_4$) (Agnihotri et al., 2003). As such, Ba/Ca ratios at U1476 may be overprinted by post-depositional Ba increase, and represent changes in productivity rather than Zambezi riverine outflow. Still, given the distance between the Zambezi river mouth and U1476, it is unlikely that riverine plumes provide a first order control on the $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ at U1476. I therefore suggest that $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$-derived SSSs and SSTs at U1476 are driven by changes in the hydrography of Indian Ocean water masses entering at the northern mouth of the Channel.
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Figure 7.20 Cross-plot between Ba/Ca and $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ as indicator for potential influence of riverine freshwater on U1476 surface salinity variability. The lack of correlation suggests little to no influence of riverine input on U1476 surface hydrography.

7.5 Discussion

In the Mozambique Channel, changes in SSS and SST lead climate terminations over the last 1.2 Ma. I propose that the multi-millennial SSS and SST variability in the Mozambique Channel is the result of shifts between different Indian Ocean surface waters controlled by glacial-interglacial ITF dynamics coupled with changes in the strength of the Agulhas Leakage.

To understand past influences on SSS and SST, I first identify modern drivers of SSS in the Indian Ocean. Modern surface circulation in the tropical and subtropical Indian Ocean differs from the Atlantic and Pacific in that it does not exhibit highly saline surface waters in the Indian Ocean gyre. This is due to the inflow of fresh and cool ITF-waters travelling westwards along the South Equatorial Current (SEC) (Talley, 2005), as well as the loss of saline and warm surface waters to the Atlantic Ocean through the Agulhas Leakage (Figure 7.1). Palaeoclimate evidence suggests
that both the ITF (Holbourn et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2006), and the Agulhas Leakage (Caley et al., 2012; Caley et al., 2014; Peeters et al., 2004) were reduced during peak glacial conditions. This may alter the salinity and temperature patterns in the glacial Indian Ocean surface waters, and ultimately define the salinity concentrations in the Agulhas Leakage. I see an increase in glacial SSTs and available SSS data throughout the glacial Indian Ocean (Figure 7.21; for core sites see Figure 7.22) suggesting a large-scale reorganisation of SSTs and SSSs during glacial periods. The mechanisms responsible for those reorganisations must be intrinsic to the Indian Ocean, as no comparable glacial warming can be seen in Indian Ocean source regions, such as the South China Sea (SCS), and the western Pacific warm pool (WPWP) (Figure 7.23).

The glacial increase in SST and SSS is also found in the immediate Agulhas Leakage source regions (Figure 7.24; Simon et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2015) suggesting that it will have a direct effect on the salt content of the Agulhas Leakage itself.

I propose that these large-scale glacial hydrographic changes are linked to the interplay between reduced inflow of cooler freshwater from the ITF and reduced outflow of warmer salty water through the Agulhas Leakage. This would have supported greater recirculation of surface waters in the glacial Indian Ocean, enhancing net-evaporation, and leading to warming and salinification. As such, the glacial Indian Ocean may have presented a subtropical gyre system much more like the salty and warm subtropical gyres present in the modern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans (Figure 7.25).
Figure 7.21 Comparison of lead-lag relationships in the Indian Ocean. SST and available SSS data plotted in comparison to core-respective benthic or planktonic $\delta^{18}O$ as proxy for global ice volume. All $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ data in blue. (a) Mozambique Channel SST (red) and $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ (light blue) (this study). (b) Mg/Ca (pink) and $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ (green) from the western SEC (Kiefer et al., 2006). (c) central SEC SSTs (light purple) (Bassinot et al., 1994). (d) Arabian Sea SSTs (brown) and $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ (light green) (Barker et al. unpubl.; Rostek et al., 1997). (e) relative changes in $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ from the Bay of Bengal (Bolton et al., 2013). (f) SSTs (orange) from the ITF outflow region (Xu et al., 2008; Zuraida et al., 2009). Early increases in SST/SSS are indicated with black arrows.
Figure 7.22: Spatial compilation of published core locations and U1476 from the Indian Ocean, Indonesian archipelago, and Agulhas system plotted on modern ocean sea surface salinity.
Figure 7.23 Comparison of lead-lag relationships in the South China Sea (SCS) and western Pacific warm pool (WPWP). SST and available SSS data plotted in comparison to core-respective benthic or planktonic $\delta^{18}O$ as proxy for global ice volume. All $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ data in blue. (a) Mozambique Channel SST (red) and $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ (light blue) (this study). SSTs from the SCS (pink) (Herbert et al., 2010) (b), and the WPWP (brown) (c) (De Garidel-Thoron et al., 2005), (purple) (d) (Medina-Elizalde & Lea, 2005b). Termination-related increases are indicated by black arrows.
Figure 7.24 Comparison of lead-lag relationships in the upstream Agulhas system. SST and available SSS data plotted in comparison to core-respective benthic or planktonic $\delta^{18}O$ as proxy for global ice volume. All $\delta^{18}O_{\text{benthic}}$ data in blue. (a) Mozambique Channel SST (red) and $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ (light blue) (this study). (b) UK$^{37}$ (dark brown) and TEX86 (pink) -derived SST from the Agulhas Current (Caley et al., 2011). (c) SST (orange) from the Agulhas Bank (Martinez-Mendez et al., 2010). Early increases in SST/SSS are indicated with black arrows.
Figure 7.25 Conceptualisation of Indian Ocean salt content and circulation during (a) interglacial, (b) glacial, and (c) terminations. Orange/blue colouring suggests higher/lower salt content. Ocean circulation pathways indicated by arrows.
7.5.1 Glacial ITF reduced by changes in relative sea level

It has been previously suggested that the glacial ITF was reduced due to lowering of sea level and the exposure of Indonesian and Australian shelves (Holbourn et al., 2011; Linsley et al., 2010; Petrick et al., 2019). To identify whether changes in sea level and ITF reduction occur in concert, I created a relative sea level curve by inputting the U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ into a 3D ice-sheet model (ANICE) (see also Figure 7.26).

![Figure 7.26](image)

Figure 7.26 Comparison of different relative sea level reconstructions for the last 1.2Ma. ANICE model results from U1476 (this study, black) and LR04 (light blue) are plotted with sea level reconstructions from the Mediterranean (dark green, light green), the Red Sea (dark red, orange), and ODP1123 (pink).

RSL covaries closely with $\delta^{13}C_{benthic}$ from the ITF (Figure 7.27) providing evidence that reduction in sea level across the Indian archipelago can cause a reduction in ITF.

To further investigate the drivers of a reduced ITF, I reconstructed the changes in above-sea-level topography using an ice sheet-topography coupled model (ANICE-SELEN). The results produce two major changes in above-sea-level topography across the Indonesian archipelago when crossing a $\sim$50m below modern sea level threshold. These include exposure of the North Australian shelves and closure...
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Figure 7.27 Close correlation between U1476 RSL (blue) and a reconstruction of ITF outflow strength using benthic δ¹³C (Holbourn et al., 2011). Benthic δ¹⁸O in light blue (U1476) and orange (MD01-2378) for age model comparison.

of the Java Straits (Figure 7.28). The relative elevation of the Australian shelves will restrict the Timor Straights which have been identified as the main outflow of the ITF (Sprintall et al., 2014). Additionally, closure of the Java Straits would isolate the South China Sea from the ITF, cutting-off its source for freshwater input. Palaeobotanical evidence supports a complete closure of the Java Straits during glacialis (Bird et al., 2005), suggesting that SCS-sourced freshwater lenses were missing from the glacial ITF transforming it into a warm, salty surface outflow (Holbourn et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2006).

Using the PMIP model ensemble, DiNezio et al. (2013; 2016) show that exposure of Australian shelves and Java Straits lead to changes in Indian Ocean-wide rainfall patterns, which drive increases/decreases in eastern/western modelled Indian Ocean salinity. However, if Indian Ocean SSS were mainly driven by atmospheric teleconnections, one would expect a fresher surface water signature in the western
7.5 Discussion

Figure 7.28 Modelled topography changes (in m) in the Indonesian archipelago between a glacial and interglacial from the ANICE-SELEN coupled sea level-topography model. Note two distinct features: (1) closure of the Java Straits due to land-bridge formation, (2) narrowing of the Timor Straits due to shallowing of the Australian shelf.

Indian surface Ocean. At U1476, I see a saltier glacial signature hinting towards an oceanographic driver overprinting the atmospheric signal.

7.5.2 A sporadically very salty Agulhas Leakage

I propose that the reduction and salinification of the ITF drove a transformation in the hydrography of the SEC by reducing the input of cool and fresh thermocline waters from the ITF, while enhancing the recirculation of warm and salty southern Indian Ocean waters. However, if the ITF was the sole driver of salinity in the SEC, one would expect a clearer relationship involving threshold behaviour between the lead times in $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ and $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$. I therefore assume a second mechanism to be involved in shaping salinity in the SEC and ultimately the Indian surface ocean.
The Agulhas Leakage effectively controls the release of salty and warm surface waters from the Indian Ocean into the colder, fresher South Atlantic. Evidence suggests that the leakage efficiency increased abruptly at climate terminations with increases in flow volume (Caley et al., 2012; Caley et al., 2014; Peeters et al., 2004), and particularly high salinity spikes (Marino et al., 2013). My data show that salinity in the Mozambique Channel, and effectively in the whole Indian Ocean, are often highest shortly before a volume spike in Agulhas Leakage occurs (Figure 7.29).

Considering the timing of salinity changes in relation to Agulhas Leakage, it appears that salinity only reduces after Agulhas Leakage volume peaks. This suggests that the salt stored in the glacial Indian Ocean is exported to the Atlantic Ocean via an active Agulhas Leakage causing glacial and terminal Agulhas Leakage spikes to be particularly salty.

This may have significant implications for rapid climate change and terminations. Across the record, U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ increases on average by $0.8\%/\sigma_0 \pm 0.7$ between mid-glacial minima and late glacial maxima. Suggesting from (LeGrande & Schmidt, 2006) that $0.1\%/\sigma_0$ in $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ represents an equivalent change of 0.625psu in Indian Ocean salinity, the additional $0.8\%/\sigma_0$ would amount to an increase in $5.1\text{psu} \pm 4.1$
more salt in the Agulhas Leakage volume spikes. According to modelling results by Jackson & Wood (2018), the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is highly sensitive to salinity in the North Atlantic, whereby a reduction in 0.3psu in North Atlantic surface salinity due to freshwater input can significantly reduce the AMOC. As such, the Indian Ocean glacial salinity contribution of 5.1psu±4.1 are likely significant, especially when exported into the Atlantic Ocean during abrupt Agulhas Leakage volume spikes suggested to correlate with abrupt climate change (Dyez et al., 2014). It is possible that millennial variability of the subtropical front south of Africa controls the release of highly salty glacial Indian Ocean surface waters via the Agulhas Leakage. My analyses show that the created spikes can carry up to 5psu more salt than currently transported in the modern. I therefore suggest the Agulhas Leakage as a modulator to the AMOC at times when Indian Ocean salt content is particularly high.

### 7.6 Conclusions

Indian ocean surface circulation represents an important link in the surface limb of the global overturning circulation. The southern exit point, also known as the Agulhas Leakage, has been proposed to influence glacial-interglacial climate by supplying warm and salty water to the South Atlantic surface currents. This can have a direct impact on the potential density of surface waters at deep water formation sites and therefore influence global ocean circulation vigour. Here, I present new sea surface salinity and temperature reconstructions across the last 1.2Ma from the northern Mozambique channel. SSS and SST increase well before glacial maxima and are highest before volume spikes in Agulhas Leakage. This pattern is repeated throughout the glacial Indian Ocean. I show that salinity and temperature anomalies in the Indian Ocean are a direct response to freshwater input from the ITF, and saltwater export through the Agulhas Leakage. During glacial times, these two
gateways were geographically and hydrographically narrowed reducing the flow of freshwater into, and the flow of salty water out of the Indian Ocean. I propose that the isolation of glacial Indian Ocean surface waters led to repeated recirculation with net evaporation causing basin-wide salinification and warming comparable to modern examples of subtropical gyres in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. My data show that highest salinity concentrations, on average 5psu higher than minimum concentrations, were reached prior to deglacial spikes in Agulhas Leakage volume flow. This suggests that the Agulhas Leakage volume spikes were transporting particularly salty waters to the Atlantic Ocean which likely had an impact on AMOC and potentially global climate. As such, the glacial Indian Ocean may act as a reservoir for salt which can be released with spikes in Agulhas Leakage activity that may lead to abrupt changes in climate.
Chapter 8

DE-COUPLING OF THE ICE VOLUME/CO$_2$ FEEDBACK FROM EXTERNAL FORCING DURING THE EARLY MPT

8.1 Abstract

The Mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT) is defined as a major increase in glacial ice volume particularly during the 900kyr event, leading to changes in the shape, periodicity and amplitude of glacial-interglacial climate cycles. In contrast, Late Pleistocene glacial cycles are largely shaped by a feedback combination of ice volume with atmospheric CO$_2$. As such, low glacial CO$_2$ values aid the development of extreme glacial maxima leading to glacial periods sustaining multiple insolation peaks. Yet, little is known about the relationship between pCO$_2$ and ice volume during the MPT. Here, I present 1kyr-resolution $\delta^{11}B$-derived atmospheric CO$_2$ reconstructions from site U1476 across early MPT-glacial MIS30. I find that pCO$_2$ and ice volume diverge in-tandem from external forcing for the first time during
glacials MIS30, and MIS36. I interpret this as the beginning of the 100kyr-cycle evolution. The prolonged low glacial $pCO_2$ values occur in line with saltier Atlantic deep waters enriched in $\delta^{13}C$ which I interpret to be of southern origin. This likely led to increased deep ocean carbon storage and sustained low glacial $pCO_2$. In contrast, global sea surface temperature records show no prolonged cooling during MIS30 and MIS36. I conclude that the early MPT is characterised by a divorce of the $pCO_2$ and ice sheet feedback from external insolation forcing and global temperature. This could have led to an increase in the time-lag between external forcing and ice sheet/$pCO_2$ response, creating a positive cooling feedback when low insolation coincided with low $pCO_2$ and high ice volume causing the 100kyr cycle.

8.2 Introduction

According to the Milankovic theory, glacial cycles are characterised by waxing and waning of global ice sheets in response to changes in orbital forcing (Milankovic, 1941). During the early Pleistocene climate cycles, global ice volume does indeed appear to respond to integrated summer insolation, with a periodicity of 41,000 years (41 kyr) (Figure 8.1; Huybers, 2006). In contrast, Late Pleistocene glacial cycles have an extended periodicity of 100kyr, increased glacial amplitude, and end in abrupt glacial terminations (Figure 8.1; Raymo, 1997). They are considered to be paced by external insolation forcing (Hays et al., 1976; Huybers, 2011; Imbrie et al., 1993), but shaped by non-linear climate feedback mechanisms (Figure 8.1; Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013; Tziperman et al., 2006). Coupled atmospheric $CO_2$ and ice sheet dynamics are a likely driver of the extensive glacial maxima (Berger et al., 1998; Ganopolski & Calov, 2011) by supporting the development of large northern hemisphere ice sheets, so that glacials can sustain through multiple peaks in integrated summer insolation (Bintanja & Van De Wal, 2008; Tzedakis et al., 2017). As such, Late Pleistocene
glacial cycles are de-coupled from orbital forcing (Figure 8.1; Huybers and Wunsch, 2005; Ridgwell et al., 1999; Tzedakis et al., 2017).

Figure 8.1 (a) Foraminiferal benthic isotope stack (red) (LR04; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) on integrated summer insolation at 65°N (grey) (Huybers, 2006), and (b) available $pCO_2$ data from EPICA Dome C (blue line) (Bereiter et al., 2015), blue ice (blue squares) (Higgins et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2019), and boron isotopes (pink dots; Chalk et al., 2017) (blue dots; Dyez et al., 2018) (ice blue dots; Hönisch et al., 2009). Marine isotope stages (MIS) are labelled in black numbers. Glacials MIS30 and MIS36 are highlighted in red numbers. Shaded vertical pink bars highlight MPT onset glacials MIS30 and MIS36, as well as the 900kyr event (lighter pink). Shaded vertical grey bars highlight times during obliquity maxima.

The transition to the “100kyr world” of the late Pleistocene from the orbitally-paced “40kyr world” of the early Pleistocene is known as the “Mid-Pleistocene Transition” (MPT). The timing and reason of when and why Late Pleistocene climate cycles developed is still widely discussed. Spectral analyses suggest that the first 100kyr climate cycle occurred around 900kyr (Clark et al., 2006; McClymont et al., 2013; Sosdian & Rosenthal, 2009) in line with significant increases in glacial ice volume (Elderfield et al., 2012; Ford & Raymo, 2020), cooling of deep waters (Sosdian & Rosenthal, 2009), disruption in ocean circulation (Pena & Goldstein, 2014), and expansion of carbon storage (Farmer et al., 2019; Lear et al., 2016). Prior to 900kyr, sea surface temperatures (SST) show a long-term decline across the MPT suggesting the MPT as a climate transition rather than an event-like occurrence. Here, I present orbitally resolved stable isotopes and boron isotope-derived $pCO_2$
reconstructions from glacial MIS30 during the early MPT to investigate the evolution of global ice volume and $pCO_2$ with respect to orbital forcing. I combine my data with a compilation of published stable isotope and SST reconstructions to further evaluate the role of temperature and ocean circulation during the early MPT. I provide evidence that ice volume and atmospheric $CO_2$ were already tightly coupled during the early MPT leading to the first glacials during which global ice volume sustained through peaks in orbital forcing.

8.3 Methods

8.3.1 Core location and age model

New tropical stable isotope records were generated from core site U1476 (2166m depth) located at 15°49.25’ S; 41°46.12’ E on Davie ridge in the northern Mozambique Channel, with a sedimentation rate of around 2cm/1kyr during the Mid-Pleistocene transition. The age model for U1476 was derived by tuning the high-resolution benthic δ$^{18}O$ record to LR04 (Barker et al., unpubl.; see also Chapter Materials & Methods 5.4). Preparation and sample analysis follow the methods described elsewhere (Materials and Methods, chapter 5.3). According to Takahashi et al. (2014), modern surface waters above site U1476 are in air-sea $CO_2$ equilibrium with the atmosphere making this a promising site for boron isotope-based palaeo-$pCO_2$ reconstructions (Figure 8.2).

Core locations for published datasets are plotted in Figure 8.3. Age models for published data were not adapted, as all were tuned to either the LR04 benthic δ$^{18}O$ stack, or to the insolation parameters to which LR04 itself is tuned (Figure 8.4).
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Figure 8.2 Modern air-sea CO$_2$ flux in the western Indian Ocean (Takahashi et al., 2014). The location of U1476 is indicated with a pink star.

Figure 8.3 Modern global sea surface temperatures from the GLODAP v2 dataset with core locations used in this study plotted in pink.
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8.3.2 Boron isotope analysis

For boron isotope analysis, 55 well preserved G. ruber tests were picked from each sample, and crushed, cleaned and dissolved following Barker et al. (2003) (see also Materials & Methods, chapter 5.3). A small aliquot (∼20µL) was used for trace element analysis, to establish B/Ca ratios and boron concentrations, and check for sample cleanliness. Trace elements were analysed on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer at the STAiG lab in St. Andrews (see also Materials & Methods, chapter 5.3). The remaining sample was used for boron isotope analysis.

Boron was extracted from dissolved foraminiferal calcite MIS30 samples using the Batch Method (Trudgill et al., in prep.). Here, boron is extracted from the matrix in a 1.5mL centrifuge tube filled with 100µL Amberlite IRA 743 boron-specific resin. Samples were buffered using ammonia-hydroxide acetic-acid buffer with a 1.5:1 buffer:sample ratio, and loaded onto cleaned resin at pH 8.5. Interaction with the resin was created by vortexing each sample for 1 minute, then removing the supernatant from the resin. Samples were washed with 18.2MΩ de-ionized water, and eluted in 500µL of 0.5M HNO$_3$.

After purification, boron samples were analysed thrice on a Thermo Neptune Plus multi-collector inductively coupled mass spectrometer (MC-ICPMS) at the STAiG
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laboratory in St. Andrews following the method described in Rae et al. (2018) (Figure 8.5).

To test the quality of the extraction method, 10µL splits were taken from each sample to determine the concentration of B, and the matrix elements Na, Ca, and Mg. Samples with high concentration of matrix elements (>100ppb) were interpreted with caution or excluded from the dataset. Before analysis, samples, standards, and 0.5M HNO₃ were spiked with 0.3M HF to aid washout and shorten the bracketing time. Each sample was corrected for background by on-peak zeroing with 0.5M HNO₃ + 0.3M HF and correct for mass bias by sample-standard bracketing with the NIST 951 boron isotope standard (δ¹¹B = 0). For data quality control, each analytical session contained multiple measurements of the boric acid consistency standards AE121 and boron BIGD, run under the same conditions as samples. Propagated errors for the boron analysis were <0.25‰.

To test the usability of *G. ruber* δ¹¹B from U1476, an initial low resolution boron isotope record was created at the Foster Laboratories at the National Oceanographic Centre (NOC) in Southampton (Figure 8.5). Here, 250 well preserved *G. ruber* tests were picked from one glacial, and one interglacial sample from 400kyr to 1.6Ma. Samples were crushed, cleaned and dissolved following Barker et al. (2003), and analysed for trace elements on a Thermo Element XR, following the methods described above. Boron was extracted from dissolved foraminiferal calcite samples through column chemistry using PFA micro-columns with 25µL of Amberlite IRA 743 boron-specific resin. Samples were analysed on a Thermo Neptune MC-ICPMS, with a washout-aid through inlet of gaseous ammonia into the spray chamber (Foster, 2008).

Additionally, to investigate how high resolution pCO₂ reconstructions from U1476 compare to ice core data, 55 foraminiferal tests were picked from 21 samples across the last deglaciation (Figure 8.5). Samples were crushed, cleaned and dissolved, and an aliquot was analysed for trace elements as described above. Boron
Figure 8.5 Sampling strategy, laboratory location and method used for all boron isotope data. Purple samples were analysed in the STAiG laboratories of the University of St Andrews using the column boron extraction method. Orange samples were analysed in the STAiG laboratories of the University of St Andrews using the Batch boron extraction method. Yellow samples were analysed in the Foster Laboratories at the National Oceanographic Centre in Southampton using the column boron extraction method.
was extracted using column chemistry at the STAiG laboratories in St. Andrews (Foster, 2008; Rae et al., 2018). After buffering with ammonium hydroxide acetic acid in a 2:1 buffer:sample ratio, samples were loaded onto 25µL of Amberlite IRA 743 boron-specific resin in PFA micro-columns. Boron was eluted in 600µL and analysed thrice on a Thermo Neptune Plus, as described above.

To compare the Batch Method with the more widely-used method of column chemistry, three samples were analysed using both methods, including the core top sample, one sample from the middle of the last deglaciation, and one sample from MIS30. The results are listed in table 8.1. Offsets between the different extraction techniques are very small.

Table 8.1 Comparison of same sub-sample $\delta^{11}$B using column chemistry and the Batch boron extraction methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age [kyr]</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$\delta^{11} B_{G. ruber}$</th>
<th>Reps$^a$</th>
<th>2SD$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>20.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>20.63</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>20.65</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Column</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.132</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>21.27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.132</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>21.52</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.132</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>21.53</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.132</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Column</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1070.348</td>
<td>St Andrews</td>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1070.348</td>
<td>Southampton</td>
<td>Column</td>
<td>20.09</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Reps: number of independent measurements of the same sample during one analytical run

$^b$2SD: 2x standard deviation

8.3.3 Ocean carbonate calculations

I convert measured $\delta^{11} B_{G. ruber}$ to $\delta^{11} B_{borate}$ using the calibration for $G. ruber$ from Henehan et al. (2016)
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\[
\delta^{11}B_{\text{borate}} = \frac{\delta^{11}B_{G.\text{ruber}} - 9.52(\pm2.02)}{0.6(\pm0.11)} \tag{8.1}
\]

Seawater pH (Figure 8.7) was then calculated using the following equation from Rae (2018)

\[
pH = -\log \frac{K_B \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4} - K_B \times \frac{11}{10} R_{SW} + \alpha_b \times K_B \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}^2}{\frac{11}{10} R_{SW} + \frac{11}{10} R_{SW} \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}} - \frac{\alpha_b \times K_B \times \frac{11}{10} R_{SW} \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}}{\alpha_b \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4} - \alpha_b \times \frac{11}{10} R_{B(OH)_4}} \tag{8.2}
\]

where $K_B$ is the equilibrium constant of the reaction ($K_B \sim 10^{-8.6}$ according to Rae 2018), $^{\frac{11}{10}}$R stands for the ratio between $^{11}$B and $^{10}$B of either $B(OH)_4^-$ or seawater (sw), and $\alpha_b$ is the equilibrium fractionation of 27.2‰ (Klochko et al., 2006).

The fractionation factor $\varepsilon$ can be calculated using the equilibrium constant $\alpha_b$

\[
\varepsilon = 1000 \times (\alpha_b - 1) \tag{8.3}
\]

To solve the carbonate system equations for $pCO_2$, alkalinity was chosen as the second carbonate parameter. I used an estimate for alkalinity of 2300 mol/kg (Fallet et al., 2010) and for salinity of 35psu. This is consistent with the estimates used for alkalinity and salinity in chapter 7. $\alpha_b$ was taken from Klochko et al. (2006), and $\delta^{11}B_{\text{seawater}}$ was estimated as

\[
\delta^{11}B_{\text{seawater}} = (-0.000149) \times \text{age} + 39.6 \tag{8.4}
\]

as derived in Martinez-Boti et al. (2015), where $\delta^{11}B_{sw}$ is the $\delta^{11}B$ of seawater over time, and age is entered in kyr. Error propagation was conducted through Monte Carlo simulations.
Carlo analysis with 10,000 repetitions and is plotted as the positive and negative 95\textsuperscript{th} quantile.

### 8.3.4 Correcting North Atlantic $d\omega$ for ice sheet $\delta^{18}O_{\text{seawater}}$ effects

Oxygen isotopes are known to be influenced by global ice volume, temperature and salinity. To gain a more representative sea level estimate, Sosdian & Rosenthal (2009) corrected their benthic $\delta^{18}O$ data from North Atlantic site DSDP607 for benthic Mg/Ca-derived bottom water temperatures ($d\omega$). Here, I am interested in extracting local $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ variability from the $d\omega$ data to investigate possible changes in deep water hydrographic stratification. I compare two values for global $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ to correct $d\omega$ for whole ocean salinity and ice volume changes. The first estimate for $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$-whole ocean is taken from the $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw}}$ stack of Ford & Raymo (2020), while the second estimate is taken from an ice sheet model by de Boer et al. (2014a). The resulting deep water $\delta^{18}O_{\text{sw-ivc}}$ is similar for both estimates and yields a robust result for MIS30 (Figure 8.6).

### 8.4 Results

My $\delta^{11}B$ data show a consistent glacial-interglacial difference with high $\delta^{11}B$ during glacials, and low $\delta^{11}B$ during interglacials (Figure 8.7a, b). After converting $\delta^{11}B$ to seawater pH, I find also a clear glacial-interglacial cyclicity with glacial pH values around 8.2–8.3, and interglacial values around 8.1, and 8.0 only during MIS31 (Figure 8.7c).

I then use the reconstructed pH to calculate atmospheric $CO_2$ concentrations. Glacial $pCO_2$ values during the last glacial maximum are around 180ppm which is well in-line with ice core $CO_2$ reconstructions (Figure 8.7d). Late Pleistocene
glacial, and interglacial, $CO_2$ values plot around 230ppm, and 330ppm, respectively, presenting a consistent glacial-interglacial difference of 100ppm. My high resolution data from the last deglaciation and MIS31-30 show peaks in high interglacial $pCO_2$ which are likely results of short-term dis-equilibria in the air-sea exchange above U1476 (Shao et al., 2019). From 400kyr to 800kyr, my glacial $pCO_2$ values appear somewhat elevated compared to the last deglaciation and other $\delta^{11}B$ -derived published $pCO_2$ data. This may be due to the use of a consistent alkalinity value throughout the last 1.5Ma. Instead, long-term glacial alkalinity might have changed which could cause differences in glacial $pCO_2$ values over time. Still, given I reconstruct a consistent difference of 100ppm between glacial and interglacial $pCO_2$.
Figure 8.7 Seawater pH and atmospheric $pCO_2$ calculations for U1476 boron isotope data during the last deglaciation, and the 400-1500kyr time period. (a) $\delta^{11}B$ from foraminifera $G. ruber$ (orange) with error bars representing analytical errors as 2xstandard deviation, and (b) calculated $\delta^{11}B_{borate}$ using Henehan et al. (2013) after size correction (green), plotted on U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ (grey). (c) seawater pH (ice blue dots) with grey error envelope representing 95th quantiles plotted on U1476 $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ (grey). (d) $pCO_2$ (large green dots) with grey error envelope representing 95th quantiles. For comparison, ice core $pCO_2$ as dark blue line, blue ice data in light blue squares, and published boron isotope-derived $pCO_2$ in pink, light blue, and bright blue dots. Shaded vertical pink bars highlight MPT onset glacials MIS30 and MIS36, as well as the 900kyr event (lighter pink). Shaded vertical grey bars highlight obliquity maxima during the MPT period.
values across the whole record, I am confident that the $pCO_2$ data displays correct glacial-interglacial variability and allows us to interpret relative changes. From MIS31 to MIS29, I increased the resolution to one data point per 1kyr (Figure 8.8). I find that glacial $pCO_2$ falls abruptly to 230ppm after MIS31, and stays low across glacial MIS30 and early MIS29.

Prior to 1.2Ma, benthic oxygen isotopes ($\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$) show a $\sim$41kyr cyclicity pacing in line with integrated summer insolation (Figure 8.9). However, during MIS30 ($\sim$1.1Ma), $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ deviates from the external forcing and stays high, while integrated summer insolation increases (Figure 8.8).

The $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ data closely correlates with my new high resolution atmospheric $CO_2$ reconstructions from U1476 across MIS30 (Figure 8.8). This occurs despite increases in integrated summer insolation, comparable to $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$. The glacial $pCO_2$-low is paralleled by light $\delta^{13}C_{benthic}$ in the South Atlantic, and a peak in the $\delta^{18}O_{sw-ivc}$ of North Atlantic deep waters (Figure 8.10). In contrast, I see early increases in high- and low latitude SSTs (Figure 8.10, 8.11), and global benthic $\delta^{13}C$ (Figure 8.10, 8.13), in line with integrated summer insolation. This causes a divergence between $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}/pCO_2$, and insolation/SSTs (Figure 8.10). This pattern is also observed to some degree during glacial MIS36 where low $pCO_2$ and high $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$ prolong into the insolation peak, while SSTs increase in line with insolation (Figure 8.10).

### 8.5 Discussion

Late Pleistocene glacial cycles are shaped by a close coupling between ice sheet dynamics and changes in atmospheric $CO_2$ (Berger et al., 1998; Ganopolski & Calov, 2011), causing glacial ice masses to be sustained across multiple insolation peaks (Bintanja & Van De Wal, 2008; Tzedakis et al., 2017). Benthic $\delta^{18}O$ can be used to infer global ice volume changes, due to the small influences of bottom water
Figure 8.8 (a) Integrated summer insolation at 65°N (grey) (Huybers, 2006), and (b) atmospheric CO$_2$ data from boron isotopes (green dots; this study) (pink dots; Chalk et al., 2017) (ice blue dots; Hönisch et al., 2009) and blue ice (Higgins et al., 2015) on the LR04 foraminiferal benthic isotope stack (blue) (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). Glacial deviations between insolation and LR04/pCO$_2$ are highlighted with black arrows. Shaded vertical pink bars highlight MPT onset glacials MIS30 and MIS36. Shaded vertical grey bars highlight times during obliquity maxima.
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Figure 8.9 Early to Late Pleistocene climate. (a) Obliquity (dark grey) and 65°N July summer insolation (yellow) (Laskar et al., 2004). (b) Northern hemisphere ice-rafted debris (IRD) (Jansen et al., 2000). (c) Benthic foraminiferal δ¹⁸O stack (LR04) (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). (d) North Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SST) (Lawrence et al., 2010). (d) Benthic foraminiferal δ¹³C (Elderfield et al., 2012). (e) pCO₂ from ice core (blue line; Bereiter et al., 2015), blue ice (light blue squares; Higgins et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2019, and boron isotopes from this study (green dots), Chalk et al. (2017) (pink dots), Hönisch et al. (2009) (ice blue dots), and Dyez et al. (2018) (light blue dots). Shaded vertical pink bars highlight MPT onset glacials MIS30 and MIS36, as well as the 900kyr event (lighter pink). Shaded vertical grey bars highlight times during obliquity maxima.

temperatures on δ¹⁸O_{benthic} (Shackleton, 1987). My data show that this divorce of the ice sheet/pCO₂ feedback from insolation forcing is observed for the first time during the early MPT. During MIS30 (1.1Ma) and MIS36 (1.2Ma), benthic δ¹⁸O stays high, despite increasing integrated summer insolation, and sustains throughout the integrated summer insolation peak (Figure 8.8). This is paralleled by low levels of pCO₂ during both glacials (Figure 8.8). I propose that MIS30 and MIS36 present early examples of this divorce between ice sheet/pCO₂ and external insolation forcing. Glacial cycles prior to MIS36 do not show this feature. During the 41kyr-world, δ¹⁸O_{benthic}-derived ice volume generally follows integrated summer
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Figure 8.10 Climate shifts across the MPT. (a) 65°N summer duration insolation as in Huybers (2006) (dark grey) and 65°N July summer insolation (yellow; Laskar et al., 2004). (b) Benthic foraminiferal $\delta^{18}O$ stack (LR04) (Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). For reference, interglacial MIS are labelled in black. (d) Sea surface temperatures from the North Atlantic (Lawrence et al., 2010). (e) Deep water $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ from the North Atlantic corrected for BWT only (d$\omega$ in light blue; Sosdian and Rosenthal, 2009), and corrected additionally for global $\delta^{18}O_{sw}$ changes (dark blue, this study). (f) Benthic foraminiferal $\delta^{13}C$ from the deep South Atlantic (purple; Hodell et al., 2003), and the deep South Pacific (orange; Elderfield et al., 2012). (g) $pCO_2$ from blue ice (light blue squares; Higgins et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2019), and boron isotopes from this study (green dots), Chalk et al. (2017) (pink dots), Hönisch et al. (2009) (ice blue dots), and Dyez et al. (2018) (light blue dots). Shaded vertical pink bars highlight MPT onset glacial MIS30 and MIS36, as well as the 900kyr event (lighter pink). Shaded vertical grey bars highlight times during obliquity maxima. Note the deviation between LR04-benthic $\delta^{18}O$ and SSTs, as well as the spike in d$\omega$ and d$18O_{sw}$-ivc during MIS30.

This is also the case for $pCO_2$ (Dyez et al., 2018). As such, I suggest that MIS30 and MIS36 present the first glacials, during which high ice volume and low $pCO_2$ prolong across the insolation peak and de-couple from external forcing.

The prolonged $pCO_2$ minima during MIS30 and MIS36 is likely a result of increased deep ocean carbon storage, due to changes in ocean circulation coupled to
a more effective biological pump via iron fertilization (Chalk et al., 2017). Indeed, I note that low $pCO_2$ during MIS30 was paralleled by expansion of salty deep waters with low $\delta^{13}C$ in the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 8.10), similar to the conditions widely thought to drive enhanced carbon storage at depth during the last glacial maximum (e.g. Adkins, 2013). This is also supported by stratification (Hasenfratz et al., 2019) and productivity (Diester-Haass et al., 2018) reconstructions from the Southern Ocean which suggest stronger stratification and increased productivity during MIS30.

I speculate that the expansion of southern-sourced waters in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean could be linked to the formation of brine rejection sites in the Weddell Sea. In the modern, around 30% of Weddell Sea bottom waters are supplied by deep waters created under ice shelf margins (Kerr et al., 2018). However, SST reconstructions coupled with modelling results from the West Antarctic margin suggest that West Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS) marine shelves were diminished during MIS31 (Beltran et al., 2020) probably reducing Weddell Sea bottom water production. Recent modelling results on WAIS thickness show a significant increase in overall ice thickness during MIS30, particularly at Siple Station near the Weddell Sea (Sutter et al., 2019). The authors suggest that this increase is attributable to an expansion in marine-based ice extensions around WAIS. This would have (re-)activated Weddell Sea bottom water production and potentially caused export of salty southern-sourced water masses into the Atlantic Ocean. Regional-wide cooling of surface waters due to ice sheet advance may have also lead to a more effective formation of sea ice (Nicholls et al., 2009) which has been shown to influence storage and outgassing of $pCO_2$ (Rae et al., 2018). As such, the prolonged low in glacial $pCO_2$ may have been initiated by ice margin and sea ice growth in line with ocean stratification.

The divorce between ice sheet/$pCO_2$ dynamics and insolation forcing during early-MPT glacials is not visible in global sea surface temperature (SST) data (Figure 8.11). Prior to MIS36 (1.2Ma), high- and low latitude SSTs vary in line with global
climate which follows integrated summer insolation (Figure 8.11). Then, during MIS30 and MIS36, global SSTs increase in line with external forcing (Figure 8.11), despite a prolonged glacial as defined by $\delta^{18}O_{benthic}$.

Figure 8.11 Sea surface temperatures plotted on core respective benthic $\delta^{18}O$ (grey lines). (a) Integrated summer insolation at 65°N (dark grey; Huybers, 2006) and July summer insolation at 65°N (yellow; Laskar et al., 2004). (b) Subpolar North Atlantic (dark blue) (Hernandez-Almeida et al., 2012), (c) subtropical North Atlantic (light blue) (Ford et al., 2016; Lawrence et al., 2010; Sosdian & Rosenthal, 2009), (d) eastern tropical Pacific (red) (Herbert et al., 2010; Mix et al., 1995), and (e) western tropical Indian Ocean (green) (this study). Shaded vertical pink bars highlight MPT onset glacial MIS30 and MIS36, as well as the 900kyr event (lighter pink). Shaded vertical grey bars highlight times during obliquity maxima.

This is also seen in North Atlantic bottom water temperatures (BWT) (Figure 8.12), suggesting a link between global SSTs and North Atlantic BWTs via ventilation of deep waters in the North Atlantic. Warming SSTs may have played a role in the creation of durable ice sheets during MIS30 and MIS36 via increased moisture transport to northern hemisphere ice sheets (i.e. Driscoll and Haug, 1998). This would have led to a change in the ice sheet mass balance and could cause a reduction in ice sheet collapse at the time of insolation increase. Alternatively, global SSTs
De-coupling of the ice volume/CO$_2$ feedback from external forcing during the early MPT may act de-coupled from the ice volume/pCO$_2$ feedback and respond directly to external forcing (Bosmans et al., 2015; Raymo & Nisancioglu, 2003).

Global carbon isotopes also follow insolation during MIS30 and MIS36 (Figure 8.13) likely due to SST forcing via air-sea exchange (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 1995). In contrast, deep South Atlantic carbon isotopes stay light throughout MIS30 which I attribute to the additional drawdown of CO$_2$ via increases in South Atlantic stratification and the efficiency of the biological pump (Figure 8.10).

It has been proposed that ice sheet waxing and waning is characterised by hysteresis (Abe-Ouchi et al., 2013) leading to response-lags of the ice sheet to insolation forcing (Sosdian & Rosenthal, 2009). The development of the 100kyr cycle may therefore be a result of increasing de-coupling between the insolation forcing and the hysteresis-induced response-lag (Sosdian & Rosenthal, 2009). My data suggests that the first increase in this ice sheet-lag occurred during MIS36, and particularly MIS30. However, my pCO$_2$ data strongly underlines that the increase in
ice sheet-lag is partnered by changes in $pCO_2$. I suggest that the prolonged glacial $pCO_2$ minima during the MPT after 1.2Ma may have led to an in-phase response when low insolation aligns with high ice volume and low $pCO_2$. This appears particularly significant during 900kyr-event glacial MIS22, and MIS24, which are characterised by particularly low obliquity, significant ice sheet expansion, and likely low $pCO_2$ (Figure 8.9).

8.6 Conclusions

I present the first boron isotope-derived high resolution atmospheric $CO_2$ reconstructions for early-MPT glacial MIS30. I find that close coupling between $pCO_2$
and ice volume, which defines the shape and amplitude of Late Pleistocene glacial cycles, already occurred during early-MPT glacial. During glacial MIS30 and MIS36, ice volume sustains across an integrated summer insolation peak for the first time after the 41kyr climate cycles. This occurs in line with prolonged reduced atmospheric CO$_2$. I argue that CO$_2$ stayed reduced during MIS30, despite increases in integrated summer insolation, due to Southern Ocean stratification and isolation of southern-sourced deep water masses. During MIS30 and MIS36, SSTs closely follow insolation forcing leading to increasing SSTs during glacial conditions. This may have supported the creation of durable ice sheets through increased moisture transport to northern hemisphere ice sheets. I hypothesize that the combination of low pCO$_2$ and more durable ice sheets led to the development of ice sheet expansion during times of particularly low external forcing, such as during the 900kyr event. This would have led to a re-organisation of the ice sheet response-lag to insolation forcing and likely shape the 100kyr cycle.
Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Modern global climate change causes political and socioeconomic concerns on an international level, and is considered one of mankind’s greatest challenges today. The increase of anthropogenic atmospheric CO₂ has shown to not only increase temperature in the atmosphere, but lead to multiple alterations in other climate parameters. The motivation for the work in this thesis is based upon my long-lasting interest in the scientific functioning of climate feedback systems and their instigation mechanisms.

To investigate the coupling between key climate parameters, such as pCO₂, ocean circulation, temperature and ice volume, I chose to direct my research at past climates. This allows for the analysis of climatic behaviour in absence of anthropogenic forcing, and enables the investigation of cause-and-effect analyses during and after periods of climate change. Pleistocene climate change is of particular interest, mainly due to two climatic features. These include (i) abrupt climate change during glacial terminations (0-800kyr), where a pacing in insolation triggers a significant shift in multiple climate feedback mechanisms causing rapid warming, and (ii) the Mid-Pleistocene transition (800-1200kyr; MPT), during which climate cycles changed
from sinusoidal to asymmetrical saw-tooth shape without any measurable changes in insolation. In both cases, the intensity of the climatic change is primarily due to coupled responses from earth internal feedback mechanisms. I therefore provided three research questions in the Introduction (chapter 1):

**Research Question 1:** What role does the Indian Ocean play in shaping glacial-interglacial climate in the Late Pleistocene (0-1.2 million years)?

**Research Question 2:** What happens to atmospheric CO\(_2\) during the Mid-Pleistocene transition (0.8 - 1.2 million years)?

**Research Question 3:** Are established preparation methods and analytical procedures valid for different sized samples with varying initial contamination degrees, and different brands of mass spectrometers?

To answer the above questions, I used geochemistry in foraminiferal calcite from a recently collected ocean sediment core U1476 to reconstruct various climatic parameters. The new data provide evidence for (a) Indian Ocean circulation dynamics during Late Pleistocene climate cycles (**research question 1**), and (b) an MPT \( p\text{CO}_2 \) and ice volume deviation from external insolation forcing well before the climate disruptive 900kyr event (**research question 2**). As part of the geochemical toolkit, I employ the reconstruction of seawater pH, and atmospheric CO\(_2\), via boron isotope analysis. The analytical measurement of boron isotopes is known to be difficult and time consuming. I therefore (c) reviewed the preparational methods and analytical procedures, and applied them to a Nu plasma II inductively coupled mass spectrometer (**research question 3**).
Answer to research question 1: Indian Ocean salinity dynamics feed a particularly salty deglacial Agulhas Leakage

After deriving sea surface salinity and sea surface temperature, I find that Indian ocean circulation is of significant importance for Indian Ocean surface salinity distribution during glacial intervals. In chapter 7 "A Highly Salty Agulhas Leakage linked to Glacial Indian Ocean Salinification", I show that glacial-interglacial processes in the Indonesian throughflow and the Agulhas Leakage lead to glacial surface salinity increases which cause particularly salty Agulhas leakage rings during the following termination. This may have significant implications for glacial-interglacial climate evolution via strengthening the salinity gradient in Atlantic surface waters on their way to northern deep water formation sites. My work highlights for the first time, that Indian Ocean surface circulation may be involved in shaping global climate.

Chapter 7 includes an initial quantification of the surface salinity increase at peak glacial intervals, but does not provide a quantification of the impact that a highly saline Agulhas Leakage might have on global climate. I therefore initiated a collaboration to test the influence of salt input into the South Atlantic on global circulation and climate. I plan to run a set of general circulation model runs and disturb the ocean circulation through “negative hosing”. This implies simulating the input of surface salt into the South Atlantic, by reducing the freshwater forcing. I believe that the results from this modelling exercise will complement the findings presented in chapter 7, and underline the importance of the surface processes in the Indian Ocean beyond the time of this thesis.
Answer to research question 2: Early atmospheric CO$_2$ and ice volume deviate from external insolation forcing during the MPT, potentially priming the system for phase change

The Mid-Pleistocene transition is often assumed synonymous with the 900kyr event, due to the amount of evidence showing disruptions in the earth’s climate system at that time. In chapter 8 "De-coupling of the ice volume/CO$_2$ feedback from external forcing during the early MPT", I show that glacial low $p$CO$_2$ and high ice volume sustain an increase in external insolation forcing for the first time during MIS30 ($\sim$1.1Ma), and MIS36 ($\sim$1.2Ma). This effectively presents an early expression of the 100kyr-climate character observed in Late Pleistocene glacial cycles. The prolonged glacial low $p$CO$_2$ was likely due to expansion of southern-sourced waters, as evident from published Atlantic Ocean stable isotope data, which led to increased stratification and carbon storage potential. I also find that global sea surface temperatures follow insolation during MIS30 and MIS36 which would have caused a divergence between climate feedbacks during the early MPT. I hypothesize that this could have led to in-phase amplification where ice volume increases proportionally more during times of low $p$CO$_2$ and low insolation forcing, for example during the following 900kyr event. This study presents the first available $p$CO$_2$ reconstructions from the early-middle MPT and underlines the close coupling between $p$CO$_2$ and ice volume as major climate feedback mechanisms.

Answer to research question 3: Large samples can be cleaned with conventional methods, with evidence for contamination potential from ice-rafterd debris, but not microscopic black particles. Analytical procedures on a Nu Plasma II (Nu instruments) require methodological adaptation

Boron isotope analyses from foraminifera often require large foraminiferal samples. In chapter 6 "A Study of Sample Preparation and Analytical Procedures for
Boron Isotopes in Planktonic Foraminifera\textsuperscript{a}, I tested whether conventional cleaning procedures set-up for small samples could be also applied to large samples. My analyses show that large samples of up to 200 foraminiferal tests can be cleaned efficiently in 0.5\,\mu L or 1.5\,\mu L tubes without the necessity of scaling reagents. This provides support for high-quality boron isotope measurements from samples with a high number of tests.

Chapter 6 additionally provides first accuracy and precision measurements for boron isotope standards analysed on a Nu plasma II. I acquired best external reproducibility and accuracy with a PFA cyclonic spray chamber, $10^{11}\Omega$ resistors, and a higher concentrated standard solution. Under optimal conditions, using a 200ppb NIST 951 boron isotope standard solution, accuracy and reproducibility resulted in $0.04(\pm 0.26)$. Using a less concentrated solution of 50ppb NIST 951, accuracy and precision slightly deteriorated to $0.06(\pm 0.41)$. This shows that boron isotopes can be successfully measured on a Nu plasma II. To further improve the analytical measurement of boron isotopes on a Nu plasma II instrument in the future, I propose the introduction of a hydrofluoric acid washout aid as a means to reduce the bracketing time by decreasing the washout time. A shorter washout will lead to more efficient blank- and standard bracketing, and allow the bracketing correction to capture short-term mass bias variability. This has the potential of significantly improving the accuracy and precision of a boron isotope standard run.

In this thesis, I have investigated the patterns of earth internal climate parameters, such as atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2}, and their characteristics as feedback mechanisms using two case studies from the Late Pleistocene and the Mid-Pleistocene transition. My climate reconstructions highlight the importance of Indian Ocean surface salinity circulation (a), and coupled $p$CO\textsubscript{2} - ice sheet dynamics (b) as major climate drivers when coupled with changes in insolation. I also provide evidence that $p$CO\textsubscript{2} can be
reconstructed from boron isotopes measured on a Nu plasma II, albeit needing large samples. I show that cleaning large samples is no hindrance in the method.

The findings outlined above are significant for the analysis of climate in the past and provide baseline knowledge on how climate parameters function for our understanding of climate in the future. As such, the results produced in this thesis are impactful not just for climate science, but for a wider public audience.
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Appendix A

Atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} and its relevance in modern climate change

A.1 CO\textsubscript{2} - an Atmospheric Greenhouse Gas

Carbon dioxide (chemical formula CO\textsubscript{2}) is an invisible odourless gas which contains one carbon and two oxygen atoms connected via double bonds. It is the fourth most important gas in the atmosphere, after nitrogen, oxygen and argon, making up 0.04\% of dry air volume (Mackenzie & Mackenzie, 1995). CO\textsubscript{2} has two important features which make it irreplaceable for life on earth.

First, it is a greenhouse gas (Goody, 1995). Atmospheric greenhouse gases have the ability to absorb short wave radiation, internalise it, and emit it as longwave radiation, also known as heat (Figure A.1). Additionally, they can re-emit longwave radiation from the earth’s surface back towards the earth. As such, greenhouse gases store heat in the atmosphere which would otherwise emit into space. Without greenhouse gases, earth’s average temperature lay around -18°C (Goody, 1995). Instead, it rose to 15°C enabling liquid water to exist and providing all necessities for the development of life (Goody, 1995). The energy trapped in form of heat in the atmosphere by the greenhouse effect, expresses itself through climate and weather
Atmospheric CO₂ and its relevance in modern climate change (Visconti, 2016). By definition, climate is the mean state of the atmosphere over the duration of 30 years, while weather is the mean state of the atmosphere in a certain location over a period of days or weeks (Visconti, 2016). Weather is driven by climate, but includes an internal stochastic element where extreme events abnormal to the overall climate appear with a certain likelihood (Visconti, 2016).

![Figure A.1 The Greenhouse Effect (The Open University, n.d.).](image)

Second, it contains carbon. This makes it particularly interesting as an energy source for our carbon-based life. Plants, or autotrophs, take up CO₂ and turn it into living biomass via photosynthesis (Figure A.2) (Najafpour et al., 2017). When the plant material is eaten by heterotrophs, the CO₂ is released back into the atmosphere during respiration (Najafpour et al., 2017). This is essentially known as the carbon cycle. Due to the longevity of different carbon molecules, multiple carbon cycles exist on several timescales (Archer, 2010). These include the biological/biomass carbon cycle, the marine carbon cycle, and the weathering cycle (Archer, 2010).

Throughout the biological carbon cycle, biomass is produced via photosynthesis and then processed either during consumption of fresh plant material or during remineralisation of dead biomass. In the former, the carbon cycle can be fulfilled within days, while the latter can take years. Under specific (geologic) circumstances,
Figure A.2 Modern carbon cycle. Blue labels show major carbon pools and their carbon content in Pg/yr. Red arrows indicate carbon fluxes in Pg/yr. Figure from (Www1, n.d.), with credit to (NASA, n.d.) and (Houghton, 2007).

Biomass is turned into geologically stable forms such as peat, coal, oil and gas. In this case, carbon has been effectively removed from the biological cycle as it cannot be remineralised on daily, monthly or yearly timescales anymore.

The marine carbon cycle (Figure A.3) is active on hundreds to thousands of years (Sigman & Hain, 2012). The ocean is in constant pursuit of CO₂-concentration equilibrium with the atmosphere (Takahashi et al., 2014). This causes atmospheric CO₂ to dissolve in ocean water, providing carbon to the marine part of the biological carbon cycle (Sigman & Hain, 2012). In the ocean, dead biomass sinks and is remineralised on the way (Sigman & Hain, 2012). This causes the respiratory CO₂ to be released into a deeper water mass than the ocean surface leading to an enrichment
of dissolved CO$_2$ in the deep ocean (Sigman & Hain, 2012). If ocean circulation changes and limits these water masses from rising and exchanging gases with the atmosphere, CO$_2$ is effectively stored until the circulative regime is broken. This can happen on centennial to millennial timescales. The downward transport of carbon via biomass is called the biological pump (Sigman & Hain, 2012). In summary, the marine carbon cycle is driven by ocean circulation dynamics in combination with a short-term biological carbon cycle.

![Figure A.3 Schematic of the marine carbon cycle (Kersten, 2012).](image)

The weathering cycle (Figure A.4) explains atmospheric CO$_2$ changes over millions of years (Berner, 2003; Franck et al., 2008). Geological carbon contains 90% of all carbon on Earth in the core, mantle and crust (Dasgupta & Hirschmann, 2010). Crust carbon exists mostly in form of carbonic rocks, such as calcite and aragonite rock blocks, and fossil fuels (Berner, 2003). Rain water can dissolve carbonate rocks and transport it to the oceans on thousand- to million-year timescales (Franck et al., 2008), as evident in karst systems. The weathered geological material ends up on the ocean floor through the marine carbon cycle, where it becomes part of subduction complexes (Berner, 2003; Franck et al., 2008; Plank & Manning, 2019).
After subduction and re-melt, the carbon is fully removed from the earth’s surface and re-enters the atmosphere through volcanic and tectonic outgassing (e.g. Mason et al., 2017).

A.1.1 CO$_2$ as a feedback mechanism

Greenhouse gases, such as CO$_2$, possess physical and chemical properties that lead to a globally warmer climate than otherwise natural for a comparable planet without the greenhouse effect. As such, changes in greenhouse gas concentrations, for example in CO$_2$, can act as a climate feedback mechanism. A climate feedback mechanism may influence climate and amplify or diminish a change in the energy input (Hansen et al., 1984). Feedback mechanisms often act in loops (Kellogg, 1983; Robock, 1985). A positive feedback loop will lead to amplification of the initial signal and promotes a change in the mean climate state, whereas a negative feedback mechanism will attenuate change and stabilize the prevailing climate mode (Figure A.5). For example, the ice-albedo feedback acts as a positive loop whereby more ice induces greater energy loss, because a greater area is covered with highly reflective
white snow. As a result, air temperatures will cool leading to greater ice cover (e.g. Curry et al., 1995). For some, such as cloud-climate feedbacks, the direction of the loop is more difficult to assess (Bony et al., 2015). Warming climates promote water evaporation and cloud formation. Increasing cloud cover shields the earth from incoming solar radiation due to their high reflectivity, while increasing concentrations of water vapour strengthen the greenhouse effect (Bony et al., 2015). As such, clouds can act either as positive or negative loops. This shows how intrinsically connected all feedback mechanisms are. Well known examples of feedback mechanisms are changes in ice-albedo (Curry et al., 1995), greenhouse gases (Kellogg, 1983), cloud cover (Bony et al., 2015), vegetation (Bonan, 2008), ocean circulation (Broecker, 1991), carbon cycle dynamics (Friedlingstein et al., 2006), monsoon systems (Cheng et al., 2016b), methane clathrate release (MacDonald, 1990) and permafrost melting (Schuur et al., 2015). If one equilibrium is disturbed, it can be projected through the different climate components via cascading effects and lead to the development of a new systemic equilibrium (Dekker et al., 2018). In some cases, the disturbance may be large enough to push the feedback over a tipping point. Tipping points are bifurcation points in the system after which a small change in the leading variable will cause a large non-linear response in the internal dynamics of the depending system (Lenton, 2011). Examples include rainforest die-back, irreversible ice sheet collapse, and significant ocean deep water convection disruption (Lenton, 2011). Lenton et al. (2012; 2009) argue that tipping points may be statistically predictable if long enough time series exist. They see an increase in variability shortly before tipping points were reached in the earths climatic past. However, they note that their methods do not pick out every tipping event making prediction only moderately possible (Lenton et al., 2012).

The bifurcation in the system often appears as a hysteresis loop, whereby two possible climate states exist for the same variable setting (Rahmstorf, 2002; Stocker & Marchal, 2000). This means that passing a bifurcation point or tipping point can
Figure A.5 Examples of positive and negative climate feedback loops. A positive loop causes an acceleration of the climatic change, while a negative loop diminishes the change and acts as a stabilizer (Figure from Bralower and Bice, n.d.)

cause irreversible changes, since the status quo is only one of two return options (Figure A.6). Knorr & Lohmann (2003) modelled the bifurcation response of North Atlantic deep water production to density disturbance from freshwater input and found that the character of the hysteresis loop may change depending on the background climate (figure 15). This suggests that correct prediction of tipping point behaviour using paleoclimate data might be more difficult than assumed. This further shows that hysteresis loops have potential path directions whereby the recovery of the previous climate is unable to be reached when the starting point lies past a certain tipping point. In other words, the location of the status quo on the hysteresis loop will define the direction of change and essentially the next stable climate (Figure A.6).
Atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} and its relevance in modern climate change

Figure A.6 Schematic example of a hysteresis loop in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Stocker & Marchal, 2000). Increases in the north Atlantic freshwater flux can lead to reductions in North Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SST). The system has limited buffer capacity with respect to changes in SST. As such, the freshwater forcing may vary without significantly influencing SST (a). If the freshwater forcing increases beyond a certain bifurcation point, little further changes in freshwater forcing will cause large changes in SST (b). When a bifurcation point is passed, it is unclear whether a return to initial freshwater forcing values will cause a subsequent change in SST or not. If two stable equilibria exist for the system, the freshwater balance will have to increase further than the initial starting balance to induce a change in SSTs (c) (Stocker & Marchal, 2000).

A.1.2 Atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} data and reconstructions

Carbon dioxide is the fourth most important greenhouse gas in the atmosphere (Mackenzie & Mackenzie, 1995). As such, changes in atmospheric concentrations can have direct effects on global average temperatures and evolving climate (see chapter 2.3). Research on atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} variability goes hand in hand with the scientific methods development that enabled the measurement or reconstruction of atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} concentrations. In the following chapter, I will present the most important CO\textsubscript{2} records which led to a significant leap in the scientific understanding of $p\text{CO}_2$ dynamics and their drivers.

Mauna Loa record

The Mauna Loa Earth Observatory in Hawaii, USA is located near the top of Mauna Loa volcano surrounded by bare lava fields. The lack of nearby vegetation, human settlements and industry make this location especially suited for the in-situ measurement of “background air” or “baseline air” (Tans & Thoning, 2008).
Background air describes air masses whose gas concentrations are well mixed and representative of a hemispherical or global-wide average (Tans & Thoning, 2008). CO₂ concentrations are measured in mole fraction. This describes the amount of CO₂ molecules in a given number of dry air molecules, from which any water vapour was removed (Zhao & Tans, 2006). The unit is described as “parts per million” or ppm. The Mauna Loa CO₂ record is the longest continuous record so far. At Mauna Loa, measurements are taken continuously since 1959, using an infrared absorption technique (Komhyr et al., 1989). To ensure high quality data collection, the sensors are calibrated hourly by sending in “calibration air” from store bottles (Tans & Thoning, 2008). Every 25h, the system measures a standard “target gas” which is treated as an unknown (Tans & Thoning, 2008). Additionally, measurements are regularly compared with CO₂ measurements taken at Scripps Institution of Oceanography in California (Tans & Thoning, 2008). With this calibration strategy, CO₂ measurements can be made with an accuracy of better than 0.2ppm (Tans & Thoning, 2008). To create the final multi-decadal record, measurements are averaged hourly, then daily and monthly. Before averaging, the data is “cleaned” of any data points that might not represent true baseline air (Thoning et al., 1989). This includes CO₂ transported by diurnal wind cycles from Mauna Loa volcano crater, or high short-term variability which is indicative of locally sourced CO₂ (Thoning et al., 1989).

The final Mauna Loa record depicts an averaged measurement per month (Tans & Thoning, 2008; Thoning et al., 1989) (Figure A.7). Annual cycles are clearly visible (Figure A.7). The cycles are a product of strong photosynthetic activity in the northern hemisphere during summer months and reduced activity in winter. On multi-decadal timescales, the record shows a continuous increase in atmospheric CO₂ since 1959 (Figure A.7).

In the mid-20th century, $p$CO₂ was measured at 315ppm, while in May 2019 it had risen to 412ppm (Figure A.7). This is an increase of around 100ppm in
less than 60 years. Using the raw CO₂ data, annual growth rates can be calculated and averaged over 10 years for robustness. Since 1960, growth rates have been consistently increasing with one exception during the 60s and two during the 90s when growth rates reduced (Figure A.8). This suggests that the current increase in atmospheric CO₂ will likely extend further without significant changes in policy and economic energy use (IPCC, 2018).

The “Hockey Stick” curve

In 1999, Michael Mann and colleagues published a scientific study which became internationally known as “the hockey stick curve” (Mann et al., 1999). The study consists of a stacked dataset using mostly Mauna Loa and tree ring data to reconstruct $p$CO₂ and global mean temperature across the last 1000 years. The term arose from the shape of the graph printed in the paper (Figure A.9). The graph depicts a long horizontal trend followed by a sharp increase. This looks similar to a hockey stick
The data suggests that until around 1790, variability could be averaged out to a background level. However, since 1790, $pCO_2$ clearly increased well above the millennial average (Figure A.9b). This was a significant find as it suggests the industrial revolution with the start of significant fossil fuel burning as a potential source for the increasing CO$_2$ (IPCC, 2018; Steffen et al., 2011) already seen in the Mauna Loa record. Additionally, and more importantly, it implied that the recent CO$_2$ increase deviated off the Holocene mean (Mann et al., 1999) and could potentially lead to changes in the global mean climate state (IPCC, 2018). This interpretation was especially supported by the temperature stack published in the same paper (Figure A.9a). Temperature co-varied closely with CO$_2$ creating the same “hockey stick” shaped curve. However, the rise began later than the CO$_2$ rise with statistical significance in the latter half of the 20$^{th}$ century (Mann et al., 1999). This strongly suggests that modern $pCO_2$ and global mean atmospheric temperature are tightly coupled.

The publication of both graphs resulted in a significant political and media turmoil (e.g. Butos and McQuade, 2015; Goldenberg, 2010; Mann, 2016; Mooney,
Figure A.9 Reconstructed temperature anomaly between 1000 and 2000 A.D. (a), and atmospheric CO₂ (b) between 400 and 2000 A.D. from Mann et al (1999). Both curves show a “hockey stick”-shaped increase after 1800.

2013; Schmidt and Ramstorf, 2005; Sheppard, 2011.) The statistical measures used by Mann et al. (1999) that highlighted significantly warmer late 20th century were widely attacked (e.g. Oil&Gas Journal, 2001; for discussion see also Butos and Mcquade, 2015; Mann, 2016; Sheppard, 2011). Given that the “Hockey Stick curve” featured centrally in the following IPCC report (IPCC, 2001), it questioned the integrity of the IPCC community and science itself (Goldenberg, 2010; Schmidt & Ramstorf, 2005; Sheppard, 2011). Since then, further scientific studies have validated the significant temperature increase (e.g. Hawkins et al., 2017; Marcott
et al., 2013) as well as the link between CO2-rise and fossil fuel release (see chapter A.2). The most recent human-induced global changes, including climatic shifts, plastic pollution, species extinctions, and appearance of non-natural elements in the geological record have reached an extent that led to the suggestion of a new geological time period: The Anthropocene (Crutzen, 2002). So far, the Anthropocene is not officially recognised. However, in 2016, the Anthropocene working group of the International Commission on Stratigraphy voted to begin a formal proposal for the golden spike that shall mark the begin of the Anthropocene in the geological record (Zalasiewicz et al., 2019).

**Ice core record**

Ice cores drilled in Arctic or Antarctic ice sheets can provide information on the last 800kyr of atmospheric characteristics (Jouzel et al., 2007). In ice sheet accumulation zones, annual snowfall presses down on older snow and turns it into ice under its own weight-induced pressure. Most snow accumulation happens during the winter season, while melting occurs during the summer. This creates seasonal banding in the ice which provide a useful tool for dating. During the reorganisation, air bubbles are trapped in the ice and frozen. Using a specific melting technique, air bubbles can be extracted and their gaseous contents measured (Lüthi et al., 2008). This allows for the reconstruction of atmospheric CO2 in centennial to millennial resolution across multiple glacial-interglacial cycles (Bereiter et al., 2015; Lüthi et al., 2008; Marcott et al., 2014). Ice sheets are dynamic systems. Their weight causes basal ice to melt and form a wet slippery layer between the ice sheet and the rock. As a result, the ice sheet slides and deforms. Hence, finding suitable ice core locations is not trivial. So far, several cores have been taken in Greenland (NGRIP, 2004) and Antarctica (Lüthi et al., 2008; Monnin et al., 2001; Petit et al., 1999; Raynaud et al., 2005; Siegenthaler et al., 2005). Many climate variables can be reconstructed from ice core
Carbon dioxide concentrations are mostly reconstructed using Antarctic ice (Figure A.10). Besides $pCO_2$, atmospheric temperature was reconstructed using hydrogen isotopes (Jouzel et al., 2007) (Figure A.10).

Additionally, records of atmospheric methane and wind-blown dust were also published (Lüthi et al., 2008). In Antarctica, most sites recover until around 400kyr ago (Petit et al., 1999). Site EPICA Dome C is an exception with recovery back to 800kyr (Lüthi et al., 2008). This is the longest continuous ice core record taken. Multiple ice cores during the last 400kyr and single EPICA Dome C measurements from 400 to 800kyr were compiled to a final $pCO_2$ record (Figure A.10) (Bereiter et al., 2015; Lüthi et al., 2008) which characterises changes in global CO$_2$ concentrations for the Late Pleistocene. The record shows that $pCO_2$ varied between 180ppm and 280ppm across the last 800kyr incorporating 8 glacial-interglacial cycles. Each interglacial is coherent with CO$_2$ highstands around 280-300ppm, while glacialis appear during low $pCO_2$ at 180ppm. CO$_2$ decrease is highly variable and follows a 90,000-year trajectory until minimum values are reached. CO$_2$ increases across terminations occur abrupt with 100ppm released in only 10,000 years. When looking at the original data by Lüthi et al. (2008), it appears that the last five interglacials,
including the current Holocene, reach higher $p$CO$_2$ levels (up to 300 ppm) than the previous four at 250 ppm. Bereiter et al. (2015) revisited the data and corrected for previously unidentified gas diffusion in the near bottom old ice. The new record depicts interglacial CO$_2$ for the last 3 cycles around 270 ppm (Figure A.11) (Bereiter et al., 2015). Therefore, it appears that CO$_2$ maxima may have increased around 540 kyr ago. Still, it is worth noting that the oldest 400 kyr rely on the EPICA Dome C ice core only, whereas a multitude of cores from different locations exists for more recent cycles.

![Figure A.11 Atmospheric CO$_2$ reconstructions before (black) and after (grey) the new diffusion correction from Bereiter et al. (2015).](image)

Recently, discontinuous samples of older ice were presented (Higgins et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2019). This ice is also known as blue ice and allows the discontinuous recovery of air bubbles older than 800 kyr (Higgins et al., 2015). The oldest samples presented were 2.7 Ma old (Yan et al., 2019). The breakthrough was mostly connected to a new dating method, by which the ice can be dated using argon and potassium (Yan et al., 2019). Other samples reached around 1 Ma (Higgins et al., 2015).

In ice-core data, temperature correlates closely with $p$CO$_2$. In fact, the two records match so well that a simple interpretation of lead-lag relationships is difficult.
Shakun et al. (2012) claim that changes in $p$CO$_2$ lead changes in temperature after analysing EPICA Dome C records from the last deglaciation. Gest et al. (2017) confirm these finds using a new centennial-resolution ice core $p$CO$_2$ record (Marcott et al., 2014). They find a lag of $165 \pm 116$ yrs at the end of the Antarctic cold reversal period in the middle of the last glacial cycle which widens to $406 \pm 200$ yrs at the onset of the Holocene. Contrary, Uemura et al. (2018) call for caution as their results suggest that lead-lag relationships from ice cores might be amplified by signals carried in the moisture source. This highlights that $p$CO$_2$-temperature relationships might be more complicated on millennial timescales than previously thought.

**Deep-time record**

Beyond the Plio-Pleistocene, atmospheric CO$_2$ reconstructions decrease significantly in their temporal resolution (Figure A.12). Most of our understanding is based upon a few estimates spanning from 50Ma to 16Ma (Anagnostou et al., 2016; Pagani et al., 2011; Pagani et al., 2005). The record shows a long-term decrease from $p$CO$_2$ values around 800-1400 ppm at 50Ma to 200 ppm at 16Ma (Anagnostou et al., 2016; Pagani et al., 2011; Pagani et al., 2005). Similar values have been found by a few boron isotope measurements around 35Ma (Pearson et al., 2009). During the Oligocene, alkenone-CO$_2$ estimates appear to de-couple from benthic $\delta^{18}$O, a proxy for global ice volume. Beyond 40Ma, a few data points ($n=8$) characterise the Eocene epoch as a high CO$_2$ world with averages of 1000 ppm (Anagnostou et al., 2016; Pagani et al., 2005). However, measurement error bars and dataset spread are large. A few higher resolution reconstructions exist around 15Ma. This time is known as the Middle Miocene Climate Optimum (MMCO) and depicts a time where atmospheric CO$_2$ might have undergone significant variability. It appears that $p$CO$_2$ increased from background values around 200-300 ppm to 500-600 ppm (Foster et al., 2012; Greenop et al., 2019). This was paralleled by major climate and ocean carbon cycle
disturbances (Flower & Kennett, 1994; Holbourn et al., 2015; Kochhann et al., 2016), including a drop in ocean pH from 8.2 to around 7.6 (Greenop et al., 2019). Given the importance of $p\text{CO}_2$ for the climate system and the potential threat for future climates, more reconstructions are needed to understand the geological history of atmospheric $p\text{CO}_2$.

Figure A.12 Atmospheric CO$_2$ reconstructions from boron isotopes and alkenones for the last 60Ma (P-co2.org, n.d., see also Foster et al., 2017)
A.2 Anthropogenic CO$_2$ release – scientific evidence for fossil fuel-induced CO$_2$ increase

Reconstructing past atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations provides historical background against which the modern Mauna Loa CO$_2$ increase can be observed. It is evident that the currently measured increase in $p$CO$_2$ is unprecedented in the last 800,000 years (Figure 3.10), and likely unprecedented until the middle Miocene (Figure A.12). When comparing the Mauna Loa increase to the Late Pleistocene glacial-interglacial cycle $p$CO$_2$ variability, both show increases of around 100ppm. The difference lies in the absolute values and the rate. Previous interglacial maximum recorded $p$CO$_2$ never exceeded 300ppm, while glacial $p$CO$_2$ was around 190-200ppm. The release of around 80ppm deglacial CO$_2$ took 11,100 years (Marcott et al., 2014) presenting an average degassing rate of 7.2ppm/1000 years or 0.0072ppm/year. This stands in contrast to roughly 93ppm that entered the atmosphere over the duration of approximately 60 years with a rate of 1.55ppm/year (Figure A.7; ESRL, n.d.). That is about 216 times more CO$_2$ released in the Mauna Loa record compared to average rates in the last 800,000 years. Marcott et al. (2014) report three deglacial CO$_2$ venting events with higher release rates of 10-15ppm in less than 200 years. This is equivalent to average rates of 0.072ppm/yr which is 10 times higher than the average deglacial degassing rate, but still 22 times lower than modern rates.

This strongly suggests that the current excess CO$_2$ degasses from sources that were inactive across the last 2 million years. Fossil fuels are a good candidate for excess CO$_2$ release. Other stable carbon storages include carbonate rocks, moors and peatlands, permafrost soils, dead biomass, and volcanism. Carbonate rocks are unsuitable for quick carbon release as their weathering takes hundreds to thousands of years (Martin, 2017). Moors and peatlands are ecosystems in which waterlogged plant material resists decomposition due to anoxic conditions, and forms...
dark carbon-rich peat (Charman, 2002). Peat is fairly stable, but when dry will burn easily releasing CO$_2$ in the process (e.g. Turetsky et al., 2011). Permafrost soils are similar in that they preserve large amounts of frozen uncomposed biomass in cold landscapes (Streletskiy et al., 2015). After thaw, re-mineralisation happens quickly, as the frozen biomass did not undergo peating process (Biskaborn et al., 2019; Streletskiy et al., 2015). Yet, neither of those storage systems are able to explain the most recent CO$_2$ increase. Jackson et al. (2018) calculated that 36.2Gt CO$_2$ were released in 2018 alone. If peat burning was responsible, 37.31 trillion m$^3$ of peat need to be burned each year, assuming a peat wet weight at 0.96t/m$^3$ (LBH, 2019), a calorific value of 9.76GJ/t, and a CO$_2$ emissions potential of 106gCO$_2$/MJ (Stocker et al., 2014). In comparison, the global amount of peat in 2007 was only 3.5 to 4.0 trillion m$^3$ according to the world energy council (Caillé, 2007). Accounting for the excess carbon through permafrost outgassing is similarly unlikely. Permafrost melting sensitivity is reported at 0.8 – 2.3 million km$^2$ melting/1°C (Streletskiy et al., 2015). Given that currently 4-25 million km$^2$ of permafrost globally (Slater & Lawrence, 2013) hold around 750Gt carbon in the upper 3m (Schuur et al., 2008), this means that 1m$^3$ permafrost soil incorporates around 1tC/m$^3$ – 6.25tC/m$^3$ of permafrost soil. Using the robust estimate of 6.25tC/m$^3$, and assuming a linear release of CO$_2$, this calculates around 193,000 km$^2$ permafrost that need melting each year. With a robust sensitivity of 0.8 million km$^2$/1°C, we would have needed a warming of 0.024°C/year which accounts to 1.44°C in 60 years. This warming needed to happen prior to the CO$_2$ release if permafrost melting is to account for the initial CO$_2$ increase. However, that is not recorded in the data. In 2013, Burton et al. published new estimates on volcanic greenhouse gas emission rates. They account for various sources including active and inactive surface volcanoes, as well as flanks, submarine volcanoes, hydrothermal vents and to a certain extent mid ocean ridges. According to the results, Holocene volcanic activity accounts for 0.54 Gt/yr. This is around 60 times lower than the yearly emissions release from fossil fuels making
volcanism an unlikely sole source. Therefore, it is likely that the burning of fossil fuels has caused the increase in $p$CO$_2$.

To further test this hypothesis, isotope systems can be used as gas-source tracers in the atmosphere (Stuiver et al., 1984). Carbon has two stable $^{12}$C and $^{13}$C and one radioactive isotope $^{14}$C. During biochemical metabolic interactions, isotopic fractionation occurs creating distinct isotopic signatures (Park & Epstein, 1961). For example, during photosynthesis plants exert a strong preference to the uptake of $^{12}$C over $^{13}$C (Park & Epstein, 1961). As such, different carbon isotope signatures exist for animals, plants and dead biomass (Figure A.13) (Trumbore & Druffel, 1995) which includes fossil fuels (Flude et al., 2017). At the same time, smaller amounts of $^{14}$C are additionally incorporated (Turnbull et al., 2016). $^{14}$C is radioactive and will therefore decay. Older biomass will have less $^{14}$C than younger biomass, due to the radioactive mass loss. Both isotopic signatures together form a specific carbon footprint that can be measured in the atmosphere (Turnbull et al., 2016). Fossil fuels, such as coal, oil and gas, have a distinct light stable carbon isotope signature due to significant isotopic fractionation during the process of biomass petrification (Flude et al., 2017) in addition to near zero radiocarbon, because of age (Turnbull et al., 2009). This makes CO$_2$ sourced from fossil fuels easily distinguishable from CO$_2$ released from natural carbon sources (Stuiver et al., 1984).

The stable carbon isotopic signature is published as the ratio between the two stable isotopes in comparison to a standard ($\delta^{13}$C). $\delta^{13}$C measurements from air samples show a continuous reduction in value since 1860 (Figure A.14) (Francey et al., 1999). This is consistent with addition of CO$_2$ molecules that carry a lighter isotopic signature, such as fossil fuels (Francey et al., 1999). More compelling evidence comes from the signature left by decaying $^{14}$C. The “age signature” created by the age of decayed $^{14}$C of atmospheric CO$_2$ has decreased significantly between 2003 and 2006 from 70%/yr to 55%/yr (Turnbull et al., 2007). Using a simple back-of-the-envelope mixing model calculation, the results show that a source with a
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Figure A.13 Stable carbon isotope signatures for different carbon pools from Clark & Fritz (1997), with data from Trumbore & Druffel (1995).

A negative signature (-18.6) is needed to shift from a signature of 70\%/yr to 55\%/yr. Stuiver & Quay (1981) model the distribution and development of \textsuperscript{14}C over time and conclude that the lighter signature can only be achieved through the addition of lightest carbon from fossil fuels.

Figure A.14 Stable carbon isotopes across the last 1000 years from firn tree ring and ice core samples from Francey et al. (1999).
It can therefore be concluded that the recent increase in atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations is highly likely due to the release of anthropogenic fossil fuels, rather than CO$_2$ release from natural processes.